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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer has affected many women around the world throughout history. In order 

to recognize and treat the early signs of breast cancer, obtaining high quality images is crucial. A 

variety of imaging modalities are available for use in breast imaging, including conventional 

mammography and newer optical imaging techniques. One such optical imaging system is the 

ComfortScan™, which uses red light to image the breast and was the focus of this study. The 

objectives include investigating whether performing a large scale clinical trial with the 

ComfortScan TM would be warranted to further patient care and diagnostics for breast imaging, 

and determining whether the ComfortScan ™ would achieve better correlation to biopsy than 

mammography alone. An additional goal was to investigate whether the ComfortScan TM system 

would be beneficial as a mainstream method for a radiologist to diagnose breast cancer risk. 

The preliminary study with 19 patients demonstrated that there was no difference in 

diagnostic information between the near-infrared (NIR) image and mammography (p>O.OS). 

Anecdotal evidence suggests cases where mammography disagreed with biopsy, whereas 

ComfortScan TM agreed, though these were not statistically significant. Based on these 

encouraging results, a large scale clinical trial was launched to investigate the potential of 

widespread use of the ComfortScan ™. The large scale trial included 126 NIR images and 

found difference in diagnostic information between NIR and mammography (p<O.OS). 

Mammography agreed with biopsy in 18/33 and the ComfortScan™ system agreed with 

biopsy in 25/33 cases. The sensitivity and specificity for the ComfortScan™ system was 83% 

and 67%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity of mammography was 94% and 13%, 

respectively. This study included a variety of women with varying ages and BIRADS scores, 

and demonstrated the effective clinical use of a portable, non-ionizing, inexpensive imaging 
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modality, indicating that the ComfortScan ™ system could likely be successful as a mainstream 

adjunct to mammography. 

The potential of using polyvinyl alcohol cryogel (PVA-C) as a breast tissue mimic was 

investigated and PV A -C was then used to validate the mode of action of the ComfortScan TM 

system. Two experimental methods reported the absorption coefficients and reduced scattering 

coefficients of PV A-C. Using a double integrating sphere, the values were J.la = 0.012 ± 0.002 

mm-1 and J.ls' = 1.5 ± 0.2 mm-1 and using steady-state spatially resolved diffuse reflectance, the 

values were J.la = 0.017 ± 0.005 mm-1 and J.ls' = 1.3 ± 0.2 mm-1 at 640 nm. These values are 

comparable to typical absorption coefficients for tissue reported by others. 

The mode of action suggested by DOBI (Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging) Medical 

for the ComfortScan ™ system is that under compression a malignant tumour will highly 

attenuate light, due to a partial collapse in the tumourous vasculature, resulting in an 

increased deoxygenation of blood over time. Using a PV A-C breast mimicking phantom, it 

was shown that by deoxygenating horse blood in a cavity, there was an increase in the 

attenuation of 640 nm light as compared with the surrounding phantom material; which 

suggests that the colour representative of malignancies on the ComfortScan ™ is caused by 

deoxygenating blood. Further evidence suggests that the ComfortS can TM system is not 

recognizing a total collapse of the vasculature and subsequent void of blood from the 

tumour as the trigger for malignant detection. The mode of action suggested by DOBI 

Medical is supported by our findings. 

Keywords: NIR, breast imaging, cancer, near infrared 
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BACKGROUND 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

With an estimated 20 300 women diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010 [1], there is a significant need 

for research in the diagnosis and treatment of this disease. The human breast has always held a revered place 

in art, history and literature; beyond that of merely biological function [2]; even though the primary purpose 

of the organ is to produce milk for the live young. Nevertheless, the plague of cancer has continued to assail 

the breast during the course of history. Many ancient groups have portrayed breast tumours, as early as 

3000 years B.C. when the Egyptians used hieroglyphics printed on papyrus, and the Greek and Roman 

physicians referred to breast tumours in their Hippocratic writings. These accounts have continued into 

modem times [3-7]. 

Philosophies for the treatment of breast cancer have moved through four unique schools of thought. 

In the earliest times, treatment of breast cancer was not regularly performed because it was believed that 

surgery would only aggravate the condition. Subsequently, cancer began to be recognized as a systemic 

disease which could be treated with surgery in the short term, but surgery would not abolish the cancer. The 

next stage reversed what was previously thought, and described cancer as a localized disease, not one that 

affected the whole body, which meant that local treatments were expected to restore the patient to health. 

Eventually, a more thorough understanding of breast cancer in modem times has allowed for combined 

localized and whole-body treatments[8]. While contemporary medicine has increased the range of 

treatments available for breast cancer patients, early detection is crucial to increase the likelihood of positive 

outcomes. Customary screening methods such as mammography have been shown to miss up to 10% of 

malignant lesions, necessitating the development of alternate methods of screening, such as optical breast 

imaging [9] or contrast enhanced M:Rl, for those women identified as high risk. 
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1.2 BREAST BIOLOGY 

While the breast seems to be quite a well studied organ, there is a complex biology associated with the 

mammary glands. Visible on the anterior chest, the mammary glands are modified sweat glands of the skin, 

with the primary purpose, as previously mentioned, to feed live infant young. Classified into ductal and 

lobular units which all come together at the tip of the nipple, the mammary gland is comprised of up to 20 

different glands. A series of changes occur in the ducts and alveoli during puberty, and the breasts continue 

to grow into adulthood and, if pregnancy occurs, an additional phase of development will take place. While 

usually thought of as an exclusively female organ, interestingly, males actually have a similar breast to pre

pubescent females, which consists only of ductal structures[10]. 

1.2.1 Development 

The development of the mammary gland is quite unique, as it begins as an external sac attached to 

one place on the skin, and thickens into the eventual mammary gland. Formed from the outermost layer of 

the embryo, the ectoderm, the beginnings of the mammary gland actually extend from the armpit region 

(axilla) all the way to the groin (inguinal) area on both sides of the chest. 'This long formation visible very 

early in embryonic development, is called a 'milk line'. In the end, the upper and lower sections of the 'milk 

line' are wasted away, and only the sections over the mid-chest region are left, which is where breasts will 

eventually grow. 
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A c 

D 

Fig. 1 -Ductal Development [11] 

Tills figure shows the development of the ducts and lobes at an early 
stage. 

When a female infant is born, lobuloalveolar structures are present, but it is not until puberty when 

hormonal stimulation causes the ducts to form into collecting ducts and terminal duct lobular units. As is 

true with all embryonic development, irregularities can occur and lead to a variety of conditions. Anomalies 

in mammary gland development can result in multiple nipples and breasts (polythelia, polymastia), 

unfinished breast formation (hypomastia), or even the absence of breast tissue, areola and nipple altogether 

(amastia), although the last condition is quite rare. Extra breast tissue at any site along the former milk line 

can remain, although this is also quite rare. Cancers occasionally arise in this tissue [12], perhaps due to the 

predisposition to abnormal cell development 

1.2.2 Aunatonny 

The anatomy of the breast can be characterized at both a microscopic level, with the cellular 

arrangements, and macroscopic level by examining the ductal structures. 
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1.2.2.i Microscopic 

At a microscopic level, the breast consists of various types and arrangements of cells. In contrast 

to typical skin, the skin that overlays the breast contains longitudinal smooth muscle cells, which are 

necessary during contraction of the ducts to release milk for the young. The areola of the breast, which 

includes the nipple, is made up of a keratinizing stratified squamous epithelium with high melanin 

content, and these cells give the areola its characteristic dark colour. The areola also has glands, known 

as Montgomery's tubercles, which react to stimulation and cause the muscle fibres of the areola to 

contract, which prepares the nipple for milk release by lifting up the tip of the nipple. 

Important for milk production, the lactiferous ducts have irregular walls and a squamous epethelial 

cell layer quite dose to the nipple. These cells and the undulating walls of the ducts provide a large 

surface area, which ensures a high flow of milk. The cells change as one examines the tissues of the ducts 

and sinuses further away from the nipple. Simple columnar epithelial cells line the primary ducts, and as 

the ducts are found deeper and deeper into the breast tissue, the cells change again. The smaller ductal 

units and ductules, which break off of the duct canal are lined by epithelial cells and an outer layer of 

mesenchymal myoepithelial cells. The ductules eventually end in terminal lobular units, and terminal 

ducts can experience intraductal hyperplasia, which is a benign breast disease where cells grow beyond 

that which is normally seen in a particular tissue type. Intraductal hyperplasia is the one of the few types 

of breast disease associated with an increased risk of breast cancer[8], and it will be discussed further in 

section 1.3 ''Breast Cancer". Figure 2 depicts the ductal arrangements. 
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_..--- Cooper's Ligament 

~d+J.~---- Lobule 
..r£0\ "'~• ""+-' Intralobular 

Fjg. 2- Breast Anatomy [8] 

Stroma 

Lactiferous Sinus 

Lacti!erous Duct 

Tubercle 
of Montgomery 

Subcutaneous 
Fat Lobules 

This figure shows the location of the various parts of the breast The 
range in diameter for the ductules and ducts is 0.3 to 0.6 mm. 

Macroscopic 

The arrangement of breasts on the chest can vary from woman to woman, and some breasts are 

widely separated on the chest, while others may actually blend together near the sternum. The amount of 

body fat a woman has will, in part, determine the volume of her breasts[8]. Underneath the fatty tissues, 
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the glandular structures are found wrapped around the pectoral muscle, straddling the sternum and below 

the clavicle. 

The most easily distinguishable characteristic of the macroscopic breast is the breast volume. 

Individual breast volume vanes extensively among female populations, and can even vary when 

comparing the right to the left breast in the same individual up to SO%. Published in the Journal of the 

American Society of Plastic Surgeons, Loughry [13] examined a sample population to detennine the 

average breast volume to be 405 mL, but individual measurements varied from 21 mL to almost 2 litres. 

In addition, Malini et aL determined that breast volume can fluctuate during the menstrual cycle up to 

36% [14]. The lowest breast volumes were found during menstrual cycle days 9 to 17, and the difference 

is likely attributed to water volume changes, which have been measured using MRl [1 5]. 

The structural integrity of the mammary gland is determined by the connective tissue surrounding 

the mammary gland. The purpose of the connective tissue layer, called the pectoral fascia, is to resist 

mechanical tension and unnecessary movement of the breast as a result of muscular and motion-based 

activities. Underneath the connective tissues, the lobular units are found, and they are the most active 

units in all of the breast tissues. Each breast is estimated to have up to 100,000 lobules, which are the 

crucial components for milk production. Details of the process of milk synthesis will be described in 

section 1.2.3 'Physiology.' 

The overall shape of the breast is detennined by the suspensory ligaments, which stretch between 

the lobes and the skin and keep the mammary gland securely fastened. These special suspensory 

ligaments are called Cooper's ligaments and a particularly important area that the Cooper's ligaments are 

found is near the undersurface of the breast, where they create the natural boundary of the breast from 

the chest wall, called the inframammary fold. A crowded bunch of Cooper's ligaments are found at this 

fold, and it pennits mobility of the breast on the chest wall for ease of infant feeding. 
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The macroscopic anatomy of the breast as described, including breast volume, shape and structural 

integrity, can interfere with some surgical procedures. Difficulties can be encountered during 

mastectomy attempts, since the ducts and lobules are relatively close to the surface of the skin, especially 

near the nipple. If breast tissue remains after the procedure, the risk of breast cancer still exists, and in 

many cases where the nipple is preserved after mastectomy, residual breast tissue was found to have a 

higher likelihood of developing breast cancer [16-18]. 

Moving from that which can be seen of the macroscopic breast, such as the volume and structure, 

to the inner workings of the breast, the major blood supplies for the breast comes from the lateral 

thoracic and the internal mammary arteries. The internal mammary artery serves the more interior 

components of the mammary gland, while the outermost parts are easily accessed by the lateral thoracic 

artery, which is also appropriately called the external mammary artery. The very deepest layers of the 

breast are supplied by smaller arteries, which have to go through the pectoral muscle to reach the breast 

tissue. Figure 3 shows the arterial network in the breast. 
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Fig. 3 -Arteries of the Breast [8] 

This figure shows the location of the various arteries found in the breast 

The veins in the breast form their own patterns quite close to the skin and actually do not follow the 

arterial framework, especially near the areola. Figure 4 demonstrates the venous network. During lactation, 

when both arteries and veins expand and blood flow increases, women with especially thin skin will 

demonstrate a characteristic pattern [19]. This characteristic pattern visible through transparent skin is 

shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 4 -Veins of the Breast [8) 

High thoracic 
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This figure shows the location of the various veins found in the breast 

Fig. 5- Venous Pattern through Transparent Skin [8] 

This figure shows an example of a woman with transparent skin. An 
obvious venous pattern is seen. 

Breast lymph, as with all other lymph in the body, must drain before mixing back with blood. In 

the breast, lymph drains toward the axillia, or armpit region, and also to a lesser extent, drains toward the 

internal mammary nodes. Due to the high probability of metastases in the lymph nodes, understanding 
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the organization of the axillary nodes is of utmost importance for surgery. Figure 6 shows the location of 

the lymph nodes and the travel of lymph in and around the breast. 

It has been shown previously that after 216 axillary dissections, the average number of axillary 

lymph nodes found was 24 [8], whereas Fisher and Slack reported that the mean number of axillary nodes 

was 17. Fisher and Slack's data came from 2768 patients who underwent radical mastectomy, which is the 

complete removal of the breast, the chest muscle and adjacent axillary nodes, and they found patients had 

one to three metastases in the axillary nodes. When patients had a higher average number of nodes, as 

high as 21, four or more nodes were found to contain metastases [20]. It can be inferred that an increased 

number of nodes correlates with a more active lymphatic system, which can increase the likelihood of 

metastases. 

Level Ill axillary 
lymph nodes (medral to 
posterior minor muscle) 

lnterpectorallymph nooes (Rotter's nodes) 
(anterior to posterior minor muscle) 

Level II axillary lymph nodes 
(behind posterior minor muscle) 

Levell axillary lymph riodes 
(lateral to posterior minor muscle) 

Lymphatic entering 
thorax with ·lateral 
perforating vessels 

Apical axillary 
lymph node 

Fig. 6- Lymph Nodes of the Breast [8] 

Internal mammary 
lymph nodes 

1bis figure shows the location of the various lymph nodes associated with 
the breast. 

Classification of the axillary nodes was suggested by anatomists Pickren et aL [21] who divided the 

nodes into four categories: i) the highest nodes, or those closest to the clavicle, ii) the interpectoral nodes, 
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found between the pectoralis major and pectoralis minor muscles, iii) the lower axillary vein category, from 

the bottom of the pectoralis minor to the lateral limits of the breast, and iv) the central category [21]. 

Representative of the controversy experienced by researchers attempting to classify the lymphatic system, 

and in contrast to Pickren's groupings, surgeons and pathologists have developed their own classification 

system for grouping axillary nodes by their location relative to the pectoralis minor muscle [8]. Level I is 

specified for nodes on the outer side of the pectoralis minor muscle. Level II consists of nodes behind the 

pectorialis minor, and level III describes nodes on the inner side of the muscle. In general, the classification 

by surgeons and pathologists mimics the order in which cancer cells are likely to infiltrate the axillary lymph 

nodes. 

The speculated interactions between the lymphatic and vascular systems are explained by studies from 

B. Fisher[22, 23] and E. Fisher[24, 25], which relate to the development of breast cancer. Figure 7 attempts 

to show their theory about how tumour cells spread throughout the body. 

Death 
Traverse organs and 

capillary beds 

t 
Endothelial attachment 

t 
Death 

Dormant 

I 
Growth 

Traverse 
interstitial 

space 

t 
PRIMARY TUMOR LYMPHATICS 

t 
lymph node __ j 

Fig. 7- Lymphatic and Vasculature Systems[8] 

This figure shows the relationship between the lymphatic and vasculature 
system. These complex relationships are vital in understanding the spread 
of cancer. 
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The studies by Fisher develop the idea that tumour cells can be found going between the lymphatic 

and vascular systems, and their studies suggest that any cells that circulate in the blood can eventually be 

found in the lymph as they pass through tissues, and likewise, cells in the lymph can enter into the blood. As 

breast cancer progresses, venous blood samples have shown more circulating cancer cells detected in the 

blood[26], but for a tumour to actually grow in one location, cells must stop circulating and attach to the 

endothelial layer of the lymph nodes, ducts or the other tissues to begin localized tumour formation. 

The above explanation of the micro and macro anatomy of the breast, including the organization 

of the ducts and lobes of the breast, the vascular and lymphatic systems will aid in understanding its 

function, which follows in section 1.2.3. 

1.2.3 Physiology 

Many factors play a role in the normal physiology of the breast, including protein kinases and growth 

factors, with a large influence being played by hormones. Hormones direct the control of proliferation and 

apoptosis of cells in the breast [11] and regulate the structure, size and activity of breast tissues. One of the 

most important functions of hormones is their instigation of milk secretion in the epithelial cells of a 

postpartum woman. The influence of hormones on milk secretion is evident even in newborns, whose 

breasts may secrete their own fluid in response to hormone stimulation, called 'witches'milk.' Hormones 

continue to be important through the development of ducts at puberty, and the ongoing growth and 

differentiation of the various breast tissues. Table 1 shows the response of ducts to various hormones. 
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Hormone 

Estrogen 

Progesterone 

Testosterone 

Glucocotticoid 

Insulin 

Prolactin 

Human placental lactogen 

Growm 

Thyroid 

Oxytocin 

Table 1 -Effects of Hormones on the Breast (8] 

Effects 

Required ior ductal growth during adolescence 
Required for lobuloaiveolar growth during pregnancy 
Not necessary for maintenance of lactation or "secretion" 
Required to prime progesterone receptor induction 
Required for lobuloalveolar differentiation and growth 
Not necessary for ductal formation 
Probable mitogen in "normal" estrogen-primed breast 
Causes mesenchymal destruction of mammary epitheiium during critical period of te~cei~'ooe 

sensitivity 
Inhibits estrogen action, suppresses estrogen and progesterone receptor levels 
Required for maximal ductal grovvd1 
Nonessential but enhances lobuloalveo!ar growth during pregnancy 
Enhances protein synthesis oi mammary epimelium 
Enhances ductal alveolar growth 
Required for secretory activity witl-o glucocorticoid and prolactin 
Associated with mitoses 
Required for lactogenesis and maintenance of lactation 
Stimulates epithelial growth after parturition 
Able to substitute for prolactin in epithelial growth and differentiation 
Stimulates alveolar growt'"l and lactogenesis in second half of pregnancy 
Required for ductal growth in adolescence 
May contribute to lcbuloacinar grovvth during pregnancy 
Increases epithelial secretory response to prolactin 
Nonessential for ductal growth; may enhance glandular-acinar growm 
Causes contraction of myoepithelial cells, which produce milk ejection 

The most sensitive parts of the breast tissue to hormone changes are the secretory units of the 

alveolar glands, which promote growth or regression of the breast tissue in response to the hormone 

direction. A second important hormone response is by the specialized smooth muscle cells called 

myoepithelial cells, surrounding the alveoli. When those smooth muscle cells contract in response to 

hormonal stimulation, milk gets emptied from the lobes into the lactiferous ducts. Lactation is the primary 

function of the breast and as such, will be discussed in a dedicated section 1.2.3.i below. 

Puberty is of considerable importance for hormone stimulation from estrogen originating in the 

ovary, which results in significant growth of the breasts; however, further development of the breasts is 

dependent on numerous other hormones. The development of the ducts requires the presence of prolactin, 

hydrocortisone, growth hormone and insulin, whereas the presence of progesterone leads to the 

development of terminal ducts and the alveoli to secrete milk. After the onslaught of hormonal changes 

induced by puberty, the rest of the mature life of the breast is rather dormant, unless pregnancy requires a 

phase of rapid growth. A phase that follows childbirth is that of lactation to produce milk for the young, 
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until such time that milk is no longer required and a stage of regression occurs. The last major change in the 

physiology of the mammary gland is atrophy during menopause, which results in the cessation of the ability 

to produce milk. Interestingly, an inhibitory effect on the breast tissue is seen with testosterone, which is the 

hormone present largely in males, and to a lesser degree in females, which will stop the growth of breasts in 

males, or in females with increased levels of testosterone. The corresponding anatomical changes that occur 

during the aforementioned phases are discussed in detail below. 

After puberty, the lobes and ducts of the breast are cushioned by connective and adipose tissues, but 

it is not until pregnancy that the most significant proliferation of cells occurs to prepare for the breasts' 

ultimate function - lactation. The sudden hyperplasia which occurs prior to childbirth is counterbalanced 

later in pregnancy by a hypertrophy of alveolar cells, together with a decrease in fat and fibrous connective 

tissue to return the breast tissue to equilibrium. Interesting changes occur at the cellular level during 

lactation, and the cells which line the interior of the alveolar sacs become more columnar, and begin to 

secrete cellular components into the alveolar lumen. Protein products leave the cells by exocytosis, while 

lipids are actively transported out of the cells. The most important anatomical change in response to 

hormone stimulation in the breast is that from the latched infant, which triggers cell contractions to force 

fluids from the alveolar ducts into the lactiferous ducts and eventually, exits the breast into the infant's 

mouth. 

After the termination of breast feeding, the regression and resulting degeneration occurs in the 

absence of infant feeding, and any residual milk products are reabsorbed by surrounding tissues. The breast 

begins to turn in on itself, and fat and connective tissue start to fill in the remaining space. Menopause also 

results in a similar process of atrophy; however, hyalinization follows the degeneration of the alveoli and 

intralobular ducts. Hyalinization is the process by which normal cellular structures become replaced with 

hyaline, a translucent material with glassy collagen fibers, and could more simply be described as 
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degeneration. Menopause signifies the end of the biologically useful life of the breasts and is the stage after 

which no further lactation can occur. 

1.2.3.i Lactation 

Lactation is the principal function of the breast and the pinnacle in breast physiology. While the 

primary function of the lactating breast is to ensure the newborn young are appropriately fed, a secondary 

function is achieved by establishing an interval between subsequent births, since many mothers do not 

ovulate or undergo menstrual periods during lactation. Interestingly as such an innate function, lactation can 

occasionally be stimulated by continuous suckling , either in women without previous childbirths who are 

not pregnant, or also in men [27, 28]. 

TIUs important process is induced and regulated by a series of well orchestrated hormonal events, 

including nine months of increasing progesterone, estrogens, and lactogen levels, in anticipation of this 

crucial function [29]. Several hormone triggers initiate milk production, but most important is a fall in 

progesterone levels, which only occurs when the development of the breast is ready for milk [30]. In 

addition to progesterone, prolactin is another important hormone for lactation, and its function is to drive 

the synthesis and secretion of milk into the alveoli. Prolaction is also responsible for regulating milk 

production volume, in accordance with infant demand, but this function can be inhibited by high levels of 

progesterone present during pregnancy. In nursing mothers, the hormone levels of estrogen and prolactin 

will decrease more slowly than in a non-nursing mother[31, 32]. Even with low levels of prolactin, lactation 

can still occasionally occur with only the marked decrease in progesterone after childbirth [33]. The last 

hormone that plays an important role in the contraction of epithelial cells to actually eject the milk is 

oxytocin, which activates reflexes in the brain from the suckling infant stimulus. While many hormones are 

critical in milk production, it is evident that progesterone, prolactin and oxytocin play particularly significant 

roles. 
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Each gram of alveolar tissue produces about 1 to 2 mL of milk per day (11) and the ingredients of 

milk, including lactose, milk proteins and fat, must be sufficient to nourish the infant, while including all 

components necessary for proper development. Many hormones and growth factors are also found in milk 

and breast-feeding women should be cognoscente of the types of hormones or other influences they 

consume, as they will likely be passed onto the child. Studies have shown many drugs can have adverse 

effects on nursing infants, including antidepressants, aspirin, oral contraceptives, or cough medications [34-

36). The primary milk proteins are casein, ~-lactoglobulin, and a-lactalbumin, with casein as the most 

prevalent at 40% [37). While the protein and fat components are important, the composition of milk must 

change with the changing demands of the growing infant. Colustrum, which is a type of milk with high milk 

fat, protein and immunoglobulins to protect against disease, is produced in the first 5 days of lactation, to 

deliver nutrients to the newborn in a concentrated volume. Once the small digestive system of the newborn 

becomes more developed, milk containing higher lactose levels is secreted for further growth and strength. 

The importance of considering lactation in a discussion of breast imaging techniques stems in part, 

from the concern that a breastfeeding mother receiving dose from ionizing radiation, such as through a 

mammogram, may potentially harm the infant in the passage of milk. Studies by Luick and Mazrimas on 

udders of cattle irradiated with a cobalt-60 source, producing gamma rays and an absorbed dose of7.5 to 18 

Gy demonstrated that beyond a particular threshold dose, detectable differences were found in the milk. 

Beyond the threshold dose of 5 to 7.5 Gy, enzyme inhibition was observed in the cattle's fresh milk (38). 

Considering the dose for normal diagnostic procedures is only up to 20 mGy, it seems unlikely that these 

low levels of ionizing radiation will have any effect on the milk delivered to human infant young. 

Interestingly, a non-ionizing source of radiation is actually being used to enhance lactation in women who 

struggle to dilate blood vessels during milk production. Far-infrared radiation was commended for its 

warming and dilating effects on the breast and allowed 75% of women with poor lactation (n=36) to 

successfully breastfeed their young until weaning [39). 
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In addition to the concern for radiation during breastfeeding, the link between breastfeeding and 

cancer has also been well studied. While some research neglects to find a significant relationship between 

cancer risk factors and breastfeeding [40], several other studies suggest that th(! length of time a woman 

spends breastfeeding actually decreases her risk of breast cancer by as much as 4.3% with every month 

spent breastfeeding [41, 42]. There may, however, be an increased risk of malignancy in those women who 

already have benign lesions before becoming pregnant and beginning to breastfeed. Since fibroadenomas 

can become enlarged with the proliferation of other breast tissue during pregnancy, these benign lesions 

may eventually become malignant [43]. 

1.3 BREAST CANCER 

Breast cancer touches many lives, and it is said that one in nine women will develop breast cancer 

at some point[44], and over 5000 Canadian women will die of breast cancer every year [44]; thus, the 

impact of this disease on our society is substantial. The ability to use modem imaging techniques to 

detect cancer during regular screenings should decrease the risk of mortality, since early detection has 

been shown to find cancers at earlier stages, before they begin to exhibit symptoms. If detection takes 

place after symptoms are already presented, the tumour is likely larger and may have already spread 

through the lymphatic system, increasing the severity of the disease. Even though the current detection 

tests save many lives each year, more lives could be saved if more women participated in routine 

screening examinations [45]. 

1.3.1 Benign Lesions 

There are many different types of benign breast conditions, so many that they cannot all be explained 

in detail, but a few of which will be mentioned below. Mammary duct ectasia where the ducts beneath the 

nipple become inflamed and blocked, can result in discharge and may require the eventual removal of the 

duct if it cannot be treated with antibiotics. A papillary neoplasm is a tumour that can grow within the duct 
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and also lead to duct blockage and nipple discharge. Fibroepithelial tumours, consisting of epithelial tissue 

and mesenchymal tissues, and nipple diseases can all affect the overall health of the breast, but by far the 

most common benign conditions are fibrocystic changes[11], affecting more than SO percent of women 

with breasts determined irregular thiough palpation examination [11]. Given their prevalence and 

importance in understanding benign breast lesions, fibrocystic changes will be discussed in detail in this 

section. 

13.1.i Fibrocystic Changes 

Fibrocystic changes (FCC) are not considered actual breast disease, but rather encompass a variety of 

non-cancerous changes to the mammary gland that are considered extraordinary occurrences [46]. 

Fibrocystic changes have been well studied and documented [47-94], and include various types of cysts, 

which are sacs enclosed by a membrane full of air, fluids or semi solid materials (but not pus - that is an 

abscess). Also included in fibrocystic changes are metaplasias, where one cell is replaced by another cell type 

during a period of cellular stress, and hyperplasias, where cell growth occurs beyond that which is normally 

seen. More additions to the list of fibrocystic changes include alternations to the stromal or connective 

tissues and mild adenosis, which is an abnormal number or density oflobes [95-120]. At least 40 different 

tenns[11] have been used to describe benign lesions, but the most common definition is 'fibrocystic disease.' 

Tills term includes not only all of the lesions described above, but also includes a variety of proliferative 

lesions, such as sclerosing adenosis, where extra tissue starts developing in the lobules, or papillomatosis, 

which is a wart-like growth that can puncture ducts. Including such a broad range of conditions in a single 

definition unfortunately implies that all of the mammary gland alterations originate from a similar 

pathophysiological process, which is false. 

The earliest description of FCC was recorded in 1846 and is credited to Sir Benjamin Brodie [63] who 

used the term 'benign cystic disease.' As the understanding of FCC has progressed, the treatments for 

breast cancer have adapted to correspond with new knowledge. In the 1920's, there was growing concern 
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that epithelial hyperplasia might be a precursor of carcinoma, so it was not uncommon to perform 

unnecessary mastectomy in these cases. It was not until Bloodgood reviewed 1200 cases of carcinoma and 

800 benign breast lesions, that he concluded cystic disease is not normally associated with carcinoma [61]. 

Bloodgood's discovery forced surgeons to adopt more conservative treatments and vastly decreased the 

number of superfluous mastectomies for fibrocystic changes, although Foote et aL challenged many of 

Bloodgood's observations in the mid 1940's in attempt to clarify the definitions of FCC and establish 

statistical significance with data [76]. Many years of debate between pathologists and surgeons followed to 

attempt to define FCC[65, 68], until 1986 when the Cancer Committee of the College of American 

Pathologists finally proposed that "the fibrocystic process in the breast is not a disease, but rather an 

exaggerated physiologic phenomenon" because of its frequency in breast tissues [87]. Of particular 

importance is the distinction made by this Committee to separate FCC from proliferative lesions, since the 

latter lesions are associated with an increased risk of ensuing carcinoma[87]. 

While it is difficult to quantify the true occurrence of FCC since it is so immensely prevalent, it has 

been estimated that more than one third of women between 20 and 45 years of age have clinical evidence of 

FCC on routine physical examinations[92, 93, 101]. Cellular evidence of FCC has been identified in 54% of 

autopsies of clinically normal breasts[77], 34% of normal breasts after biopsy [94], and 40% of cancer 

bearing breasts[111]. Interestingly, FCC is not always clinically obvious, since evidence of cystic changes has 

not only been acknowledged in 61% of autopsy specimens with clear evidence of FCC, but also in 58% of 

breasts with a normal appearance[SS]. 

While perhaps not always clinically possible to grossly identify FCC, it may be possible to narrow 

down the likely patient population. Fibrocystic changes generally plague premenopausal women who are 20 

to SO years old and a staggering 70 to 75% of women with FCC are in their mid 30's and 40's[119]. FCC 

prone breasts may be diffusely dense in addition to the expected connective tissue proliferation. 

Furthermore, many women with FCC have menstrual abnormalities, have never had children and may 
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report a history of spontaneous abortions. Women with FCC likely do not take oral contraceptives; on the 

contrary, women who take or have ever taken oral contraceptives have been reported to be at a reduced risk 

for FCC[105]. 

FCC has been observed clinically in three stages. The first stage, usually observed in the middle to late 

20's, is referred to as 'mazoplasia,' which is characterized by premenstrual breast swelling and tenderness 

[94, 119]. The second stage as women enter their 30's, is referred to with various names including, 'the stage 

of adenosis', 'the multinodular breast', or 'Schimmelbusch's disease'. This stage is recognizable by multiple 

firm nodules, plaques, and lumps, and is accompanied by premenstrual pain and increased breast tenderness. 

Finally, the third stage occurs as the patient enters her 40s, and breast pain and tenderness become a 

constant and debilitating problem. Large cysts and lumps are easily discovered with routine examination, 

and about 20% of women complain of axillary tenderness. 

After menopause, the risk of FCC decreases dramatically. Ovarian estrogen secretion becomes 

negligible, and only in women who use estrogen replacement therapy is the risk of postmenopausal FCC a 

factor [115]. According to Bassler [57], approximately 25% of postmenopausal women from 60 to 80 years 

of age have FCC at autopsy, but only 10% showed previous symptoms. In addition to age, the risk of 

developing FCC increases with ovarian dysfunctions with related estrogen hormone imbalances. Estrogens 

cause proliferation of connective tissue, and the development of ductal epithelial cells. To support the 

correlation between FCC and increased levels of estrogen, Geschikter [78] postulated that breast nodules 

were caused by hyperestrogenism using animal models. He narrowed his scope to suggest that hormonal 

imbalances during the luteal phase were the crucial factor, as long as this still resulted in hyperestrogenism. 

Using large doses of estrogen, Geschikter was able to induce adenosis in rats, and subsequendy, other 

investigators have validated the role of hormonal fluctuations in the induction of FCC [89]. 

Hyperestrogenism has also been implicated in stromal fibrosis, the proliferation of the connective 

tissue cells[116], which causes the obstruction of ductules. With the increase in estrogen, continual epithelial 
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cell development begins to obstruct the ductules, and cysts develop near the obstruction. The majority of 

cysts do not exceed 1 to 2mm in size; however, larger cysts can be up to 1 to 2cm in diameter, and have 

been observed in 20 to 40% of patients with fibrocystic changes [119]. The fluid inside a cyst contains 

proteins, hormones, glucose, cholesterol, and minerals, and calcification of this fluid takes place in 25% of 

the cases [119]. 

Popular media has advocated that methylxanthine, found in coffee, cola drinks, and chocolate may 

contribute to poor health [121-123]. While it has been supported by some research that fibrocystic changes 

are linked to the intake of methylxanthine [99], still other studies have demonstrated that avoidance of these 

substances appears to have no effect on the development of fibrocystic changes[119]. 

While it is perhaps not coffee that causes cancer, many investigators have looked at the relationship 

between cystic disease and cancer [56, 67, 70, 71, 82-85, 88, 90, 109, 117, 120]. While there are differing 

viewpoints on whether FCC is truly a precursor to carcinomas, investigators tended to arrive at different 

conclusions regarding the implication FCC as a cancer risk factor, depending on the number of cases of 

epithelial hyperplasia included in each study. The disconnect could conceivably be due to the inclusion of all 

degrees of hyperplasia when defining FCC. Women with FCC have been shown to have double or up to 

five times higher risk for developing breast carcinoma when they have FCC, as compared to the general 

population. Some of the highest risks of carcinoma are due to overgrowth of epithelial cells, or epithelial 

hyperplasia [67, 83-85, 88, 109, 120]. Remarkably, it has been shown that mild degrees of hyperplasia, 

defined as an epithelial proliferation of up to four cells deep, are ordinary in the breast and do not represent 

a significant risk factor [102]; therefore, it is only severe hyperplasias which are of significant concern for the 

development of carcinoma. 

While there are several methods of classifying benign breast diseases, the Cancer Committee of the 

College of American Pathologists [87] has classified patients into three major risk categories for carcinoma: 

i) no increased risk, incorporates fibrocystic changes such as cysts or mild epithelial hyperplasia, which is 
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unexpected cell growth in the epithelial cells ii) slightly increased risk (1.5-2.0 times), is for patients with 

intraductal hyperplasia without a biopsy that shows malignancy, or for patients with sclerosing 

adenosis[124], and finally, iii) moderately increased risk (4-5 times) includes those with atypical intraductal 

hyperplasia, which is when the cells lining the lactiferous ducts begin growing more than expected. By 

dividing his subjects using the above risk categories, Mongeau et aL [1 00] found carcinoma in only 5% of 

category one lesions (no increased risk). In general, the risk for development of carcinoma subsequent to 

FCC is not strikingly different than that of the general population; therefore, no particular treatment or 

subsequent visits are required for patients with FCC. 

Even though there is no special treatment for FCC to minimize the risk of the development of 

carcinoma, some women may still desire treatment for symptomatic relie£ Nonsurgical treatment such as 

oral contraceptives[62] prevent progression of the FCC and have been used with success rates up to 

90%[53, 62, 75]. Giving oral progesterone during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle has also shown 

improvements in 80-85% of FCC patients[91, 95, 97, 119] and a variety of other hormones treatments, such 

as bromocriptine [SO, 60, 73, 96], danazol [59, 81, 114], and tamoxifen [108, 110] have also been used with 

varying degrees of success. 

Surgical intervention for the treatment of FCC is rarely necessary, and total mastectomy should not be 

considered as a serious option for FCC management. A drastic choice, mastectomy seldom removes all 

breast tissue, usually leaving up to 5%[113]. One study even demonstrated that total mastectomy leaves 

behind breast tissue within the superficial pectoralis major muscle and the lower skin flap[113]. Even small 

amounts of tissue left behind can result in subsequent carcinoma[74, 79, 106]. Furthermore, mastectomies 

give the patient a false sense of security, and may prevent her from properly examining the breast to detect 

future abnormalities. 
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1.3.2 Malignant Lesions 

In contrast to benign lesions, malignant lesions are cancerous and, if inadequately treated, may 

eventually result in serious health complications. The classification usually used for breast carcinomas is 

based on their presumed origin in either the ducts or the lobes of the breast. Ductal and lobular 

carcinomas have been well studied and there is agreement in the scientific community that carcinomas 

originate in the terminal ductal or lobular unit. While there are several types of malignant breast lesions 

which target particular cell types, the infiltrating or invasive ductal carcinoma is the most common type 

of malignant lesion found in the breast and will be described in detail in the section below. 

1.3.2.i Infiltrating Ductal Carcinoma 

Infiltrating ductal carcinoma, also known as infiltrating carcinoma, is the most common type of breast 

cancer in women [125]. Diagnosis of infiltrating carcinoma is made by exclusion, when lesions cannot 

otherwise be classified as another type of breast carcinoma[126]. Categories include 'not otherwise specified' 

(NOS) [127], or 'no special type' (NS1)[128]; however, the pattern of infiltration must be present in 90% of 

the tumour sample. Accounting for 47 to 75% of all invasive breast carcinomas[125, 129, 130], infiltrating 

breast carcinoma frequency has varied in different countries depending on the diagnostic criteria used. 

The drive toward earlier detection of breast lesions has decreased the incidence of many conditions 

that reflect advanced stages of malignancy and changed prognosis pattems[131, 132]. Attributes such as skin 

fixation, which is the inability of the skin to move independently of surrounding tissue, swelling, 'peau 

d'orange', which is when the breast represents the look and texture of an orange peel, nipple retraction, or 

ulceration are some of the features visible during advanced stages of malignancy. The presentation of 

infiltrating duct carcinoma is usually as a mass, generally detected by women in their 50s during self

examination or by mammography. Usually, about 2-3cm in size on palpation, the tumour may, in fact, be 

substantially larger and occupy a considerable portion of the breast 
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On a macroscopic scale, infiltrating ductal carcinoma is either a mass with rounded, well defined 

borders, or stellate in appearance, with invasive and outstretched protrusions, which radiate into 

surrounding breast tissue. The latter is referred to as 'scirrhous carcinoma', or 'stellate carcinoma'[133], and 

is more common than the rounded lobular mass, accounting for two thirds oflesions. Tumour size can vary 

tremendously, ranging from a few millimeters to more than 14cm. The greater the size of tumour, the more 

developed the tumour is and the worse the prognosis. Accurate documentation of tumour size is very 

important and is therefore recorded in three dimensions, but with irregular shapes, accurate measurements 

are sometimes difficult. Occasionally, the tumour sample is cross-sectioned to maximize the dimension of 

the specimen before recording the measurements. 

As with FCC, radical mastectomy was the most common treatment for infiltrating ductal carcinoma 

until the 1960's. Some studies began to recommend more conservative treatments, such as local excision or 

irradiation for some early variants of breast carcinoma [134, 135], and a gradual shift occurred toward 

modified mastectomies. Eventually, even less radical treatments followed, such as partial mastectomy, 

quadrantectomy, and finally lumpectomy[134, 136-139]. For some patients with disease not localized to a 

specific region in the breast, total mastectomy remains the preferred treatment. 

By combining some therapies, such as postoperative irradiation to mastectomy, or adjuvant 

chemotherapy, the risk of recurrences drops dramatically. In one study, the risk of recurrence among 856 

women who did not receive additional therapies dropped from 32% to 9% among 852 women who did 

receive such therapy [140]. Supplemental radiation can also increase the probability of survival free of 

disease, and a study demonstrated that at 10 years post-mastectomy, the disease-free survival increased from 

38% among those who did not receive radiation to 48% among those who did[140]. Increases in disease

free survival was irrespective of tumour size, number of positive nodes, or grade of cancer [140]. 

Combinatory therapies seem to provide modest success in improving breast cancer outcomes, and as such, 

the National Institutes of Health Consensus Conference held in June 1990 [141] suggested that breast 
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conservation treatments should be pursued for a majority of patients with early stages of breast cancer. They 

concluded that breast preservation "is preferable because it provides survival rates equivalent to those of 

total mastectomy and axillary dissection while preserving the breast'' [141]. Breast preservation is an 

important factor to consider in meeting patient preferences, improving cosmetology, and for positive 

psychosocial progress after treatment. 

While patient preference and cosmetics are important considerations, there are certam tumour 

characteristics that determine the ultimate decision for treatment. Conservation therapy, also called a 

lumpectomy, segmental or partial mastectomy, can be performed to excise a primary tumour and 1cm of 

adjacent breast tissue, and the majority of patients can be successfully treated by this approach[141]. 

Conservative therapy is usually followed by radiotherapy with 45-50 Gy to reduce the risk of recurrence, and 

ensure that the outer margins of the tumour region are free of residual cancerous cells. Occasionally, re

excision may be necessary [142], or in some cases, total mastectomy. 

Not all women are good candidates for conservation therapy. Tumours with features that increase the 

likelihood of recurrence, such as multicentric malignancies or diffuse marnmographically detected 

microcalcifications, may preclude some women from the breast conservation approach. Furthermore, large 

tumours relative to the size of the breast will result in poor cosmetic results for some women, so 

conservation therapy would be redundant. Some women have collagen vascular disease, which has been 

reported to develop immense fibrosis and disfiguration as a result of radiotherapy, so conservation 

treatments followed by radiotherapy would not be an option [141]. Nevertheless, if a woman has small 

tumours (:S1cm in diameter) and no spread to the lymph nodes, she would be a particularly good candidate 

for conservative therapy, as her prognosis is excellent and adjuvant chemotherapy is not required. In 

addition to conservative treatments and mastectomy, there are many other ways that can be used to treat 

breast cancer. While a popular option for prostate cancer, brachytherapy can also be used to treat other 

cancers such as breast, lung, and cervical cancer [143]. 
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1.3.3 Male Breast Lesions 

With the presence of a rudimentary mammary gland, males can acquire breast cancer just the same 

as women; yet, the incidence of breast lesions in males, especially malignant ones, is quite low, making up 

only 1% of all breast cancer cases[144]. From birth to puberty, there is very little difference between male 

and female breast development[145]; however, as a male reaches adulthood, the mammary gland 

becomes a vestigial organ and a dense connective tissue surrounds the ducts. The lobes found in female 

breasts are absent in males, and microscopically, the male breast resembles that of a prepubertal girL 

While there are many lesions common to the female breast that cannot be present in the male 

breast due to simple physiology, gynecomastia is a malignant lesion almost exclusive to the male breast, 

and results in proliferation of the both the ducts and stroma simultaneously. Holleb [146] estimated the 

breakdown of breast lesions in elderly men to be 65% gynecomastia, 25% carcinoma, and 10% other 

benign breast lesions. Any other lesions common to both sexes are morphologically impossible to 

differentiate. 

1.3.4 Staging of Breast Cancer 

Staging of breast cancer is crucial when evaluating tumour progress10n and determining the 

appropriate course of treatment. Establishment of the stage of cancer may be purely clinical, based on the 

physical examination, mammograms, and scans together[147, 148]. Size, mobility and any skin changes 

will be visible with a physical examination; however, to identify the pathologic stages requires a tissue 

specimen from the tumour or axillary nodes [148]. The clinical stage and the pathologic stage do not 

always correspond to one another, but one benefit of pathologic staging is the certainty it provides about 

the severity of the lesions. One of the oldest and most widely used systems for staging of carcinomas is 

termed TNM. First proposed in 1954, the TNM system divides tumours into stages based on evaluation 
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of the primary tumour (T), the regional lymph nodes (N), and distant metastases (M) [8]. Pathologic 

staging can also use this classification system, but requires the p1NM guidelines. 

Table 2 -TNM Clinical Classi.fication[ll] 
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Table 3- pTNM Pathological Classification[ll] 

pTNM Pathological Classification 

pT-PrimaryTumor 
The pathologic classification reawres rhe examination of rhe primary wrcinomawith no gross Um01 at 
the margins of reseaion. A me can be dassified p r if the<e is only microsmpic tumor in a margin. 

The p T categories correspond to the 1 cat~gcries. 

Note: When d.;ssifying pT. tile 1urnm size i> a measurement of the invasive component. If tt;ere is a 
largt· in ~itu component (e.g. 4 em) <1nd a small invasive (Omponent (e.g. 0.5 em), rhe rumor is coded 
pfla. 

pN- Re.gional Lymph Nodes 

The patho:ogic cla"ifica\ion requires the resection and examination of at least the !ow axillary lymph 
nodes (Levell) (l~e p. 38L Such a resecti;;n wii! ordinarily includ.e six or mo1e lymph nodes. 

pNX Rl';ional lymph nodes cannot b~ assrssed (not removed lor study or previously removed) 

pNO No regional lymph node metastasis 
pN 1 Metastasi> to movatJ!e ips!ir.t~ral axillary nodr(s} 

pN1a On:y rnicrometastasis (none larger ;han 0.2 em) 

pN1b Metastasis to lymph node(s), any !argerthan 0.2 em 

pNlbi Meta;tasis toi-l lymph nodes. any more than 0.2 em and ali less tllan 2.0 
em in greatest dimension 

pN 1 bii Metastasis to 4 or more lymph nodes. any more thJn 0.2 em and all less thJn 
2.0 em in gre;;testdimension 

pN 1 biii b:tension of tumor beyond thr capsule of a lymph node 
mt'tastasis t~ss than 2.0 em in grea:est dimension 

pN1biv Mrmtasisw a lymph nodi' 2.0 em or mo;e in gn:atest dimension 

pN2 Metcsrosis to ipsil.lter al axf!fa;y lymph nodes that are fixed to one another or to other stnK
tures 

pN3 Metastasis 10 ipsilateral intema! mammary iy-rnph node(s) 

pM-OistantMetastasis 
The pM categories corr~spond to the M categories. 

G Histopathologic Grading 
--·-------- --·-----------

GX Grade of diffmmiation cannot be messed 

G 1 Wet! differentiated 

G2. Moderately differemiai:ed 

G3 Poor!y differentiated 

G4 Undifferentiated 

R aassification 

Jhe absence or presence of residua! tumor after treatment m<y be described by the syrnho! R. The cefi
nfrior.s of the R classification are: 

RX Presmce of residoal1umm cannot be assesst>d 
RO No residual tumor 

Rl Microscopic residual tumor 
R2 Macro>copic res1dual tumor 
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Pathologic classification can also be performed using a stage grouping system, which corresponds to 

the 1NM system, as above. Stage I cancers are tumours up to 2cm in diameter and show no evidence of 

metastases. Stage II cancers are tumours between 2cm and Scm in diameter and may have some 

involvement of the axillary nodes, but have not metastasized to distant regions. Stage III cancers are 

tumours of any size, where the lymph nodes are fused into an axillary mass (Ilia), or tumours where there is 

extension to the chest wall, or skin involvement (liTh). Finally, stage IV cancer includes any tumour with 

distant metastases[149]. Depending on the stage of cancer, a woman might be recommended for a 

conformational biopsy. 

StageO 

Stage i 

Stage EA (1) 

Stage I!B 

Stage !i!A 

Stagr ii!B 

Tis 

T1(1) 

TO 

T1 

T2 

12 
T3 

TO 
T• 
i ~ 

T2 

T3 

T4 

AnyT 

Table 4- Stages[ll] 

Stage Grouping 

NO MO 
NO MO 

N1 MO 
N1(2) fv\0 

NO MO 

N1 MO 

NO MO 

N2 MO 
Nl MO 

N2 MO 
N1,N2 tr .u 

AnyN MO 

N3 rt-~O 

Stage IV Any T Any N Ml 
Note: (i) Tl hdudes Tlmic. (2) The prognosi5 of patients with pN1a is similar to that of patiPnts with 

pNO. 
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1.3.5 Diagnosis of Breast Cancer 

The gold standard for diagnosis of breast cancer is perfonning a biopsy of the sample. A biopsy is 

the removal of a sample of tissue, and subsequent examination under a microscope to detennine the 

presence or absence of cancerous cells. To detennine if a biopsy is needed, images of the breast must be 

taken to identify suspicious regions and narrow down the area from which the biopsy should be excised 

(see conventional breast imaging section 1.4.1). While there are various methods of biopsy, including 

needle core, vacuum assisted incision, and excisional methods like surgery, the most widely used by the 

Ontario Breast Screening Program (OBSP) are needle core biopsies. 

1.3.5.i Needle Core Biopsies 

Large core needle biopsies have correcdy identified over 95% of carcinomas [150-152]. Often 

times, more than one core biopsy sample is needed for an accurate diagnosis. Large mass lesions can 

usually be diagnosed with 5-6 cores, whereas some smaller lesions can be completely encompassed in one 

core sample[153, 154]. While a core biopsy in and of itself has significant value in identifying and 

diagnosing a lesion, one must keep in mind that it is a sample of a larger area, and additional tissue should 

be reviewed for a more complete diagnosis. An atypical intraductal hyperplasia could become an in situ 

carcinoma after further review, and a papillary lesion may sample an area with features of ductal 

carcinoma in situ (DCIS). New imaging techniques, such as the ComfortScan™ system have been 

shown to correlate well with needle core biopsy results[155]. Any unsatisfactory, suspicious, or atypical 

change detected from the core biopsy should be followed by an excisional biopsy. 

1.3.5.ii Excisional Biopsy 

An excisional biopsy removes the tumour and some surrounding breast tissue, as compared to an 

incisional biopsy, which removes only a slice of usually large tumours. Normally performed in the 
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outpatient department of the hospital under local anaesthetic, the excisional biopsy sample gets delivered 

to the pathologist shortly after removal. The specimen should have particular orienting features 

identified, such as a localization wire[156] and radiopaque dye[157, 158], which aid in excising the 

appropriate area. Excisional biopsy may be preferred over disruptive techniques such as needle 

aspiration, or core biopsy, since these may tear the tissue and dislodge cells in the mammary stroma. 

Generally, dislodgement of benign cells is not of concern; however, dislodgement of in situ carcinoma 

cells results in diagnostic difficulty because they can mimic invasive cancer cells[159-162]. By identifying 

displaced cells as granulation tissue, or as coming from a hemorrhage or needle tract can help to 

discriminate truly invasive cells [163]. 

1.4 CONVENTIONAL BREAST IMAGING 

Before a biopsy can be performed, a detailed image of the breast with a suspicious region of interest 

(ROI) must be obtained. Routine imaging of the breast will ensure early detection and treatment of any 

suspicious lesion. The three most popular breast imaging techniques are mammography, ultrasound and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Mammography is the standard practice and conventional imaging 

technique for routine detection of breast cancer, as outlined by the Canadian Association of Radiologists 

(CAR) and American College of Radiology (ACR) standards of care [164, 165]. Ultrasound is mainly used 

for image guided needle core biopsies and MRI is reserved for high-risk patients or hard to image patients 

owing to its high cost. If breast density is increased due to increased fibroglandual tissue, then the 

attenuation of x-rays in this normal tissue becomes comparable to that of malignant tissue, thereby 

precluding the successful use of mammography. In this case, MRI would be the favoured alternative. 

1.4.1 Mammography 

Mammography is a breast imaging technique which uses X-rays to produce images of the internal 

structures of the breast. The goal of routine mammographic screening is to detect breast cancer earlier 

and allow for more successful treatments. Because fine detail is needed to properly locate and assess 
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breast lesions, marrunography is perfectly suited, as it produces images with high spatial resolution[149]. 

X-ray attenuation differences, or in other words, the contrast between normal and diseased breast tissues, 

are very small, so high quality marrunography must enhance those differences to provide high contrast 

resolution[149]. In order to achieve high quality images useful in a clinical setting, many components are 

required. Figure 8 depicts the components of a typical marrunography unit. 

X-ray Tube Anode 

T 

Fig. 8 -Mammography Unit [149] 

This figure shows set up of a typical mammography unit. AEC 
represents the automatic exposure control 

Every component of the imaging sequence plays an integral role in the development of the final 

image, and ultimately, the detection of breast cancer[149]. 

1.4.1.i Breast Compression 

Breast compression is required to approximate a uniform thickness for the x-ray beam to pass 

through to achieve optimal exposure for plain film marrunography. The breast cannot be imaged in its 

normal conical shape because the exposure required to image the thick part of the breast nearest to the 

chest wall, would lead to overexposure of the thin nipple region[166]. A move toward digital 
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mammography would likely lessen the degree of compression required, since variations in exposure can 

be corrected[166). On the other hand, a lack of compression would compromise digital images in other 

ways, such as increased scatter, which may preclude the reduction in compression[149] . Achieving 

uniform exposure is not the only reason for breast compression, and others are listed in the table below 

[149). The discomfort associated with breast compression is a leading reason that women do not pursue 

routine mammography screening recommendations, so any procedure that could lessen the degree of 

compression would likely see successes in adherence to screening routines[149). 

1.4.1.ii 

Table 5 -Reasons for Breast Compression [149] 

Digital Mammography 

3
. ~~d~~·:etl~;;kc:,,~~~t~~ t~~~-9~~~l::~;t 

r;;d;fi-ti{ll,'\ ~nt....:r p~u 

4. To f;.wth!'r .!"Od;;ce dose a!'",.d mot'or= 
e~re tim!!'. n!:'C'.de:d ~!! lma~
a-:t>ids do~ i~~re-ues d~e to ;edt .. 
y~ir:g fi;m.fs~'!'~O $.)11t&:f!':'$ with !o~ ~l(pci'S<Jf~
r;lsv red:;.c~ the :;~~;ihr~""C.'-d o-f rnot.io~. 

~~~;~ 
More sophisticated methods of detection have allowed for the advance of digital mammography. 

The X-ray film is replaced by solid-state detectors, such as amorphous selenium, that are able to convert 

X-ray photon energy into electronic signals, which will be detected in a similar manner to the CCD 

camera, described in section 1.5.3.iii. Computer-aided detection (CAD) uses software to identify 

abnormal areas of the breast which may require further investigation to determine malignancy. More 

incoming energy, which is detected by the selenium as a result of photons passing through the tissue will 
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result in a higher electrical signal, and a digital image is constructed according to a corresponding range of 

grayscale values. 

Several companies have begun to market direct digital detectors, such as ANRAD, Canon, GE and 

Toshiba. ANRAD offers a patented selenium layered digital detector, which boasts faster image 

acquisition and superior quality than traditional X-ray marnmography[167], whereas General Electric 

(GE) uses a digital flat panel called the GE Revolution ™. This cesium iodide scintillator absorbs photons 

and converts them to light, which enters the silicon panel and converts the light photons into an electrical 

charge understood by the detector[168]. Digital imaging does not create a vastly different patient 

experience, and has other benefits such as image manipulation, ease of storage (as compared to 

traditional X-ray films) and sharing of images across geography. 

1.4.1.iii Radiation Dose 

As photons pass through the breast tissue on their way to the fili:n, some of the photon's energy is 

deposited within the tissue. The amount of energy deposition, or the amount of attenuation, is directly 

related to the radiation dose received by the tissue. Although it has been shown previously that levels of 

radiation dose for mammography screening are not of particular concem[169], the possibility of 

malignancies caused by increased exposure to ionizing radiation exists. The breast's exposure to radiation 

should be minimized as long as the image quality, and thus, detection capability, is not compromised. 

When delivering radiation to patients, the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principles should be 

practiced to ensure the minimal possible dose. The ultimate dose delivered to the breast tissue is affected 

by several factors: i) beam energy, ii) compressed breast tissue thickness, and iii) composition of tissue, 

for example, the amount of fat or glandular tissue[149]. Largest beam energy results in lower interactions 

with tissue; whereas, compressed breast tissue allows a smaller path length for energy deposition. 

Different tissues absorb different amounts of energy; and thus, receive different doses[169]. 
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Since the glandular and ductal tissues are at higher risk of developing malignancies [8] due to high 

cellular activities, it has been suggested by Hammerstein et aL [170] that dose calculations to these areas is 

of utmost importance. A direct in vivo measurement of dose is impossible, since the actual dose delivered 

is a function of tissue depth; however, direct measurements from a phantom material are possible and 

can be used to create an in vivo model of dose distt:ibution[149]. The phantom material would be used to 

measure such factors as the half value layer (HVL). The HVL is a measure of beam energy related to the 

thickness of aluminum needed to attenuate the beam of photons by SO%; therefore, the larger the energy, 

the higher the corresponding HVL[149]. 

Radiation dose can be decreased; however, enough photons must still reach the detector to 

produce a useful image. Recall that thicker screens result in larger amounts of scatter distinguished by the 

film, since the produced light photons have more time to scatter before reaching the film. Scatter causes 

a blur in the image, which is detrimental to radiological image evaluation. If scatter in the image was not a 

concern, mammographic units would have very thick screens in order to detect all photons; thus, 

improving efficiency and minimizing patient dose. To eliminate patient dose, a high resolution imaging 

technique without the use of ionizing radiation would be beneficial. 

1.4.2 Other Techniques 

Currently, there are several other techniques besides mammography, which can be used to image 

the breast. Ultrasound, which uses high frequency sound waves rather than radiation, is usually used in 

concert with needle core biopsy to guide ~e needle, after a positive mammogram result. It can 

sometimes provide more information about a tumour, and uses the same BIRADS classification as 

mammography. On the other hand, magnetic resonance imaging (MRl) is reserved for higher risk 

patients[165], or harder to image patients due to the density of the breast tissue. While not widely used 

for breast cancer screening due to the exorbitant cost, MRl still provides excellent image quality through 
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its use of high powered magnetic fields. Electrical impedance tomography (EI'I) has a variety of 

applications[171-17 5], and uses small currents to measure changes in cell membrane electrical resistivity. 

Cancer cells have different electrical properties than normal cells, and thus, image contrast is obtained 

through these differences. Positron emission tomography (PET) uses injected radioactive materials, 

which are preferentially metabolized by highly active cancer cells and the areas which uptake the 

radioactive markers appear more brightly due to the emission of photons[176]. This technique is much 

more invasive than the others due to the injected materials and patient dose, but can be very useful 

during early detection to determine the precise location of the tumour and decide the best course of 

treatment. As well, this process may recognize additional metastases appearing during a whole body PET 

scan. Finally, thermography[177] relies on the heat produced by the cells in the body and detects 

malignancies through higher blood volume and, therefore, higher temperature in tumours. Thermal 

patterns produced by this technique can aid in the early detection of breast cancer, but malignancy cannot 

yet be confirmed without an additional test, such as a biopsy. Table 6 compares the sensitivity, a measure 

of the number of correctly identified cancers, and the specificity, the number of correctly identified 

benign conditions, of a number of imaging techniques. A low sensitivity would result in a large number 

of missed cancers, whereas a low specificity would result in a large number of unneeded biopsies. 

Equations 1 and 2 provide the equations used to calculate sensitivity and specificity. 

('f • • • (#of true positives) 
.:Jensztzvzty = - -

(#of_ true_ positives)+(# of_ false_ negatives) 
(1) 

('f ifi . (#of true negatives) ()pecz zczty = ------:...--"--='----==--':::--_:_-----
(#of_ true_ negatives)+ (#of _false _positives) 

(2) 
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Table 6- Sensitivity and Specificity of various Breast Imaging 
Techniques 

Imaging Modality Sensitivity 

Mammography 95% [178] 

MRI 95-100% [180] 

Ultrasound 56-72% [182] 

EIT 68-100% [183] 

PET 61-93% [185] 

Thermography 85% [186] 

1.4.3 Challenges for Breast Imaging 

Specificity 

83-88% [179] 

37-97% [181] 

70-90% [182] 

47% [184] 

79-80% [185] 

70% [186] 

The difficulty in breast imaging is related to its extreme sensitivity and fUnction as a reproductive 

organ. Choosing the appropriate imaging technique is of utmost importance; thus, minimizing the exposure 

to ionizing radiation. It has been postulated that since there is resultant damage to human DNA, ionizing 

radiation is a cause of carcinogenesis[187]. Most desired in the breast imaging field is a safe, fast, 

inexpensive technique that uses non-ionizing radiation to the detection of breast lesions. The technique of 

choice for breast imaging should be highly sensitive and specific to reduce the number of required invasive 

biopsies. It is also vital that this imaging technique be able to resolve, or at least detect, tumours that are at 

least 2mm in diameter or less. Tumours of this size are considered to not be of a sufficient size to have 

begun to spread metastatically throughout the body [11]. 

1.5 OPTICAL BREAST IMAGING 

One candidate technique is optical breast imaging, which uses light to examine the vasculature of the 

breast tissue. Since the vasculature of fibroglandular tissue and malignant tissues are different, suspicious 

malignancies may be more easily identified with optical imaging than with X-ray techniques. There are 
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several conunercially available optical breast imaging units such as: ComfortScan™[188], SoftScan™[189), 

CTIM-ULA ™[190], who have all used optical imaging techniques in hopes of achieving better breast 

cancer detection. 

1.5.1 Interaction of light with material 

As light travels through tissue, its path length is governed by the amount of scatter and absorption 

that occurs. The amount of absorption is described with the absorption coefficient, Jk, and the amount of 

scatter is described with the scattering coefficient, fls· Both quantities are measured in units of inverse 

length. If a material has isotropic or uniform scattering, then the scattering coefficient, fls, is a good 

measure of the scatter. Typically, biological materials do not exhibit isotropic scattering, and therefore, the 

reduced scattering coefficient is used. The reduced scattering coefficient is given in Equation 3. 

f.Ls I= (1- g)J.L,. (3) 

where ~·provides a measure of the anisotropic properties of the tissue[191). A highly forward scattering 

isotropic medium would have a g value of zero; however, a completely backscattering medium would have a 

g value of one. 

Absorption coefficients, Jk, vary due to the different concentrations of chromophores in the tissue. 

The major chromphores in skin are melanin, water, and haemoglobin [192). Absorption in tissue can be 

described by Equation 4. 

f.Lu =e. c (4) 

where )k is the absorption coefficient, c is the molar extinction coefficient and c is the concentration of the 

absorbing species. There are two main types of scatter: i) Rayleigh scattering, il") Mie scattering. Rayleigh 

scattering is most conunon in gases and results in uniform scattering. Rayleigh scattering occurs when the 
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particle responsible for the scattering of light is smaller in size than the wavelength of the incident light. 

The amount of scatter is inversely proportional to the 4th power of the wavelength of the incident light; 

therefore, Rayleigh scattering has a significant effect on smaller wavelengths (blue-violet region). On the 

contrary, Mie scattering occurs when the scattering particle is of comparable size to the incident light and 

results in highly forward scattering. Mie scattering would dominate over Rayleigh scattering in tissue. The 

difference in scattering coefficients andg factors was shown by Mourant et aL [193-195] to be caused by the 

differences in refractive indexes of the various cellular components, including cellular fluids, nuclei, and 

mitochondria. By determining the transmission and reflectance of incident light on the material, then by 

using reconstruction algorithms, an estimation of the absorption and scattering coefficients is made. Values 

of these factors typically seen in human tissue are: 5 < 1-Ls < 20 cm-1, 0.01 <).La< 1 cm-1, and 0.75 < g < 0.99 

cm·t. 

A major challenge in optical imaging is that light is highly absorbed and easily scattered in biological 

tissues. As a result of elevated light attenuation, two problems occur: only small amounts of light can be 

transmitted through the breast, and complex image reconstruction techniques must be employed. While 

there are some challenges, when compared to other imaging techniques, there are advantages to using near

infrared (NIR) modalities, such as a faster imaging time and lower cost In addition, NIR allows for 

different methods to obtain contrast, such as using Hb02, Hb, or blood volume. 

1.5.2 Near-Infrared Imaging 

Near-infrared imaging is an aspect of optical imaging which has shown promise in the field of 

medicine[196-209], it is a well known imaging technique which is non destructive and shown a rapid 

imaging time [210]. Near-infrared imaging uses wavelengths in the visible range to the mid infrared 

region[210]. The NIR region has been identified by the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) 

to include wavelengths from 780 to 2526 nm, or the corresponding wave numbers 12820-3959 cm-t [210]. 
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The credit for the discovery of the NIR region was given to Herschel in 1800. Herschel used a prism 

to separate the electromagnetic spectrum and when examining the red region, a temperature increase was 

found [210). The popularity in the use of near-infrared devices started in the 1950's[211), and by the 1960's 

NIRS was being more commonly used for a wide variety of applications which included: i) quality control 

and product testing in the pharmaceutical industry [210), meat industry for product improvement [212), or 

medical applications such as imaging or measuring patient oxygen saturation. In the 1980's, a shift towards 

NIR systems having an array of near-infrared detectors with complex readouts replaced the earlier single 

detector units[211]. 

The basic principles of NIR imaging is the measurement of the absorption and scattering properties 

of the tissue by the transmission of near infrared light NIR absorption bands are normally: i) broad, 

ii)overlapping, iii)10-100 times weaker than the mid-IR absorption bands; thus, severely restricting sensitivity 

[210). However, low absorption coefficients allow for better depth penetration, thus, the ability to image 

thicker samples. In imaging strongly absorbing or highly scattering samples a low absorption coefficient is 

invaluable. 

A typical NIR spectrometer has several components: i) light source, ii) monochromator, iii) sample 

holder, and iv) detector. The light source is normally a tungsten halogen lamp because of its small size and 

ruggedness. The monochromator selects the narrow band of wavelengths ofNIR light which is used for 

the measurement The sample holder simply allows the sample to be centered and motionless for the 

experiment The detector is used to quantify both the diffuse reflectance: the amount of reflected NIR light 

from the sample; and the transmittance: the amount ofNIR light transmitted through the sample. 

There are several types of detectors which include: silicon, indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), and 

lead sulfide (PbS). Silicon detectors are small in size, fast, and have a high sensitivity in the near-infrared and 

short-wavelength infrared (1100-2500 nm) regions[210). The other two types of detectors, InGaAs and 

PbS, are usually larger and slower compared to silicon detectors, but they are operable for a larger number 
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of wavelengths. The most expensive, and best detectors use both silicon and PbS to utilize the speed and 

size of silicon detectors but have the wavelength range of the PbS Oargest wavelength range) detector. 

There are several types of sources that can used, some of the more common source include: i) quartz 

tungsten halogen (QTH) bulbs, ii) light-emitting diodes (LEDs), or iii) lasers. LED, or broadband discrete 

filter photometer based instruments have a very narrow spectral range[210], usually between 50-100 nm. 

Specific wavelengths can also be achieved with lasers; however, lasers also offer the user a high energy that 

can be delivered in ultrashort pulses, beneficial for time domain photon migration (IDPM) NIR systems, 

one of the 3 main types ofNIR imaging systems. 

1.5.2.i Frequency-Domain Photon Migration (FDPM) Systems 

Frequency domain photon migration systems transmit intensity modulated photons through tissue 

and measure the change in amplitude and phase. A large advantage ofFDPN system is that an independent 

measure of both the absorption and scattering coefficients can be obtained by examining the change in 

intensity and the phase shift. Another advantage is that ambient light has minimal effect on the image 

quality for FDPM systems, and hence environments previously unusable for imaging, such as patient 

bedside, now can be used. The disadvantage of these systems is high cost. 

1.5.2.ii Time Domain Photon Migration (fDPM) Systems 

IDPM systems measure the intensity of time lag of pulse laser light as it passes through a material. 

Similar to the FDPM system described below, IDPM systems provide a measure of the both the absorption 

and scattering coefficients. Both coefficients can be measured, since both the time lag, and the light intensity 

is measured; however, the disadvantage of these systems is that they are expensive (even higher than FDPM 

systems). 
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1.5.2.iii Continuous Wave (CW) Systems 

In continuous wave systems, the incident light intensity is constant with time and the resultant 

transmitted light intensity is measured. In this system, only the intensity is measured, and therefore, both 

the absorption and scattering cannot be independently measured. CW systems can be handheld and are 

the most commonly used in breast cancer detection systems. 

The advantages of CW systems are simple instrumentation, and they are inexpensive and portable. 

The disadvantage of CW systems, as compared to FDPM or TDPM systems, is that there is only limited 

depth information possible. Since CW systems simply measure the transmitted light intensity, which is a 

combination of the absorption and scatter within the material, they cannot provide individual measures 

of both the absorption and scattering coefficients. Less optical contrast is possible, as compared to 

FDPM or TDPM, because of the lack of time dependent information in the CW system[213, 214]. An 

exciting new continuous wave NIR breast cancer detection system is the ComfortScan ™, which will be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

1.5.2.iv NIR breast imaging 

The use of near-infrared light in breast imaging for cancer detection is a new application compared to 

traditional uses of NIR light, such as spectroscopy or climatology. NIR imaging of the breast works by 

passing light through the breast and determining the attenuation based on the amount of transmitted light. 

Hemoglobin is the main attenuator of light in the NIR range, so more attenuation means more blood is 

present. Since tumours are highly vascularized, more attenuation in a particular area represents a higher 

likelihood of cancer. NIR light scanning has advantages over conventional mammography, as it uses a 

much lighter compression than mammography, which is favoured for patient comfort Furthermore, NIR 

does not use ionizing radiation, and tissue density is no longer a factor for cancer detection. 
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There have been many studies involving the use ofNIR light for imaging[196-209, 215-239]; many 

of which were simulations or phantom studies[199, 201, 202,205, 206, 209, 220, 221, 226, 229, 230, 236]. 

The simulations and phantom studies served to determine the viability of the NIR imaging technique, 

and to improve the NIR image. Similar phantom studies need to be performed on the new 

ComfortScan™ NIR imaging system, to warrant its validity in a clinical setting. 

1.5.3 ComfortScan™ Optical Imaging System 

A novel, dynamic optical breast imaging technique, the ComfortS can ™ system (XinAO:MDT 

Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, China), was developed to be used as an adjunct to mammography in 

order to increase the likelihood of breast cancer detection. The ComfortS can TM system has shown 

promising results in previous studies[155, 240-242]. The main difference in the ComfortScan™ system is 

the unique method in obtaining the image contrast. The image contrast is obtained by examining 

difference in light transmission with and without compression. No other commercially available near 

infrared system uses this method for imaging construction. 

The previous studies have been performed by a group in France. They have published 3 studies on 

the usefulness of the ComfortScan TM system [240-242]. The number of patients used in these studies was 

between 25 and 72. Either BIRADS 4-5 or BIRADS 3-5 were included in these studies. It was said that 

future work should include normal patients and, therefore, include the full BIRADS range (1-5). 

Depending on the study, the ComfortS can ™ results were compared to mammography, ultrasound, 

biopsy, or :MRI. In our study using the ComfortScan ™ system, patients with BIRADS ratings from 1-5 

were successfully imaged. Also, the total number of ComfortScan ™ images included in the study was 

126, which is larger than any previous publication using the ComfortScan ™ system. 
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1.5.3.i Patient Positioning 

The ComfortS can TM system, shown in Figure 9, is a light scanning technique using 640nm red light to 

image the breast. 

Fig. 9 - ComfortScan ™ System 

This figure shows the ComfortScan TM system. The patient is positioned 
on the left side and the technician stands to the right in front of computer 
monitor. 

The technician positions the patient in front of the arm of the ComfortScan ™ system. The arm unit 

can move independently up and down to accommodate different patient heights. The technician then 

positions the breast on the LED array, which is a square grid consisting of 127 LEDs on a platform angled 

30 degrees from the horizontaL A soft air bladder is then lowered onto the top of the breast. The Charge 

Coupled Device (CCD) camera, located within the soft air bladder above the breast, enables cranial-caudal 
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imaging of the breast. A real time positioning image can be obtained to check the position of the breast, 

and an LED check must be performed using the ComfortScan ™ software in order to ensure all the LEDs 

are functional, and make certain that the light intensity passing through the breast is within a normal range. 

Errors can occur during this LED check if the breast is either too thick (not enough light is transmitted) or 

too thin (too much light is transmitted). A suspicious ROI can be identified with the ComfortScan™ from 

a previous mammogram, and the machine will perform a more detailed analysis in this area. 

1.5.3.ii Light Emitting Diodes 

As are used with the ComfortScan™ LED tray, light emitting diodes (LED) are semiconductor 

light sources, meaning that the light is produced by the excitation of a semiconductor crystal by 

introducing the flow of electrical current. An LED is an example of a solid state lighting technology, 

which means that light is emitted from a piece of solid matter, in comparison to a gas, as in compact 

fluorescence. An LED is basically a light bulb that is placed in an electrical circuit. There are several 

advantages to use LED's rather than conventional incandescent light bulbs; LED's have: longer life span, 

use less electricity, lower annual operating cost, no sensitivity to low temperatures or humidity, low heat 

emission, and very durable. Currently, LED's are not widely used throughout homes and businesses 

because of the large initial capital cost. 

A luminescent semiconductor is needed for an LED to work properly. A semiconductor is made of 

an N-type material bonded to a P-type material. An N-type material has extra electrons in the 

conduction band; whereas, a P-type material has extra holes for electrons to fill the valence band. The 

applied current across the semiconductor activates the flow of free moving electrons. Once the 

semiconductor is activated, the electrons will start to fill the holes in the P-type material. In filling these 

holes, which are at a lower energy orbital, there is excess energy which is emitted in the form of photons. 

The larger the drop from conduction band to valence band, the larger the energy of the emitted photon. 
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Below is a figure showing the electron jumping from theN-type material (or conduction band) to the P-

type material (or the valance band). 

Fig. 10- LED (243] 

1bis figure shows the energy gap between the conduction and valence 
bands for N-type and P-type materials. As the drop in energy of the 
electron is increased, so is the energy of the emitted photon. 

The energy of the emitted photon is given in the Equation 5. 

(5) 

where Ec is the energy of the electron in the conduction band, Ev is the energy of the electron in the valence 

band, and Eg is the energy of the emitted photon. As the energy gap, or band gap, between the conduction 

and valence bands increases, so does the energy of the emitted photon. The energy of the emitted photon is 

related to frequency, as shown in the Equation 6. A higher energy corresponds to a higher frequency (or a 

smaller wavelength); thus, by changing the energy of the emitted photon the colour of the produced light 

can be altered 

he 
E=hf=

A. 
(6) 

where E is the photon energy, h is Planck's constant (6.626*10-34 Js), cis the speed of light, J is the 

frequency, and A. is the wavelength. 
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1.5.3.iii Charge Coupled Device 

A charge coupled device (CCD) camera, such as the one within the inflatable soft-membrane of the 

ComfortScan™, converts received light into electrical charges through a charge coupled device, or 

semiconductor[244]. The CCD chip is basically an array of small sensors and each sensor is called a pixel. 

To improve image resolution, the amount of light a single sensor can convert must be considered. The 

smaller the pixel, the less signal per pixel, and if the signal drops below detectable limits, image quality 

would be reduced. As long as incident light intensities are high enough, a larger number of pixels are 

actually beneficial to improve resolution. Once a sensor has converted the maximum amount of light to 

electrons, the pixel on the produced image is saturated and will not provide any more useful information. 

The maximum number of incident photons is directly related to the size of the well available to hold the 

produced electrons. For the ComfortScan ™ system the full well capacity is 178,000 electrons. By having 

sensors which convert more light, better image quality can be achieved. 

Quality can be measured using the modulation transfer function (MTF), detective quantum 

efficiency (DQE) and dynamic range. MTF is a measure of the image resolution. The point at which no 

more variation in the image intensities can be detected is when the MTF is zero. Equation 7 describes 

how MTF is calculated. 

I -1 MTF= max min 

]max +]min 
(7) 

where Imax is the maximum intensity, and Imin is the minimum intensity. 

In comparison to the MTF, the DQE is a measure of the combined effects of both the signal (or 

intensity) and the noise. Equation 8 describes how the DQE is calculated. 
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DQE=NEQ 
Q 

(8) 

where Q is the number of x-ray quanta on the detector per unit area, and NEQ, noise equivalent quanta, 

is a measure of the minimum number of x-ray quanta required to give a specified signal to noise ratio 

(SNR). The NEQ is simply a more complete description of SNR. Dynamic range is yet another way to 

measure the quality of an image, and it is the difference between the minimum and maximum detectable 

values in question. All of the above variables describe different measures of quality and it is important to 

understand which variable is being measured when reporting 'higher quality' images. 

The amount of electrical charge produced is proportional to the amount of light, or photons, 

received by a sensor. The electrical charge is then converted to a digital signal by using an analog-to-

digital converter (ADC), which has a set number of bits. The ADC affects the image resolution by 

determining the number of available unique brightness output values. The larger the number of bits in 

the ADC, the larger the number of unique output values. In the ComfortScan ™ system the ADC has 12 

bits, which corresponds to a resolution of 4096 levels. Through the use of the CCD technology, such as 

with the ComfortScan™, high quality, low noise images are created. Figure 11 depicts a CCD device and 

demonstrates its function. 
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1.5.3.iv 

Fig. 11 - Charge Coupled Device[244] 

Part 'a' shows the detailed anatomy of a CCD sensor. Part 'b' shows a 
simplified block diagram of the CCD architecture. 

Scanning and Analysis 

The scan utilizes the LEDs to pass 640 nm light through the breast and detects the transmitted light 

with a sensitive CCD camera. As the scan starts, a soft air bladder, made of thin silicon, is inflated to apply 

gende pressure (5 mmHg) during the first 15 seconds of the scan. The pressure steadily increases to 10 

mmHg and images were taken for the next 30 seconds. During the last part of the scan, pressure slowly 

decreases back to 5 mmHg. A total of 45 images are taken during the 60 second scan. 

A dynamic signature for every pixel is obtained using Equation 9. 

DS x,y,t 
I x,y,t -!ret x,y 

!ref x,y 
(9) 

where DS(xzY,t) is the dynamic signature used for image production, I(xz)',t) is the intensity of transmitted 

light at various x andy coordinate positions in the image at a certain time point, and I,.JxU') is the transmitted 

light intensity at various x andy coordinate positions in the image during the non compression phase of the 
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ttnagmg sequence. This dynamic signature is intended to highlight changes in light transmission from the 

reference image, resulting from changes in pressure of the breast 

The dynamic signature is used to produce all 45 images; these images are then shown by the image 

analysis software as a video. A colour scale can be applied to the range of dynamic signatures to allow for 

easier image analysis. Green areas correspond to a relatively stable dynamic signature over time, whereas an 

area of red represents a highly increasing dynamic signature with time. Purple areas represent an highly 

decreasing dynamic signatures with time. The dynamic signature is related to the increase or decrease in 

light attenuation with time, which is directly correlated to the volume of blood at a given position. For 

example, a highly decreasing dynamic signature represents an area where the transmitted light becomes 

highly attenuated with time. By convention, the image analysis software displays the pressure as decreasing 

with respect to time. Videos produced from image analysis show how the dynamic signatures change with 

respect to time; the more purple an area becomes, the higher the likelihood of malignancy. The 

manufacturer of ComfortScan™ suggests a range of characteristics as indicators of malignancy. Based on 

these characteristics, a rating scale provided by the manufacturer extending from DOBI 0 to DOBI 5 can be 

assigned to each suspicious region in an image by a radiologist. Table 7 shows how these DOBI ratings are 

determined. 
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Table 7- Determination ofDOBI Ratings 

Benign Probably Indeterminate Probably Malignant Malignant 
Beniqn 

Location Noblue near Blue area is located 
(Proximity to: the suspicious directly at ROI from 
nipple and ROI ROI from mammogram 
from mammogram 
mammogram) 
Space (Spatial Diffuse flat Focal peaked blue 
Characteristics) blue a! ROJ atROI 

Time (femporal Strong Wavy with Downward trend Downward trend 
characteristics upward trend amplitude with amplitude with amplitude 
usingROI Oto-2 -2 to -4 more negative 
curve) than -4 
Context (Lesion Very similar Variable curve Very dissim1tar 
Curvevs. curves that throughout pattern of cur1es 
Reference are above background V~.ith consistent 
Curve) the x.:.axis Lesion not background 

(amplitudes distinctly Diverging curves 
greaterthan different 
0) 

Table 7 describes 4 different categories for image evaluation: i) location, il) space, ill) time, and iv) 

context. The 'location' characteristic evaluates the proximity of any blue/purple area near the suspicious 

ROI obtained from a positive mammogram. The 'space' characteristic evaluates if the blue/purple colour is 

peaked in one precise location or is spread over a larger area. The 'time' characteristic evaluates the extent of 

the percentage change in the dynamic signature spectrum of the suspicious ROI and a reference area. The 

'context' characteristic compares the dynamic signature of the suspicious ROI and the reference area to 

determine likelihood of malignancy. 

Analysis of ComfortScan TM images should be performed by an experienced radiologist, with at least 5 

years of experience in breast imaging. In order to compare the DOBI rating scheme to the BI -RADS 

classification used in mammography, the two scales must be aligned, or normalized Wilson eta/ [155] have 

suggested an adjusted system and carefully aligned the two classifications. This conversion system is shown 

in Table 3 (section 3.2.4). The higher adjusted rating, the higher the probability of malignancy. A 

normalized rating of 1 or 2 is benign, and a rating of 3 or 4 would be malignant. 
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1.6 SUMMARY 

A thorough understanding of breast imaging requires an insight into breast biology in order to 

understand the current limitations of mammography. Early detection of breast cancer results in a higher 

likelihood of a successful treatment outcome[44]. Using complimentary imaging modalities to 

mammography increases the sensitivity and specificity of the imaging procedure, and allows for better 

detection and diagnosis of breast cancer. Optical imaging measures small changes in the vasculature to 

provide a measure of the likelihood of an abnormality. Specifically, the ComfortScan™ system uses an 

additional process to further enhance contrast. The additional contrast method is achieved by applying 

pressure to the breast, and examining any resultant changes in deoxygenation that occur due to the partial 

collapse of the breast vasculature during compression. The partial collapse of vasculature provides a 

unique dynamic signature throughout the breast, which can be useful information when determining 

breast cancer risk The future of breast imaging is exciting and promising, since the ability to detect breast 

cancer earlier with a non-ionizing, inexpensive, portable imaging modality is advantageous. Considering 

the incidence of breast cancer is on the rise, optical imaging brings a new light to the current breast 

cancer imaging modalities. 

1. 7 OBJECTIVES OF CURRENT STUDY 

[I] To investigate whether performing a large clinical trial with the ComfortS can ™ system 

would be warranted to further patient care and diagnostics for breast imaging. 

[II] To determine if the ComfortS can ™ system will achieve better correlation to biopsy than 

with mammography alone. 
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[III] To determine if the ComfortScan ™ system would be beneficial as a mainstream method for 

a radiologist to diagnose breast cancer risk. 

[IV] To evaluate the potential use ofPVA-C as a breast mimicking material. 

[ V] To validate the suggested mode of action of the ComfortScan TM system for detection of 

malignancies. 

1.8 THESIS OUTLINE 

This thesis consists of several bodies of work that have been or will be submitted for publication. The 

introduction, Chapter 1, of this thesis will be modified to include a more thorough review of current and 

future breast imaging techniques and has been invited to be published in Critical Reviews of Biomedical 

Engineering. This chapter should provide the needed background on breast ahatomy, breast cancer, and 

various breast imaging modalities to fully understand the body of this thesis. 

The body of the thesis consists of 3 chapters. The first is Chapter 2: A pilot study investigating the 

potential use of dynamic optical breast imaging in breast cancer detection. Chapter 2 uses the 

ComfortScan ™ imaging system to determine the appropriateness of performing a large scale clinical trial. 

Chapter 2 addresses objective [I]. Chapter 2 has been accepted with revision to Canadian Association of 

Radiologists Journal as a technical note. The subsequent chapter is Chapter 3: Dynamic optical breast 

imaging in breast cancer detection. Chapter 3 uses 126 ComfortScan™ images to determine if this system 

should be used in routine clinical setting to assist in breast cancer detection. Chapter 3 addresses objectives 

[II] and [III]. The third is Chapter 4: Use of polyvinyl alcohol cryogel as a tissue mimicking phantom for 

use in near-infrared imaging. Chapter 4 investigates the potential use of PVA-C as a tissue mimicking 
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phantom and uses PV A -C in the validation of the proposed mode of action of the ComfortS can TM system 

by DOBI Medical International. Chapter 4 addresses objectives [IV] and [ V]. 

Chapter 5 is a summary of the entire thesis. Important conclusions are reiterated and discussed. In 

addition, commentary is provided on the potential of the widespread use of the ComfortS can TM system and 

future directions of the thesis work. 

Appendix I and II are manuscripts written by the authors on the properties of PV A -C, a phantom 

material used in the thesis. These chapters are to provide background knowledge and supplement the 

reader's understanding of the thesis. Appendix I has been accepted with revisions in Magnetic Resonance 

Materials Physics, Biology and Medicine. 
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ABSTRACT 

Introduction: Considering marrunography misses at least 10% of the breast cancers in Canadian 

women, having a more sensitive, specific, yet inexpensive, quick, and easy to use complimentary imaging 

modality is essential to reducing the impact of breast cancer. The ComfortScan™ system, a light scanning 

technique, uses 640 nm light to image the breast This light scanning technique uses the absorption and 

scattering properties of tumours and blood to image the breast The difference in the absorption properties 

of blood help to determine a likelihood of cancer. One very important aspect of near-infrared imaging is the 

fact that it does not depend on breast tissue radiological density and this is advantageous when compared to 

marrunography. High fibroglandular tissue density, leading to a dense marrunogram, represents a scenario 

where conventional marrunography has a high incidence of failure to detect small cancers. 

Purpose: Our objective is to validate the ComfortScan ™ system as a complimentary imaging modality to 

marrunography. In an attempt to achieve this objective an initial pilot study with 19 patients is presented. 

Methods: A ComfortScan ™ image was obtained for all patients and compared to marrunogram through 

use of a normalized rating system. 

Results: Analysis of the light scans showed good correlation with marrunography and biopsy results. A 

t-test showed there was no significant difference in diagnostic information when comparing the 

ComfortScan TM and marrunography results (p<O.OS). The NIR results from 12 patients agreed with 

marrunography, 2 patients agreed with biopsy and disagreed with marrunography, and 4 results disagreed 

with marrunography but cannot yet be confirmed as they were not sent for biopsy. 

Conclusion: 

The results of this pilot study are encouragtng and demonstrate that further investigation on the 

ComfortScan ™ system is warranted. 

Keywords: DOBI, breast imaging, cancer, Near-infrared 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Canada, an estimated 23 200 women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010[1]. The accepted 

breast screening standard is mammography; however, since the attenuation of x-rays by dense tissue and 

tumourous tissue is similar, it is difficult to detect tumours in dense breasts. 

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a well known non-destructive imaging technique with a rapid 

imaging time[2]. In the ComfortScan ™ light scanning technique, light is passed through the breast and the 

attenuation is determined by detecting the amount of transmitted light. light in the NIR range is attenuated 

mainly by the hemoglobin in the blood and, therefore, more attenuation means more blood. Since tumours 

are highly vascularized, the more attenuation seen in an area represents a higher likelihood of cancer. This 

light scanning technique has advantages over conventional mammography, in that, it does not use ionizing 

radiation and the density of the tissue being examined should not affect cancer detection. 

2.2 METHODS 

2.2.1 Patients 

In this preliminary study, 19 patients were examined. The age of the patients was 62 ± 6 [SD] years. 

DOBI (Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging) scans and mammograms were performed on all patients. 

Ultrasound guided biopsies were performed on patients as deemed necessary from mammography. 

2.2.2 Mammography 

All mammograms were performed at Chedoke Hospital (part of Hamilton Health Sciences Centre) in 

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada through the Ontario Breast Screening Program (OBSP). Two identical GE 

Senographe Essential [GE Healthcare, Mississauga, Canada] mammography units were used. The 

mammograms were analyzed by 2 experienced radiologists using the Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data 

System (BI-RADS) rating[3] (Figure 1). 
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2.2.3 Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging 

DOBI was performed using the ComfortScan system (XinAoMDT Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, 

China). The ComfortScan system is a light scanning technique using 640nm light to image the breast. The 

scan utilizes light emitting diodes to pass 640nm light through the breast and detect the transmitted light 

with a charge coupled device camera. As the scan starts, the soft air bladder is inflated to apply gentle 

pressure (5 nunHg) during the first 15 seconds of the scan. Next, the pressure is increased to 10 nunHg and 

images are taken for the next 30 seconds. During the last part of the scan, the pressure is lowered back to 5 

nunHg. A total of 45 images are taken during the 60 second scan. A dynamic signature is defined for every 

pixel using Equation 1. 

( 
r ) _ _ I(_x_,y_,_t)_-_Ir_,ef'-(_x_,}_')_ 

DS X,J,t -
In1(x,y) 

(1) 

where DS(xJ',~ is the dynamic signature, I(xJ',~ is the transmitted light intensity at a given position and time, 

I,y(xJ') is the transmitted light intensity at a given position during the non compression aspect of the imaging 

sequence. The dynamic signature is intended to highlight changes in light transmission ( I(xJ',f}) with 

respect to the reference image ( 1,/xJ') ), resulting from changes in pressure of the breast. Based on the 

changes in dynamic signature, a rating scale provided by the manufacturer extending from DOBI 0-5 was 

given to each suspicious region in each image by the reading radiologist (Figure 1). 

Manunograms were scored using the BIRADS scale, Comfortscans using the DOBI score, however, 

all comparisons were made using a normalized ranking (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1- Normalized ranking system 

All statistics were performed using Minitab (Minitab Inc., release 13.20, State College, PA, U.S.A). 

T -tests were performed to determine if there was a significant difference between the diagnosis from 

mammography and that of the ComfortScan TM system. 

2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the light scans were evaluated against mammography and biopsy (where available). 

Some typical cases are discussed. 

2.3.1 Case 1 - carcinoma 

In Figure 2 a typical carcinoma is shown. The suspicious ROI is the purple circular region. The 

colour purple represents an area of the breast which has higher light absorption than background. 
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Fig. 2- ComfortScan™ Image of a) Carcinoma, b) Benign lesion 

As the colour of the suspicious ROI becomes a darker purple, the likelihood of cancer increases. The 

DOBI rating system (Figure 1) is then used to describe if the breast has a benign or has a malignant tumour. 

A malignant tumour has an increased vasculature which has tortuous properties. With a pressure increase 

there is a collapse of the tumourous vasculature, trapping blood in the tumourous vasculature[4]. With time, 

the blood begins to deoxygenate and the ratio of deoxygenated/ oxygenated hemoglobin increases. With 

this increase, there is increased attenuation at 640 nm light, since deoxygenated hemoglobin has a larger 

molar extinction coefficient when compared to oxygenated hemoglobin at 640 nm[S] . 

2.3.2 Case 2 - Benign tumour 

Figure 2 illustrates a benign finding. The suspicious ROI in this case do not show the presence of 

blue or purple. The slight red colour represents an area with less light absorption as compared to the 

background. This implies that there are no regions with a higher light attenuation compared to background, 

and thus no malignancies. 

Images of breasts that show benign findings do not show a significantly decreasing dynamic signature 

with time. This means that benign breast lesions do not show a significant increase in light attenuation with 

time. There are 2 reasons for this: i) there is not a significant blood volume increase in the suspicious ROI, 
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and ii) there is not a tortuous vasculature which collapses with pressure causing an increased 

deoxyhemoglobin/ oxyhemoglobin ratio with time. 

The ComfortScan ™ system has been shown to have promising results. In this 19 patient study, 

there was only 1 invalid image. The invalid image was caused by a 'nipple blue' artifact, this means that 

the suspicious ROI is within 2cm of the nipple. When the suspicious ROI is within 2cm of the nipple 

the image analysis protocol deems the image to be invalid due to surface artifacts. The rest of the 

patient's ComfortScan™ ratings matched that of either mammography or biopsy. Overall, there was no 

significant difference between the diagnosis provided by mammography and that of the ComfortScan ™ 

system (p>O.OS). There were 2 patients where the NIR results contradicted mammography but agreed 

with biopsy. Since biopsy is the gold standard for malignancy, these results are very interesting. There 

were no patients where mammography results contradicted NIR but agreed with biopsy. This study 

suggests that the ComfortScan ™ system could potentially be used in a clinical setting as an adjunct to 

mammography to provide a more definitive diagnosis. 

These preliminary results show that 12 patients agree with mammography. Of those that do not, 2 

are in agreement with biopsy results, however 4 cannot yet be confirmed as they were not sent for biopsy 

(samples sent for biopsy on basis of mammographic findings). A larger study is continuing to 

demonstrate the benefit of using the ComfortScan TM system in a clinical setting. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: 

Considering mammography misses at least 10% of the breast cancers in Canadian women, having a more 

sensitive, specific, yet inexpensive, quick, and easy-to-use complimentary imaging modality is essential to 

reducing the impact of breast cancer. This light scanning technique uses the absorption and scattering 

properties of tumours and blood to determine a likelihood of cancer. One very important aspect of near

infrared (NIR) imaging is that it does not depend on breast tissue density, and this is advantageous when 

compared to mammography. High fibroglandular tissue density, leading to a dense mammogram, 

represents a scenario where conventional mammography has a high incidence of failure to detect small 

cancers. The objective was to validate the ComfortScan ™ system as a complimentary imaging modality to 

mammography. Our hypothesis is that by using the ComfortScan™ system as an adjunct to 

mammography, the clinical diagnosis will be better correlated to the biopsy results. 

Methods: 

The ComfortScan ™ system, a light scanning technique using 640 nm light to image the breast, was used to 

collect 128 NIR images. A ComfortScan™ dynamic imaging session was performed for all patients and 

compared to mammography. Mammograms were performed using two identical GE Senographe Essential 

mammography units. All images were analyzed by 2 experienced radiologists having more than 5 years of 

breast imaging experience. In those patients requiring a biopsy, as indicated by mammography, the disease 

state of the tissue was determined by histopathology. 

Results: 

There was no statistically significant difference between the diagnosis provided by mammography and that 

of the ComfortScan™ system (p>0.05). A total of 33 patients had biopsies. The diagnosis from the NIR 

images correlated with biopsy in 25/33 patients. The diagnosis from mammography correlated with biopsy 
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in 19/33 of the patients. Since biopsy is the gold standard of malignancy analysis, these results are very 

interesting. The NIR results show 80/126 in agreement with mammography diagnosis. 

Conclusion: 

No statistically significant difference in diagnosis was found between mammography and the 

ComfortScan™ system (p>O.OS). The NIR results show 80/126 in agreement with mammography 

diagnosis. There were 29 NIR malignant findings that disagreed with mammography but no biopsies were 

available for comparison. Comparing mammography and the ComfortScan™ system in the biopsy 

population showed that the ComfortScan™ system (specificity 83%) matched biopsy more often than 

mammography (specificity 13%). Therefore, by introducing the ComfortScan™ system as an adjunct to 

mammography there would be better agreement between diagnosis and biopsy. This study validates the 

potential benefits of using the ComfortScan ™ system in a clinical setting to give the radiologist more . 
information for better diagnosis of breast cancer. 

Keywords: DOBI, breast imaging, cancer, Near-infrared 
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FULL STUDY - DOBI 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Canada, an estimated 23 200 women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010[1]. 

Approximately 1 in 9 women will develop breast cancer in their lifetime[2]. In women, breast cancer ranks 

as the 4th leading cause of death (5% of all deaths); trailing only ischaemic heart disease (21 %), stroke (9%), 

and lung cancer (5.4%)[2]. Men can also be affected by this disease. The frequency of breast cancer in men 

compared to women is significantly lower. For every man diagnosed with breast cancer there are 

approximately 140 women with the disease [2]. 

There are several different ways to image the breast to determine the likelihood of breast cancer. The 

most commonly used, and the accepted standard for screening, is mammography. In mammography, an 

image is obtained by passing ionizing radiation through the breast, and then reading the obtained imaged, 

called a mammogram, to obtain a measure of tissue attenuation. Since the attenuation of x-rays by dense 

tissue and tumourous tissue is similar, it is difficult to detect tumours in dense breasts. 

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a well known nondestructive imaging technique with a rapid 

imaging time[3]. NIRS uses wavelengths between the visible range to the mid infrared region [3]. The 

American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) defines the NIR region to be 780-2526 nm, which 

corresponds to the wave numbers 12820-3959 cm-1[3]. 

NIRS involves the transmission and detection of near infrared light through a sample. The incident 

light intensity is higher than the transmitted light intensity due to absorption and scatter caused by the 

sample. NIR absorption bands are normally: i) broad, ii) overlapping, ill) 10-100 times weaker than the 

mid-IR absorption bands[3]; and thus, severely restrict sensitivity. On the other hand, the low absorption 

coefficient allows for better depth penetration which translates into the possibility of imaging thicker 

samples. Therefore, a low absorption coefficient is very useful in order to image strongly absorbing or 

highly scattering samples. This allows for the measurement of turbid liquids or solids, which normally is 
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not possible. Since the transmitted NIR signal will depend on both the absorption and scatter of the 

sample, both chemical and physical information can be obtained from a single measurement. 

Imaging the breast to determine the likelihood of cancer is a relatively new application compared to 

the other uses of NIR light. With this light scanning technique, light is passed through the breast and the 

intensity of transmitted light attenuation relative to the initial light intensity is measured. light in the NIR 

range is attenuated mainly by the hemoglobin in the blood and, therefore, more attenuation signifies more 

blood. Since tumours are highly vascularized, an area of higher attenuation represents an area with higher 

likelihood of cancer. This light scanning technique has advantages over conventional mammography, in 

that, it uses a much lighter compression than mammography (i.e. it is more comfortable), it does not use 

ionizing radiation, and the density of the tissue being examined will not affect cancer detection. 

There have been many studies involving the use ofNIR light for imaging [6-44]; many of which were 

phantom studies [12, 13, 17, 21, 24,26-29, 36, 37, 40, 43]. The phantom studies were used to determine the 

viability of the NIR imaging technique and to improve the NIR image. The work presented in this paper is 

a clinical trial of the ComfortScan ™ system that builds upon preliminary findings of an earlier study [46]. 

The ComfortScan™ system uses 640 nm light to image the breast in hopes of detecting breast 

cancer. This system also has a very novel application of pressure. In a mammogram, pressure is used to 

flatten the breast and hold it in a stable position for imaging. To enhance tumour detection, the 

ComfortScan ™ system applies pressure to the breast. Pressure is applied in order to collapse the tortuous 

vasculature of the tumour and trap blood near the tumour [47]. In theory, this trapped blood will 

deoxygenate with time, causing a larger attenuation of NIR light, thus improving the image contrast. To 

date, publications on the ComfortScan™ system have been limited [46 (our preliminary findings), 48, 

49,50]. XinAoMDT Technology Co. [XinAoMDT Technology Co.,Hebei, China] currently owns all rights 

to the ComfortScan™ system. It is hypothesized that by using the ComfortScan™ system as an adjunct to 
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marrunography there will be better agreement to biopsy results resulting in less unneeded biopsies, and thus, 

better patient care. 

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.2.1 Patients 

In this study, 128 NIR studies were examined. There were ambient light problems in 2 NIR images; 

therefore, only 126 NIR images are reported in this paper. The mean age of the patients was 62 ± 8 [SD] 

years. DOBI (Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging) scans and marrunograms were performed on all patients. 

Ultrasound guided biopsies were available on 33 of the patients. Only patients already returning to the 

Ontario Breast Screening Program (OBSP) because of a suspicious marrunogram were included in this 

study. Part 1 of this study examines NIR breast images from the breast with a suspicious marrunogram; 

however, for 52 patients the contralateral breast, which was found to be marrunographically normal, was 

also imaged to obtain normal NIR images used in Part 2 of this study. Patients with recent biopsies (within 

1 month of light scan) were excluded from the study because of the possibility for abnormal vasculature 

due to scarring. The breast images were randomly assigned numbers DOBI1-DOBI126 for anonymity and 

to blind the radiologists to the patients. 

3.2.2 Ethics 

All procedures carried out for this study were approved by the Research Ethics Board for Hamilton 

Health Sciences and McMaster University. Informed consent was obtained from all patients participating in 

this study. The line of patient care was not altered due to any results obtained from the DOBI scans 
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3.2.3 Mammography 

All mammograms were performed at the Chedoke Hospital (part of Hamilton Health Sciences 

Centre) in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada through the Ontario Breast Screening Program (OBSP). Two 

identical GE Senographe Essential [GE Healthcare, Mississauga, ON, Canada] mammography units were 

used. The mammograms were analyzed by 2 experienced radiologists having more than 5 years of breast 

imaging experience, using the Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) rating[51]. The 

different BI-RADS classifications are described in Table 1. 

Stage 
0 
1 
2 
-. 
.) 

4 
5 

Assessment categories of the BI-RADS Classification System 

Result 
Assessment incomplete. Need additional · eruuation. 

Negati\e. Routine mammogram in 1 year recommended. 
Benign Finding. Routine mammogtam in 1 >ear recommended. 

Probabk benign finding. Short inter:v-al follow up suggested. 
Suspicious. Biops; should be considered. 

Hig,hh- suggesti.Ye of malignanc\. Appropriate action should be taken. 

Table 1- BI-RADS Classifications 

1bis table shows the various classifications using the BI-RADS 
classification system. The higher the BI-RADS rating, the higher the 
probability of malignancy. 

3.2.4 Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging 

Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging was performed usmg the ComfortScan system (XinAoMDT 

Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, China). This system has been tested by another group and has shown 

promising results [48, 49, 50], using different methods of image analysis. 

The ComfortScan system, shown in Figure 1, is a light scanning technique using 640nm red light to 

image the breast. 
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Fig. 1 - ComfortScan System 

This figure shows the ComfortScan system that was used in this study. 
The patient is positioned on the left side and the NIR technician stands to 
the right in front of computer monitor. 

The near-infrared (NIR) technician positioned the patient in front of the arm of the ComfortScan TM 

system. In order to accommodate different patient heights, the arm unit is able to independendy move up 

and down. The technician then positioned the breast on the LED array, which is positioned in a square 

grid and consists of 127 LEDs on a platform angled 30 degrees from horizontal. The soft air bladder was 

then lowered onto the top of the breast The Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera, located within the 

soft air bladder above the breast, enables cranial-caudal imaging of the breast. At this point the patient was 

instructed to remain still and breathe normally. A real-time positioning image was obtained to check the 

position of the breast. Next, an LED check was performed using the ComfortScan TM software in order to 

ensure all the LEDs are functional, and ensure that the light intensity exiting the breast was within a normal 
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range. Errors can occur during this LED check if the breast is either too thick (not enough light is 

transmitted), too thin (too much light is transmitted), or improperly positioned. A suspicious Region Of 

Interest (ROI) marker was placed over the area of interest co-registered by a previous mammogram and, in 

this region, a more detailed analysis is performed. The suspicious region on the mammogram determines 

where the suspicious ROI marker is placed on the NIR image. 

When the scan started, the soft air bladder, made of thin silicon, was inflated to apply gentle pressure 

(5 mmHg) during the first 15 seconds of the scan. Next, the pressure was increased to 10 mmHg and 

images were taken for the next 30 seconds. During the last part of the scan, the pressure was lowered back 

to 5 mmHg. A total of 45 images were taken during the 60 second scan, and the initialS images were used 

as a baseline. The remaining 40 images make up the dynamic part of the sequence. 

A dynamic signature for every pixel was obtained using Equation 2. 

( 
. . ) _ I(x,y, t)- lraf(x,y) DS x,y, t - ----___;~....::_____;___; 

lraf(x,y) 
(2) 

where DS(x!),t) is the dynamic signature used for image production, l(x!),t) is the intensity of transmitted 

light at the various positions, and I,elx!Y) is the transmitted light intensity at a given position during the non-

compression phase of the imaging sequence. The variables x andy represent the pixel position on the 2D 

NIR image, and t represents the point in time when the image was taken. This dynamic signature highlights 

changes in light transmission from the reference image resulting from changes in pressure of the breast. 

The number of LEDs used is determined by breast size and other parameters in the scanning procedure. 

Through this process the variations in light transmission over the scan duration, the dynamic 

signature, is calculated at each pixel. These dynamic signatures can be displayed as an intensity time curve 

by assigning a region of interest in the image window. A false colour overlay was applied to each of the 2D 

images based upon these dynamic signatures. The images were then displayed by the image analysis 
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software as a video, which allows for easier image analysis. A green area corresponds to a relatively stable 

dynamic signature with time, an area of red would represent a highly increasing dynamic signature with 

time, and a purple area represents an area of highly decreasing dynamic signatures with time. The dynamic 

signature is related to the increase or decrease in light attenuation with time, which is related to the volume 

of blood at a given position. For example, a highly decreasing dynamic signature represents an area where 

the transmitted light becomes highly attenuated with time. Note that, by convention, the image analysis 

software (ComfortViewTM) displays only the compression aspect of the imaging sequence. The videos used 

in the image analysis show how the dynamic signatures change with respect to time; the more purple an 

area becomes, the higher the likelihood of malignancy. The manufacturer suggests a range of characteristics 

of these curves as indicators of malignancy. Based on these characteristics a rating scale provided by the 

manufacturer extending from DOBI 0 to DOBI 5 was given to each suspicious region in each image by the 

reading radiologist. Table 2 shows the manufacturers guidelines to determine these DOBI ratings. 

Benign Probably Indeterminate Probably Malignant Malignant 
BeniQn 

location No blue near Blue area is located 
(Proximity to the suspicious directly at ROI from 
nipple and ROI ROI from mammogram 
from mammogram 
mammogram) 
Space (Spatial Diffuse flat Focal peaked blue 
Characteristics) blue at ROI atROI 

It me (I emporal Strong Wavy with Downward trend Downward trend 
characteristics upward trend amplitude with amplitude with amplitude 
usingROI 0 to -2 -2 to-4 more negative 
curve) than 4 
context (lesion Very Similar Variable curve Very dissimilar 
Curve vs. curves that throughout pattern of curves 
Reference are above background with consistent 
Curve) thex-axis Lesion not background 

(amplitudes distinctly Diverging curves 
greater than different 
0) 

Table 2- DOBI Rating system 

1bis table shows how the DOBI images were rated. DOBI1 is benign, 
DOBI2 is probably benign, DOBI3 is intermediate, DOBI4 is probably 
malignant, and DOBIS is malignant. A rating of DOBI 0 is given when 
the suspicious ROI is within 2cm of the nipple. A rating of DOBIO is 
called 'nipple blue' and is caused by surface artifacts. 
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The analysis of all ComfortScan images was performed by an experienced radiologist, with at least 5 

years of experience in breast imaging, who was double blinded to the study. 

In order to compare the DOBI rating scheme to the BI-RADS classification, the two scales must be 

aligned, or normalized. To do this, an adjusted system was implemented to carefully align the two 

classifications. This adjusted rating system allowed for comparison of the light scan (DOBI) and 

mammography ranking (BIRADS) on the same scale. This conversion system is shown in Table 3, the 

higher the adjusted rating, the higher the probability of malignancy. A normalized rating of 1 or 2 is benign, 

and a rating of 3 or 4 would be malignant. Mammograms were scored using the BIRADS scale and 

ComfortScan TM images using the DOBI score, however, all comparisons were made using the normalized 

ranking. 

BI R.ADS 

0 

2 

3 

3.2.5 Biopsy 

meaning 

lncn p .:

Negative 

Bemgn 

Probably Ben ign 

SUspn~lou"' .~ormaJity 

Highly Sus.p1aousof 
Malignancy 

Knov n Biopsy Proven 
r~ alignancy 

DOBI Score 

·2 

3 

5 

i nterp retati on 

ntppJeblu£L r1 \' aUdtmage 

ben1gn 

likely benign 

ow maf~gnari Qr probably 
maftgnart 

likely mahgnant 

malignant (high probability of 
rn a1 i gna,ncy) 

Table 3- BIRADS/ DOBI Conversion 

This table shows the table used to convert both the BIRADS and DOBI 
systems into a normalized rating system. 

All biopsies were performed at the Chedoke site of Hamilton Health Sciences in Hamilton, 

Ontario, Canada by certified radiologists. Samples were fixed in 10% formalin solution and embedded in 
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paraffin wax for analysis. Analysis was performed in Hamilton Health Sciences Centre by certified 

pathologists. The pathologist determined the histological type of tissue and characterized the sample as 

benign or malignant. Biopsy was used as the Gold Standard for breast cancer diagnosis. 

3.2.6 Statistics 

All statistics were performed using Minitab (Minitab Inc., release 13.20, State College, PA, U.S.A). 

T -tests were performed to determine if there was a significant difference between the diagnosis from 

mammography and that of the ComfortScan ™ system. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for all 

biopsy patients, and was used to produce receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (Figure 8-9) to 

evaluate the performance of mammography and the ComfortS can ™ system. Figure 8 has separate ROC 

curves for both radiologist 1 and 2. Figure 9 has ROC curves of both mammography and the 

ComfortScan™ system, but a modified rating system was used. The modified rating system consisted of 

simply rating the suspicious ROI as malignant or benign; thus, it did not include varying degrees of 

malignancy, as found in Figure 8. Sensitivity and Specificity were calculated with Equations 3 and 4. 

C' • • • (#of true positives) 
,,ens1tcvzty = -

(#of _troe _positives)+(#of _false _negatives) (3) 

c< ;.r. . (#of true negatives) .,peCI:JIClty = - - . 
(#of _true _negatives)+(#of _false _positives) (4) 

The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using the trapezoidal rule; thus, by looking at the 

average sensitivity between two points and multiplying by the corresponding difference in specificity. The 

trapezoidal rule is shown in Equation 5. 

(5) 
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where AUC is the area under the curve between point 1 and 2 on the ROC curve, TPR is the true 

positive rate (or sensitivity) at point 1 or 2, FPR is the false positive rate (or 1-specificity) at point 1 or 2. 

3.3 RESULTS 

The results of the light scans were evaluated against mammography and biopsy (where available). 

Biopsies were only performed as required by mammographic and/ or ultrasound findings, and were not 

based on ComfortScan TM readings. The ComfortScan TM images were analyzed and read by a radiologist 

who was blinded to the patient name, mammogram, and pathology results. The results are divided into 2 

parts. The first part contains NIR images of patients with known suspicious mammograms visiting for 

follow up imaging; the second part contains NIR images of the mammographically normal contralateral 

breast of these patients. In this study 128 NIR images were obtained, 2 were discarded due to technical 

issues; there were 74 NIR images for part 1, and 52 NIR images for part 2. Three patients could not be 

imaged due to breast thickness; two patients had breasts too thin causing a "transmitted light intensity too 

high" error and one patient had breasts too thick causing a "transmitted light intensity too low" error. 

Below a few typical cases are illustrated before presenting the results for parts 1 and 2. 

3.3.1 Case 1 - carcinoma 

In Figure 2 the image of a typical carcinoma is shown. Note that the corresponding mammographic 

image was used to identifY the suspicious ROI. The suspicious ROI is the circular region shown in purple. 

Both the suspicious ROI and nipple position were marked before the NIR scan commenced. The colour 

purple represents an area of the breast which had higher light absorption than background. When the 

suspicious ROI showed a colour of dark purple, the likelihood of cancer in that region increases. The 

dynamic signature of video sequence is shown in the bottom left comer. Notice that there is a highly 

decreasing dynamic signature over time. 
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Fig. 2- NIR Image of Carcinoma 

This figure shows a typical image of a malignancy. This image is taken 
from a series of images which plays as a video. As time progresses the 
pressure on the breast is decreased, which is seen by the spectrum at the 
bottom left side of the above image. The other spectrum represents the 
dynamic signature with respect to time at two different positions in the 
image. The teal circle ('R') is an area with a relatively stable dynamic 
signature and used as reference. The purple circle ('x') has a highly 
decreasing dynamic signature and considered to be an area of high 
likelihood of malignancy. 

3.3.2 Case 2 - Benign tumour 

Next, an image with a benign finding is shown in Figure 3. The suspicious ROI in this case does not 

show the presence of blue or purple. The slight red colour in these images represents an area with less light 

absorption as compared to background. This implies that there are no regions with a higher light 

attenuation compared to background, and thus, no malignancies. 
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Fig. 3 - NIR Image of Benign Lesion 

This figure shows no significant malignant findings. Note, there is no 
concentrated blue/ purple ROI's near or at the anticipated suspicious ROI 
taken from the mammogram. The teal circle ('R) is a region of relative 
stable dynamic signature and used as reference. The purple circle ('x') is a 
suspicious region from the mammogram. Both ROI's in this image have 
a relatively stable dynamic signature, and thus, the diagnosis would be 
benign. 

3.3.3 Case 3 - "Nipple Blue" Artifact 

A sample image illustrating an invalid image and is shown in Figure 4. When the suspicious ROI is 

too close to the nipple surface, artifacts can be introduced. Note the concentrated region of blue/purple 

within 2cm to the nipple. This image is inconclusive and cannot be interpreted. This has occurred thus far 

in 1 out of 126 cases. 
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Fig. 4 - NIR Image of an Invalid Image 

This figure a 'nipple blue' image taken by the ComfortScan TM system. The 
proximity (within 2cm) of the suspicious purple area to the nipple causes 
the DOBI rating on this image to be 'nipple blue'. In other words, the 
purple area is thought to be an image artifact. 

3.3.4 Case 4 - "Blue Bloom" Artifact 

Figure 5 shows a typical "blue bloom" image. This 'blue bloom' image was seen in 17 of the 74 

ComfortScan TM images from patients with suspicious mammograms, and 20 of the 52 ComfortScan TM 

images from patients with normal mammograms. The name 'blue bloom' was coined by one of the 

radiologists reading the ComfortScan TM images. The blue colour is normally associated with malignancy. 

The difference between a 'blue bloom' and a malignant finding is that 'blue bloom' images have significant 

blue throughout the entire image; however, malignant images have a well defined peaked area of blue in the 

image. This study suggests that such an image is the result of a pixel with a transmitted light intensity vastly 
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different than the rest of the image; this outlier, when its intensity is too high, would cause the rest of the 

image to be a relatively homogenous blue colour. The above mentioned theory is described in detail later in 

this chapter. In short, it is believed that a "blue bloom" image (rated as DOBI 0) is indeterminate, and 

instead, the dynamic signature should be comprehensively evaluated to determine the likelihood of 

malignancy. The dynamic signature is evaluated using the time and context characteristics that are described 

in Table 2. 

Fig. 5 - NIR of a 'Blue Bloom' Image 

A 'blue bloom' image taken by the ComfortScan ™ system. There is 
significant blue colour in the entire image. It is interesting to notice that 
in this case, the dynamic signatures are relatively constant throughout the 
image. This suggests that it is indicative of a normal breast since there is 
no area of highly varying dynamic signature. 
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3.3.5 Part 1 - Breasts with suspicious mammogram 

Below in Figure 6 and Tables 4-6, the DOBI results from the 74 images from Part 1 are compared 

with the mammography classification. Please note that the numbers given are from the normalized rating 

system. Figure 6 indicates the number of patients with each score. 

"' OJ 
bO 
f1l 
E -0 ... 
OJ ..c 
E 
:::1 
z 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

Scores from NIR images of 
ma m mogra phically suspicious 

breasts 

Nipple Blue Blue Bloom Matching DOBllow DOBI high 

Fig. 6 -Scores from NIR images of mammographically suspicious 
breasts. 

1bis figure shows the number of NIR images that are in each of the 
different categories. Nipple blue is an invalid image, 'blue bloom' is 
believed to be a contrast image introduced in mainly benign lesions. 

One patient (out of 126) was reported as an invalid image due to a 'nipple blue' result. It should be 

noted that the adjusted BIRADS of 2 (normalized score) was associated with a suspicious region that was 

within 2cm of the nipple. In this NIR image, this suggests that perhaps the nipple blue image was actually 

correctly identifying a suspicious region. The 17 'blue bloom' images showed significant blue colour 

throughout the entire image. Based upon the static image presentation, the diagnosis of these patients is 

indeterminate. However the dynamic characteristics can be used in all 17 cases to assess the disease state of 

the tissue as indicated in the third and fourth row of table 2. In the final analysis, these "blue bloom" 
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artifact cases will be categorized as either matching, DOBI low, or DOBI high, based upon their dynamic 

signature. The 20 'matching' images are those for which the normalized rating for the DOBI and the 

mammogram were identical. The 25 'DOBI low' images were those where the normalized DOBI rating was 

lower than the normalized mammography rating; hence, the ComfortScan ™ system determined the breast 

to be less suspicious of abnormality than the mammogram. The 11 'DOBI high' images were those where 

the normalized DOBI rating was higher than the normalized mammography rating; hence, the 

ComfortScan ™ system determined the breast to be more suspicious than the mammogram. 

Clearly, it can be seen by examining Figure 6 that the ComfortScan™ system's results are in 

disagreement with mammography for some patients. In those mammograms that were suspicious, biopsies 

were taken and sent to pathology for analysis. Patients with normal mammograms were not asked to 

undergo a biopsy; therefore, it is impossible to use biopsy for validation for all patients in this study. 

In Tables 4 to 6 the normalized DOBI scores and normalized mammography scores are shown, as 

well as their agreement with pathology (i.e. malignant or benign). Table 5 shows data for patients with 

normalized DOBI scores lower than normalized mammography scores. In other words, for these 

suspicious regions, the DOBI generated a more benign finding than mammography. Similarly, Table 6 lists 

the patients where the DOBI had a higher normalized rating as compared to mammography, indicating that 

DOBI identified the suspicious region as having a greater likelihood of malignancy as compared to 

mammography. The last two columns of these tables give a comparison of the DOBI and mammography 

rating to biopsy. These figures indicate that the ComfortScan™ system's findings were in agreement with 

the available histological analysis. W'hen compared to histological findings the ComfortScan TM system had 

an accuracy of76% and mammography had an accuracy of 58%. 
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DOBI Mammogram DOBI ~ 
lma~e il Score Score correct? Correct? 
0081126 1 1 nfa n!a 
0081107 1 1 nta nta 
0081114 1 1 nfa nla 
0081116 1 1 nla nla 
008113 1 1 nla n/a 
008115 1 1 n/a n!a 
008119 1 1 n!a n/a 
008162 1 1 n/a n!a 
008163 1 1 n!a n!a 
008164 1 1 n!a n!a 
008192 1 1 n!a n!a 
008197 1 1 n/a n!a 
008196 2 2 n/a n!a 
0081113 3 3 yes yes 
008118 3 3 nta n/a 
008132 3 3 n!a n!a 
008147 3 3 yes yes 
008171 3 3 yes yes 
00813 3 3 no no 

0081109 4 4 yes yes 
008116 4 4 yes ves 
008120 4 4 no no 
008134 4 4 no no 
008136 4 4 Yes yes 
008143 4 4 Yes yes 
008167 4 4 n/a nla 
008187 4 4 Yes ves 

Table 4- Matching Patients 

This table shows the results when comparing the rating from the 
ComfortScan™ system (DOBI rating) and the BIRADS rating to biopsy 
results. These results are for the patients with normalized (or adjusted) 
DOBI ratings identical to the normalized BIRADS. Note, n/ a means no 
biopsy information was available because biopsy was not taken. (using 
the adjusted scoring system) 
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DOBI Mammogram DOBI lMmw9 
Image# Score Score correct? Correct? 
008155 1 2 n!a nta 
008!57 1 2 nla nJa 
008174 1 2 nla nJa 
006179 1 2 yes yes 
008185 1 2 n!a n!a 
008199 1 2 nla nla 
008!14 1 2 nla nla 
0081110 1 3 no yes 
0081120 1 3 nla nfa 
008122 1 3 nla nla 

~ 1 3 yes no 
DOB!68 1 3 nla nla 
DOB!69 1 3 nfa nJa 

006175 1 3 yes no 
006177 1 3 yes no 
008186 1 3 yes no 

0081101 1 3 yes no 
008117 1 4 yes no 
008123 1 4 yes no 
006!49 1 4 no yes 
00Bl2 2 4 Yes no 

0081105 3 4 yes yes 
008138 3 4 yes yes 
00817 3 4 nla nla 
006182 3 4 nla n/a 

00819 3 4 Yes yes 
00814 3 4 Yes Yes 
00818 3 4 Yes Yes 
00815 3 4 Yes Yes 

Table 5- ComfortScan ™ System lower than Mammography 

'Ibis table shows the results when comparing the rating from the 
ComfortScan ™ system (DOBI rating) and the BIRADS rating to biopsy 
results. These results are for the patients with normalized (or adjusted) 
DOBI ratings lower than normalized BIRADS. Note, n/a means no 
biopsy information was available because biopsy was not taken. (using 
the adjusted scoring system) 

' 
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0081 Mammogram 0081 M.lmmg 
Image# Score Score correct? Correct? 
0081122 4 1 nla n/a 
006127 4 2 nla n/a 

0081103 4 3 yes yes 
006110 4 3 no no 
008129 4 3 no no 
006160 4 3 no no 
008112 4 3 no no 
006111 3 1 nJa nla 
008131 3 1 nla n/a 
006165 3 1 n/a nJa 
0081531= 3 2 nla nla 
00611 3 2 nla nta 
006146 3 1 nla n/a 
008140 2 1 yes yes 

0081124 2 1 n!a n!a 
006145 1 0 n/a nla 
0061118 1 0 no no 

Table 6 - ComfortScan ™ System higher than Mammography 

1bis table shows the results when comparing the rating from the 
ComfortScan TM system (DOBI rating) and the BIRADS rating to biopsy 
results. These results are for the patients with normalized (or adjusted) 
DOBI ratings higher than normalized BIRADS. Note, n/ a means no 
biopsy information was available because biopsy was not taken. (using 
the adjusted scoring system) 

In Figure 2, a cancerous finding is shown. As the colour of the suspicious ROI becomes a darker 

purple with a highly decreasing dynamic signature, the likelihood of cancer increases. The DOBI rating 

system, shown in Table 2, is then used to determine if the breast is healthy, has a benign tumour, or has a 

malignant tumour. 

In Figure 3 a benign finding is shown. There is no blue or purple area within the ROI shown on the 

image. The ROI shown on the image is obtained by examining the suspicious areas of the mammogram. 

In Figure 4 a typical invalid image is shown. 
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In Figure 5 a typical "blue bloom" image is shown; this name was coined by one of the radiologists 

reading the NIR images. One theory is that these images showed significant blue (increased attenuation) 

throughout because of a contrast issue. The ComfortScan TM system uses an automatic contrast adjustment 

which identifies the range of pixel intensities and sets the colour scheme accordingly. If there are pixels 

with very similar intensities, but some pixels that are outliers with higher intensities, this could cause a large 

number of pixels to seem to exhibit significant attenuation. Also, the colour scheme is applied to all the 

pixel intensities for a given image; therefore, the colour blue from NIR image to NIR image may not 

represent the same absolute light attenuation. The colour scheme is a relative measure of light attenuation 

throughout a given image; this means that the same colour blue in two different NIR images may not in fact 

represent the same amount of transmitted signal intensity. Having both, some pixels with a higher signal 

intensity and a small pixel intensity range, could cause the "blue bloom" artifact and in fact represent a NIR 

image of a normal breast. More work needs to be done in studying this "blue bloom' artifact and a larger 

scale clinical trial on mammographically normal breasts should be performed to see the incidence of the 

'blue bloom' artifact in this patient population. This theory of 'blue bloom' images representing normal 

breasts is validated when examining the dynamic signature. The dynamic signatures in two different areas 

of the image in Figure 5 are very similar. They are both sinusoidal in shape and not highly decreasing. The 

ComfortScan TM image analysis determines an area has a higher likelihood of malignancy if there is both an 

area of higher attenuation and a highly decreasing dynamic signature. Therefore, Figure 5 would be deemed 

as benign through use of the dynamic signature. The dynamic signature should be a larger determinant of 

malignancy, rather than simply the presence of the colour blue on the image. By examining the dynamic 

signatures of all "blue bloom' images, 11 were found to be malignant and 26 were found to be normal. 

These results were used to determine if the "blue bloom' images matched, were higher, or were lower than 

mammography. In Figure 6 the results from part 1 of this study are presented. 
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Table 4 shows the 27 out of 74 patients where the ComfortScan™ system matched the 

mammogram; representing 36% of the NIR images taken from the population with initial susp1e1ous 

mammograms. 

The more interesting data is represented in Tables 5 and 6; these are the NIR images which either 

graded the breast lower than mammography (Table 5), or higher than mammography (Table 6). It was 

found that 39% of the time the ComfortScan TM graded the breast lower than mammography. When 

compared to biopsy the light scanning technique was wrong 7% (2/29) of the time, where as 

mammography was wrong 28% (8/29) of the time. Examining Table 6 shows that the ComfortScanTM 

system graded the breast higher (i.e. more likely malignant), when compared to mammography, 23% of the 

time. The light scanning technique, mammography and biopsy all report the same result 17% (3/18) of the 

time. The light scanning technique and mammography agreed, but disagreed with biopsy 28% (5/18) of 

the time. It is difficult to obtain numbers and truly evaluate the ComfortScan™ system's performance for 

NIR images from Table 6 because there is not much biopsy information for these patients. It is impressive 

that the ComfortScan™ system (accuracy of 76%) had a higher correlation with biopsy as compared to 

mammography (accuracy of 58%). Mammography showed more false positives. Unfortunately, since 

biopsy was only performed if the mammogram showed significant risk of malignancy, biopsy results 

weren't available for all patients. It would be interesting to have biopsy results from patients that show 

significant risk of malignancy through the ComfortScan ™ system but show no risk with mammography. 

At the time of this study ethics was only granted with the caveat that patient care was not changed. Follow 

up mammograms were analyzed for the patients in Table 6; still there was no suspicious regions and 

therefore no biopsies ordered. These patients will be followed over the next few years to see if any 

abnormalities are seen. 
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3.3.6 Part 2 - Breasts with normal mammogram 

In Figure 7, the DOBI and mammography classifications for the 52 NIR images are represented. All 

52 patients had no suspicious regions on their mammogram. The REB approval would not allow for the 

line of patient care to be altered due to NIR images; thus, no biopsy results are available for these patients. 

Please note that the numbers given are from the normalized rating system. The 31 'agree' images represent 

when ComfortScan™ system agreed with the mammographically normal finding. The 21 'disagree' images 

represent when the ComfortScan TM system disagreed with a mammographically normal finding. 
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Fig. 7 - NIR images of benign breasts 

This figure shows the ratings of the 52 NIR images which had 
mammographically benign breasts. 

There were 20 'blue bloom' images in Part 2. The dynamic signature was evaluated for all 20 and 

results showed that 15 NIR images were normal and 5 were malignant. 
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When examining the dynamic signature of all37 'blue bloom' images (combining those in Part 1 and 

2), it was found that 26 were classified as normal and 11 as malignant, by consideration of the dynamic 

signature. Of the 11 malignancies, as determined by the ComfortScan ™ system, 3 were confirmed by 

biopsy, the rest were not sent to biopsy because all biopsies were ordered based on mammographic 

findings. Of the 26 normal ComfortScan ™ system images, 5 were confirmed through biopsy to be benign, 

the rest were not sent for biopsy because of normal mammograms. 

3.3. 7 Reproducibility 

The intra-rater reproducibility was examined by re-analyzing 19 patients after all patients were 

analyzed; the radiologist was blinded throughout this process. To obtain the required sample size of 19, a 

1-sample t test was performed using a p value of 0.01, target power of 0.9 and difference of 1. It was 

found that 15 out of the 19 had identical DOBI ratings. There were 4 ComfortScan ™ images that were 

first found to be malignant and subsequently found to be benign through use of the ComfortScan ™ 

image rating system. In these 4 images, there was no question that there was an area of higher 

attenuation and decreasing dynamic signature, which could be considered malignant; the reason they were 

found to be benign in the second analysis was because the ROI that exhibited the area of greater 

attenuation was found to be too far away from the suspicious ROI marker to cause a malignant rating 

using the ComfortScan ™ image interpretation. One of the image interpretation parameters is to examine 

the distance of the suspicious ROI from the marker placed in the image by the imaging technologist. If 

the suspicious ROI on the ComfortScan ™ image is further from the marker, the probability of 

malignancy decreases. In the 4 differing analyses: i) 3 were found to be now consistent with 

mammography, but no biopsy information was available for comparison, ii) 1 was now inconsistent with 

a malignant biopsy finding. From this information it was found that it is crucial to not only look at the 

suspicious ROI marker placed on the NIR image by the technologist; but also, look for any other 
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incidental malignant findings on the NIR image. It is believed that the suspicious ROI market may not 

always be an accurate measure of suspected tumour position. The technologist approximates the tumour 

position &om the suspicious mammogram and places a market on the NIR image using the 

ComfortScan™ imaging software. The compression of the ComfortScan™ system and mammography 

are very different and therefore the position of the marker may be an accurate measure of tumour 

location. 

3.4 DISCUSSION 

Using the ComfortScan™ system, the breast can be imaged and the likelihood of cancer can be 

determined. The ComfortScan TM system uses the differences in optical properties and vascularization of 

malignant, benign, and healthy breast tissue to obtain image contrast. More importantly, since the images 

are independent of breast tissue density, it has the potential to be used as an adjunct modality particularly in 

patients with dense breast parenchyma. 

There have been previous studies [46, 48-SO] investigating the potential use of the ComfortScan ™ 

system for breast imaging; all were pilot studies, and showed encouraging results. Anthanasiou et al.[48] 

showed that dynamic optical breast imaging could be a promising tool, when used in conjunction with 

other imaging modalities, in determining the likelihood of breast cancer. Anthanasiou et aL [48] examined S 

positive breast cancers, found using MRI, and mention that further studies with larger patient population 

are needed to validate this technique. The next study by Anthanasiou et aL [SO] examined 72 patients with 

BIRADS rating 4-S that were scheduled for biopsy. A sensitivity and specificity for the ComfortScan™ 

system was reported to be 73% and 38%, respectively. These two studies by Anthanasiou et al. [48, SO] 

used a numeric level of suspicion score, which was related to the colour and maximum transmitted intensity 

in the ROI, rather than the dynamic signature as described in this paper. Fournier et aL [49] performed the 

most recent study by the Anthanasiou et al. group using the dynamic optical breast imaging system. In the 
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study by Fournier et al., 47 patients were used in the analysis of this novel light imaging technique. A 

comparison between mammography and dynamic optical breast imaging was used to determine the validity 

of the technique. Fournier et al. showed that there is potential to use dynamic optical breast imaging as a 

tool to distinguish between benign and malignant breast tumours. The study by Fournier et al. used the 

same dynamic signature analysis as described in this paper. Wilson et aL [46 (our group)] performed a pilot 

study examining the possible use of the ComfortScan™ system as an adjunct to mammography. The 

encouraging preliminary findings warranted the collection of data shown in this paper. 

This study uses the same dynamic optical breast imaging unit as in the above two mentioned studies, 

and therefore the methods are very similar. The main differences were a larger number of patients were 

included in this study and results from normal breasts were included (as was suggested previously by 

Fournier et al. [49]). Our results agree with both Anthanasiou et al. and Fournier et al.; using dynamic 

optical breast imaging is a promising tool in both the detection of breast cancers and distinguishing between 

benign and malignant lesions. There was no significant difference between the diagnosis provided by 

mammography and that of the ComfortScan™ system (p>O.OS). There were 6 patients where the NIR 

results contradicted mammography but agreed with biopsy. Since mammography misses up to 10% of 

breast cancers[53], these results are very interesting. Increasing the sensitivity of mammography would be 

extremely beneficial in the detection of breast cancer. There were 29 NIR results with malignant findings 

that disagreed with mammography with no available biopsies. This was due to mammography being the 

determinant for biopsy requirement. These patients have been followed for 1 year and still no malignant 

finding on mammography has forced the need for biopsy. 

In the 37 'blue bloom' images there are 3 confirmed malignancies through biopsy. The remaining 

patients had either normal mammograms, or negative biopsies. By examining the dynamic signatures of 

these images more closely it was found that 26 patients showed normal conditions and 11 showed a high 

probability of malignancy. The 3 confirmed biopsy results were within the 11 NIR images with high 
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probability of malignancy. The 5 biopsy confirmed benign results were found within the 26 patients with 

normal optical dynamic signatures. This suggests that it is crucial to not only look at the presence of blue 

(or higher attenuation) in the NIR image, but also, critically examine the dynamic signature of any potential 

suspicious ROI's. It would be beneficial to obtain biopsy results on the 8 patients with abnormal dynamic 

signatures, but at this time the REB approval forced the line of patient care to be unaltered. 

Patients with positive HER2 are at high risk for breast cancer, and therefore, have regular 

mammographic screening at an early age. This patient population could have an increased risk of radiation 

induced cancers with time because of the large dose build up over time. A non-ionizing, inexpensive 

imaging technique for breast cancer detection could prove very useful for these patients. 

The use of the ComfortScan ™ system on patients with dense breasts could prove to be very beneficial. 

Normally, with inconclusive mammograms caused by increased breast density are imaged using MRI to 

examine changes in vascularization. With the cost of MRI being so high, it would be beneficial to have a 

low cost imaging modality that also uses vascularization to obtain its contrast. 

The benefits of using the ComfortScan TM system, that is the ability to increase the sensitivity in breast 

cancer detection, outweighs the cost to the patient, in terms of an extra scan time of 15 minutes. Perhaps 

dynamic optical breast imaging will find a place in the clinical setting during routine breast cancer screening. 
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Fig. 8- ROC Curve 

This figure shows an ROC curve to compare mammography and the 
ComfortScan TM system. A separate ROC curve was produced for both 
radiologists. The area under the curve is given. The AUC was calculated 
using the trapezoidal rule. This shows that the ComfortScan TM system 
does not perform well as a screening tool. 

Figure 8 shows a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve for mammography using the BIRADS 

rating system and for the ComfortScan TM system using the DOBI scoring system. This figure suggests that 

the ComfortScan TM system does not perform well as a screening tool for breast cancer detection. The area 

under the curve (AUC) for the ComfortScan™ system was 0.51, which is lower when compared to the 

AUC for either radiologist, 0.72 and 0.68. Therefore, mammography is better (more sensitive) than 

ComfortScan™ as a screening tool. However the goal here is not to evaluate the Comfortscan system's 

effectiveness as a screening tool, but rather to gauge its utility as an adjunct to mammography. For 

instance, all of the patients used to compare the Comfortscan and mammography have already been 
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prescreened with mammography to have a susp1c1ous lesion. Thus patients are preselected that are 

mammographically positive. In order to assess the ability of the DOBI (as compared with mammography) 

to discriminate malignant from benign lesions, the DOBI and BIRADS rating scales were reduced 

effectively to either a benign or a malignant classification. 
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Fig. 9- ROC Curve with Adjusted Rating System 

This figure shows an ROC curve for both mammography and the 
ComfortScan TM system. These ROC curves, and corresponding AUCs, 
were obtained using an adjusted rating system. Instead of varying degrees 
of malignancies, as in the BIRADS rating system, a simple malignant or 
benign rating system was used. 
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Figure 9 is the corresponding ROC curve using this simplified rating system. The ComfortScan ™ 

system is designed to be used as an adjunct to mammography not as a sole screening modality. Therefore, 

an ROC analysis which includes ratings of only benign or malignant is more appropriate. The AUC for the 

ComfortScan™ system is 0.71, whereas, for mammography is 0.53. This suggests that after idenfiying 

suspicious lesions using mammography, the ComfortScan™ system demonstrates potential in reducing the 

number of false positives. Therefore, may be some benefit in changing the current clinical practice to use 

the ComfortScan ™ system to evaluate patients following a suspicious mammogram before sending for 

biopsy. 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

The ComfortScan™ system has been shown to have promising results. Out of 128 NIR images in 

this study, there were only 2 unusable images (ambient light issue). Overall, there was statistically 

significant difference between the diagnosis provided by mammography and that of the ComfortScan TM 

system (p<O.OS). 

In Part 1, the NIR results showed: i) 1/74 'nipple blue' image, ii) 27/74 matched perfecdy with 

mammography, iii) 29/7 4 the DOBI rating was lower than mammography, and iv) 17/7 4 the DOBI was 

rated higher than mammography. The nipple blue image had significant blue and a decreasing dynamic 

signature near the nipple. This decreasing dynamic signature suggested malignancy, which was validated 

through biopsy; however, this image was deemed 'nipple blue' as per the ComfortS can ™ image analysis 

parameter for lesion proximity to the nipple. For the images where NIR and mammography agreed, 

biopsy results showed that a wrong diagnosis was made 3 times, and a correct diagnosis was made 7 

times, the rest of the unages were not sent for biopsy. When the DOBI rating was lower than 

mammography biopsy results revealed: 7/29 both imaging techniques agree with biopsy, 2/29 

mammography agreed but NIR disagreed with biopsy, and 8/29 mammography disagreed and NIR 
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agreed with biopsy. In the images where the DOBI rating was higher than mammography the biopsy 

results showed: 3/17 both imaging techniques agreed with biopsy, and 5/18 both imaging techniques 

disagreed with biopsy. There were not many cases sent for biopsy in this last category since 

mammography, not the ComfortScan TM, decided whether or not a biopsy was needed as per REB 

restrictions. In the 'blue bloom' images: 4/17 were malignant through biopsy, 4/17 were benign through 

biopsy, and no biopsy results were available for the remaining. 

In Part 2 there were: i) 31/52 NIR image agreed with mammography, and ii) 21/52 NIR image 

disagreed with mammography. None of the image in Part 2 went to biopsy, since the mammogram was 

normal. Out of the 20/52 'blue bloom' images there were 15 that were rated as normal and 5 that were 

rated as malignant through use of the dynamic signature. 

By examining all 33 biopsy results it was found that the sensitivity and specificity for the 

ComfortScan TM system was 83% and 67%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity of mammography 

was 94% and 13%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity were calculated as per Equations 3 and 4. 

Please note that the sensitivity and specificity would be partially skewed due to mammography being the 

sole determinant for requirement of biopsy. Mammography determined the need for biopsy and, 

therefore, only patients with suspicious mammograms had a biopsy; this may cause there to be less false 

negatives and true negatives than the actual number for mammography. Having less false negatives and 

true negatives than expected would cause an increase in the sensitivity and decrease in the specificity, 

which could explain the high sensitivity and low specificity for mammography. It is difficult to get a true 

sense of the specificity of mammography because the number of true negatives cannot be confirmed. 

Confirming the number of true negatives through biopsy is unethical and since biopsy is the gold 

standard test, can only be done by waiting several decades and monitoring patient's routine 

mammograms. 
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Considering the specificity of the ComfortScan™ system is much greater than that of 

mammography; this study suggests that the ComfortScan ™ system could be potentially used in a clinical 

setting as an adjunct to mammography to give the radiologist more information to provide a more 

definitive diagnosis. 
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ABSTRACT 

When performing quality assurance and optimizing new technologies, such as the ComfortScan ™ system, a 

realistic tissue mimicking near-infrared (NIR) phantom is extremely valuable. Quality assurance requires a 

realistic phantom in order to test the imaging device properly to ensure safety. New technologies require a 

realistic phantom to optimize imaging sequences and to ensure the device is working as expected. Polyvinyl 

Alcohol Cryogel (PVA-C) is a non-toxic material that has been shown to have characteristics similar to soft 

tissue for various imaging modalities. Our objective is to demonstrate the effectiveness ofPVA-C as a NIR 

phantom for breast imaging and use it to validate the ComfortScan™ breast imaging system. The 

hypothesis is that the ComfortScan TM breast imaging system can detect small changes in the concentration 

of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin. A breast phantom was constructed with a small inclusion using PV A-C to 

test this hypothesis. In an attempt to vary the optical absorption co-efficient of PVA-C, 50~ and 100~ 

(0.006% and 0.01% by weight) of India ink were added to the 850mL total PVA volume. Two phantoms 

were constructed for each combination of PV A and India ink: i) a thin film, and ii) a large cylinder. All 

PVA-C samples underwent 5 freeze/thaw cycles (FfCs). The absorption (~.!..) and reduced scattering 

coefficients (!..Ls ') for the India ink PV A-C thin film samples were estimated using a double integrating sphere 

and a steady-state spatially resolved diffuse reflectance method. Measurements on the ComfortScan ™ 

system were performed on the cylindrical 5 FfC PVA-C phantom with a lee cavity located in the central 

region; this cavity was filled with either: saline, oxygenated equine blood, or deoxygenated equine blood in 

an attempt to mimic different breast lesions. Using the double integrating sphere method, the optical 

properties of the 50~ PV A-C sample were !..La = 0.00450 ± 0.00002 mm-1 and !J-s' = 1.2 ± 0.1 mm-1, and !..La 

= 0.012 ± 0.002 mm-1 and !J-s' = 1.5 ± 0.2 mm-1 for the 100~ thin film sample, at a wavelength of 640 nm 

(the operational wavelength of the ComfortScan™ system). Steady-state spatially resolved diffuse 

reflectance measurements were performed on the 100~ cylindrical PVA-C sample; the estimated optical 

properties were !..La= 0.017 ± 0.005 mm-1 and !J-s' = 1.3 ± 0.2 mm-1 at 640 nm. The ComfortScan™ system 
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was used to measure the 640nm light attenuation of the PVA-C phantom and show that: i) saline solution 

and oxygenated equine blood was less attenuating than the surrounding phantom material; ii) deoxygenation 

of the equine blood resulted in increased attenuation; and iii) removing equine blood during the 

compression part of the scan decreased the measured attenuation. With the above information, when 

evaluating images on the ComfortScan TM system: i) a benign lesion, such as a cyst filled with fluid, would 

appear less attenuating than a malignant tumour; ii) a malignant tumour, having trapped deoxygenating 

blood, would result in the strongest attenuation compared to a benign lesion; and iii) the total collapse of the 

vasculature and void of all blood is not the only source of higher attenuation. This study was performed to 

independently confirm the methodology of benign and malignant lesion detection using the ComfortScan TM 

system. 

Keywords: DOBI, breast imaging, cancer, Near-infrared 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

With an estimated 20 300 women diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010 [1], there is significant need 

for research in the diagnosis and treatment of this disease. Polyvinyl alcohol cryogel (PV A -C) is a non toxic 

biomaterial that has been shown to mimic tissue properties simultaneously in various imaging modalities [2]. 

The use of phantoms is crucial in the construction, preclinical testing, and optimization of new imaging 

techniques to be used in the early diagnosis of cancer. The purpose of this study is to examine the 

usefulness of PVA-C as an optical imaging phantom and to use PVA-C to confirm the methodology of the 

ComfortScan™ system's detection of benign and malignant lesions. 

Several materials can be used as optical phantoms: engineered tissue, ex Vlvo tissue, agar gels, 

polyacrylamide gel, epoxy resin, polyurethane resin, silicone, PVA-C, and Play-Doh™ [3]. To customize the 

absorption and scattering coefficient of these materials various additives can be used. Typical materials that 

are used to alter the scattering properties of a phantom are: Ti02 and Ah03 powders, quartz glass 

microspheres, whole blood, oil/fat/lipid, Intralipid [3]. Typical materials that are used to alter the absorption 

properties of a phantom are: India ink, whole blood, molecular dyes, and fluorophores [3]. 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a polymer that can be formulated as a hydrogel with desirable properties 

for biomedical applications [4, 5]. Attractive features ofPVA-C are: 1) that it can be molded to the shape of 

a variety of anatomies, 2) it has a long shelf-life, 3) it can be simultaneously used in l'v1RI, ultrasound, 

Electrical Impedance Tomography, Current Density Imaging, and X-ray applications, and 4) its contrast 

properties within each of these modalities can be modified nearly independently. One method to form a 

hydrogel using PV A is by using chemicals such as glutaraldehyde or boric acid, however, PV A can be 

similarly hardened through a process of mesh entanglement by freezing (to -20 °C) and thawing (to +20 °C) 

resulting in a gel (termed PVA-cryogel or PVA-C) [6]. This process of entanglement is distinctly different 

from traditional cross-linking and is directly related to the hydrogen bonding of the PVA hydrogel [7]. 

Tissue mimicking phantoms made from PVA-C have been demonstrated to be suitable for: i) MRI to 
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simulate normal tissue [2], ii) temperature dosimetry in MRI [8, 9], iii) simulations of ultrasound guided 

breast biopsy [10], and iv) impedance imaging techniques such as Electrical Impedance Tomography (EI'I) 

[11]. Work on the optical properties of PVA-C is quite limited [12-14]; thus there is a need for the 

characterization of this material for use in near infrared imaging. 

The goal of this project is to fabricate a PVA-C phantom for use in breast cancer research and to 

evaluate the validity of the ComfortScan ™ to diagnosis breast cancer. A requirement for this study is that 

the phantom mimics the optical properties of tissue for near infrared imaging. The challenge for the present 

work is to characterize the near infrared properties of PV A cryogel and demonstrate the dynamic nature of 

the optical contrast employed by the ComfortScan ™ system. The first hypothesis is that the optical 

properties, both the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients, of PVA-C will be comparable to those 

in human breast tissue. 

The first reports of producing a PVA cryogel were reported by Nambu [15] and Watase et al. [16]. 

Using PVA-C as an MRl specific phantom was first suggested by Mano et al. [17] who examined the T1 and 

T2 relaxation times, which are simply tissue specific MRI properties, in mouse soft tissues. T1, T2, and the 

elastic properties (speed of sound) of 10% PV A -C with 1-4 FfCs were measured by Suny et al. [21]. Over 

the range of 1 to 4 FfCs there is a large variation in the MRI properties and elastic properties, suggesting 

that perhaps there would also be a large dynamic range in the optical properties. As the number of freeze 

thaw cycles increases, so does the stiffness, resulting in an increase in the elastic modulus [18, 19]. It has 

been suggested [19] that this increase in elastic modulus is caused by an increase in hydrogen bonding. 

Increasing the number of freeze-thaw cycles increases the crystallinity and transforms the microstructure 

into a fibrillar network. Also, it has been shown that there is an increase in turbidity as the number of FfCs 

increases [20]. Increased turbidity would cause the sample to become more opaque and decrease the 

transmission of light through the sample. Therefore, with an increase in the number of freeze thaw cycles 

there should be a decrease in the transmission of light through the material. 
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The most commonly used imaging modality for breast cancer detection, and the accepted standard 

for screening, is mammography. In mammography, an image is obtained by passing ionizing radiation 

through the breast to obtain a measure of tissue attenuation. One pitfall of this technique, occurring in 

women with dense breasts, is that the attenuation of x-rays by dense tissue and tumourous tissue is similar, 

making it very difficult to differentiate between the two. Dense breasts usually occur in younger women. 

Young women that are at high risk of breast cancer development, such as HER2 positive patients, are 

screened at an early age which increases their total lifetime dose. An increased total lifetime dose will 

increase the risk of a radiation induced breast cancer. For these young HER 2 positive patients it would be 

beneficial to provide a non-ionizing screen technique that has a high sensitivity even for dense breasts. 

The fundamental idea ofNIRS involves the measurement of absorption and scattering of near 

infrared light in a sample. NIR absorption bands are normally [22]: i) broad, ii) overlapping, and iii) 10-100 

times weaker than the mid-IR absorption bands. The latter does restrict the sensitivity, but having a low 

absorption coefficient does allow for better depth penetration and thus, ability to image thicker samples. 

NIR light can be used in transmission breast imaging up to thicknesses of10cm [23]. 

Commonly used light sources are quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) bulbs, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 

or lasers. LED sources provide a very narrow spectral range[1], usually between 50-100 nm. Lasers can also 

be used to provide very specific wavelengths; however, lasers also offer a high energy that can be delivered 

in ultrashort pulses. 

Using NIR light for imaging has been extensively studied [24-49]. Many of these studies involved 

measurements in tissue mimicking phantoms [15, 16, 21, 25, 28, 30-33, 40, 41, 44, 47]. These studies were 

used to: i) determine the viability of various NIR imaging techniques, and ii) to improve image quality. 

Using NIR light to image the breast is relatively new when compared to the other uses ofNIR light[S0-57]. 

The work presented in this paper utilizes a PV A-C breast phantom to test the viability of the 

ComfortScan TM system, building upon the preliminary findings of an earlier pilot study [58]. The 
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absorption and reduced scattering coefficient of the PVA-C phantoms and inclusions will be measured in 

this study. 

The ComfortScan ™ system uses 640 nm light and a novel application of pressure to image the breast. 

Pressure is used during a mammogram to flatten and immobilize the breast for imaging. The 

ComfortScan™ system also applies pressure to the breast; however, it does so to enhance tumour contrast. 

This contrast is achieved by trapping blood in and around the tumour: the blood deoxygenates over time, 

resulting in dynamically increasing absorption in the proximity of the tumour. Deoxyhemoglobin has a 

higher attenuation of 640 nm light when compared to oxyhemoglobin [59]. Publications on the 

ComfortScan™ system are limited [58 (our preliminary findings), 60, 61]. The ComfortScan™ system was 

originally produced by DOBI medical and is now available through XinAoMDT Technology Co. 

[XinAoMDT Technology Co.,Hebei, China]. 

In this study, the hypothesis has two parts: i) PVA-C can be produced to mimic the optical properties 

of breast tissue, and ii) the ComfortScan ™ system is sensitive to small changes in deoxyhemoglobin 

absorption. For this study, India ink is added to PVA-C in order to simulate breast tissue absorption. The 

scattering coefficient is controlled by adjusting the FTC profile. These formulations ofPVA-C were used to 

produce phantoms that mimic breast cancer detection using the ComfortScan ™ system. 

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Polyvinyl alcohol samples were prepared and used in optical measurements. Measurements were 

made using 3 different systems: i) a double integrating sphere apparatus [12], i.J.) steady-state spatially 

resolved diffuse reflectance, and iii) the NIR ComfortScan TM system. The first two systems were used to 

evaluate the optical properties of PVA-C, and the third to evaluate a PVA-C breast phantom and validate 

the ComfortScan ™ system for breast imaging. 
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4.2.1 PVA-C Manufacture 

In this study two sets of samples were prepared. Polyvinyl alcohol powder (molecular weight 146 -

186 kDa, 98-99% hydrolyzed, Sigma Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) was mixed with de-ionized water 

to generate 15 percent PV A by weight. Tissue absorption was mimicked using 50).1L or 100).1L of India ink 

(Speedball Superblack India Ink, Product No. 3338) in an 850mL solution of 15% PV A. The resulting 

mixture was heated to 90°C over 2 hours using a standard reflux column and flask combination. A 

condenser unit was inserted into the top of the reflux column to help eliminate evaporation but the top of 

the reflux column had to be removed briefly to stir the mixture during heating. The resulting solution was 

then placed in water-tight, cylindrical shaped molds (homebuilt- 100mm diameter x 100mm high cylinders) 

and thin film water tight molds (150mm length x 150mm wide x 2mm thick). The thin film PV A-C samples 

were measured using a double integrating sphere apparatus (described below) to estimate the optical 

properties. The 100).1L India ink cylindrical phantom was used in the ComfortScan™ system. The PVA 

samples were exposed to 5 FfC in an environment controlled air chamber (Cincinnati Sub-zero model ZH-

8-1-H/AC). One FfC consists of decreasing the temperature from 20°C to -20°C at 0.1°C/min, held at-

20°C for one hour, and then returning to 20°C at a rate of 0.1 oc; min. The end caps for the molds were 

securely clamped in order to withstand the expansion resulting from the freezing process. The samples 

were then removed from the molds, stored in tap water, and refrigerated. 

4.2.2 Absorption and Reduced Scattering Coefficients 

Measurements of the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients were obtained using two 

different apparatuses. The first was a double integrating sphere and the second was a steady-state 

spatially resolved diffuse reflectance apparatus. Both the 50).1L and 100).1L India ink PVA-C thin film 

phantoms were measured using the double integrating sphere apparatus; only the 100).1L India ink 

cylindrical PVA-C phantom was measured using the spatially resolved system. 
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4.2.2.i Double Integrating Sphere 

The diffuse reflectance and transmittance were measured from a thin sample using two identical 

integrating spheres in the configuration shown in Figure 1. The integrating spheres were manufactured in 

house, comprised of 3 mm thick black matte styrene plastic with the interiors coated with Labsphere's 

6080 Diffuse White Reflectance Coating (Labsphere Inc., NH, USA) to achieve high reflectance. Both 

spheres had a diameter of 61mm. Each sphere had 3 ports: i) entrance/ exit (10.5 mm diameter), ii) 

sample (24 mm diameter), and iii) detector (6mm diameter). It should be noted that in the second sphere 

there was no need for an entrance/ exit port and therefore it was covered with a highly reflective plate 

(BaS04). 

A white light source, HL 2000 FHSA Halogen Lamp (Ocean Optics, FL, USA) was used to 

perform spectral measurements. Optical fibres (Ocean Optics, FL, USA) were used to couple the light 

source to the apparatus, and the spheres to the detector, an HR4000 High Resolution Spectrometer 

(Ocean Optics, FL, USA). 
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Transmission 
Sphere 

PVA-C sample 

Reflection 
Sphere 

tight 
Source 

Fig. 1 - Double Integrating Sphere apparatus 

Spectrometer 

Double integrating sphere apparatus that was used to measure the 
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of PVA-C samples. 
Adapted from Counter et al [12]. 

A Monte Carlo model of light transport was used to estimate the absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients from the measurements of diffuse reflectance and transmittance. Details of the Monte Carlo 

code and experimental technique are provided elsewhere [12]. 

4.2.2.ii Steady-State Spatially Resolved Diffuse Reflectance 

Secondly, a steady-state spatially resolved diffuse reflectance measurement was performed on the 

100~ India ink cylindrical PVA-C sample. This measurement system is described in detail elsewhere 

[62]. This measurement provides a comparison with the measurement performed by the double 

integrating spheres, however in this measurement the thicker cylindrical samples were used. 
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A single source fiber from a flat black multi fiber probe (Fiberguide Industries, NJ, USA) was used 

for illumination and 25 collection fibers were used for detection (fiber diameter was 100).llll, NA=0.22). 

The probe face was placed on the sample being imaged and a coupling fluid was applied to minimize any 

artifacts caused by large differences in the index of refraction. In this study, coupling fluid was not 

needed as the cylindrical PVA-C phantom had a thin film of water on the outside. A 100W quartz-

tungsten-halogen (QTH) broadband light source (Oriel Instruments, CT, USA) was coupled into the 

source fiber and used to illuminate the phantom. Scattered light was collected at 14 distances, ranging 

from 1-10mm from the source fiber, and sent to a spectrometer (Kaiser Optical Systems, MI, USA) 

coupled to a charged coupled device (CCD) (Princeton Instruments, NJ, USA). The experimental setup 

is illustrated in Figure 2 . 

••• • • • •• • • ••• 

I 
controller 

Phantom 

Fig. 2 - Steady-State Spatially Resolved Diffuse Reflectance. 

Adapted from Diamond et aL [63]. 

Computer 
Display 

The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients were estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation 

that modeled the measurement geometry. The single Monte Carlo simulation scored reflectance as a 
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function of radial distance in mean-free paths and number of interaction events for a non-absorbing 

medium. Results for any combination of optical properties could be recovered by appropriately rescaling 

the simulation. The simulation and method of optical property recovery is described in greater detail in 

an earlier work by Diamond et al. [63]. A total of 8 independent measurements were performed on the 

base of the cylindrical PV A-C phantom, and an average was obtained. This was done in case there was 

any non-uniformity, of either the India ink or the hydrogen bonding, in the cylindrical PVA-C phantom. 

4.2.3 ComfortScan™ Imaging 

The Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging was performed using the ComfortScan TM system (XinAoMDT 

Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, China). This system has been tested by other groups and has shown 

promising results [58, 60] using a different method of image analysis. 

The ComfortScan TM system, shown in Figure 3, is a light scanning technique using 640nm red light to 

image the breast. 
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Fig. 3 - ComfortScan System 

1bis figure shows the ComfortScan TM system that was used in this study. 
The patient is positioned on the left side and the NIR technician stands to 
the right in front of computer monitor. 

The phantom was positioned on the LED array, which is positioned in a square grid and consists of 

127 LEDs on a platform angled 30 degrees from the horizontal. A soft air bladder was then lowered onto 

the top of the phantom. A CCD camera, located within the soft air bladder above the phantom, is used for 

imaging. A real time positioning image was obtained to check the position of the phantom. Next, an LED 

check was performed using the ComfortScan ™ software in order to ensure all the LEDs are functional, and 

ensure that the light intensity exiting the phantom was within a normal range. Errors can occur during this 

LED check if the phantom is either too thick (not enough light is transmitted) or too thin (too much light is 

transmitted). A suspicious ROI was placed over the area of interest; for the phantom this marker was 

placed at the cavity. If the phantom was scanned with no cavity the suspicious ROI marker was placed in a 
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random location near the center of the phantom. The marker is used normally by the reading radiologist to 

give an approximate area of the suspicious ROI seen in the mammogram. The marker was used in this 

study to identify the location of the cavity for easier image evaluation. 

Standard operating procedure for a patient breast scan was followed. The 640 nm light from the 

LEDs passed through the phantom and was detected by the sensitive CCD camera. As the scan started, the 

soft air bladder, made of thin silicon, was inflated to apply gentle pressure (5 mmHg) during the first 15 

seconds of the scan. The pressure was then increased to 10 mmHg and images are acquired for the next 30 

seconds. During the last part of the scan, the pressure was lowered back to 5 mmHg. A total of 45 images 

were taken during the 60 second scan, and the initial 5 images were used as a baseline. The 5 initial images 

are used as Irer in Equation 1. The remaining 40 images make up the dynamic part of the sequence, which 

takes place during the compression aspect of the scan. 

A dynamic signature for every pixel was obtained using Equation 1. 

( 
·) _ I(x,y, t)- Iref(x,y) 

DS x,y,t - -----~---
lrsr(x,y) 

(1) 

where DS(xzY,tJ is the dynamic signature used for image production, I(xzY,tJ is the intensity of transmitted 

light at the various positions, and Irif is the light intensity after the breast shape (phantom shape in this study) 

had stabilized obtained from the reference image (Irer(xzJ}). The variables x and y represent a two 

dimensional pixel location, and t represents a point in time related to when the intensity was received by the 

CCD camera. This dynamic signature is therefore intended to highlight changes in light transmission from 

the reference image, resulting from changes in pressure of the breast (or phantom). 

The dynamic signature was used to produce all 45 images; these images are then shown by the image 

analysis software as a video. A colour scale applied to the range of dynamic signatures allows for easier 

image analysis. A green area corresponds to a relatively stable dynamic signature with time, an area of 
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red/white represents a highly increasing dynamic signature with time, and a purple/black area represents an 

area of highly decreasing dynamic signatures with time. The dynamic signature is related to the increase or 

decrease in light attenuation with time, which is directly correlated to the volume of blood at a given 

position. For example, a highly decreasing dynamic signature represents an area where the transmitted light 

becomes highly attenuated with time. The videos used in the image analysis show how the dynamic 

signatures change with respect to time; the more purple/black an area becomes, the higher the likelihood of 

malignancy. Images in this study represent the static image found at the end of the compression. 

4.2.4 Imaging of Full and Half Cylindrical PVA-C Samples 

The full cylinder (100~ ink) PVA-C phantom was used as a breast phantom for the ComfortScan TM 

system; this phantom was measured as outlined in section 3.2.3 of the methods. A full cylinder of PV A -C, 

as produced for this study, was too opaque for the ComfortScan ™ system. For this reason, the phantom 

was sectioned into two equal halves. The half cylinder of PV A-C was used for all subsequent measurements 

in this study. Measurements on the ComfortScan™ system on the half cylindrical PVA-C phantom were 

also perfonned with a lee central cavity (measuring lcm by lcm by lcm); this was done to investigate any 

changes in the NIR image that were caused by introducing a central cavity. 

4.2.5 Oxygenated Equine Blood 

Measurements were made using the ComfortScan™ system as per section 3.2.3 (described above) 

using the half cylindrical PVA-C phantom with lee of oxygenated defibrinated equine blood (Hemostat 

Laboratories, CA, USA) to fill a lee central cavity. Equine blood was used because it has been shown 

previously that the aggregate fonnation rate and the membrane's anisotropy in horse blood compares well 

to that of human blood [64]. The oxygenated blood was used to mimic a benign lesion in order to examine 

the theory of the ComfortScan™ system that oxygenated blood will exhibit a lower attenuation of light than 

surrounding tissue. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of oxyhemoglobin are 0.1 mm-1 and 
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1.8 mm·l, respectively [65]. Using the integrating sphere apparatus measurement, the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficients for the PV A-C phantom at 640nm were 0.012 ± 0.002 mm·1 and 1.5 ± 0.2 

mm-1, respectively. Using the steady state spatially resolved reflectance measurement, the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficients for the PVA-C phantom were 0.017 ± 0.005 mm-1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm·1, 

respectively. Considering the absorption and the reduced scattering coefficients for oxygenated blood and 

PV A -C are similar, it is expected that the ComfortScan ™ image will having uniform attenuation 

throughout; unless, the compression used by the ComfortScan TM preferentially affects the region with the 

oxygenated blood. During the compression aspect of the ComfortScan ™ sequence, the oxygenated blood 

should compress more easily than the surrounding PV A-C material due to tensile strength properties of the 

two materials. The tensile properties of PV A-C have been shown previously to increase with number of 

FTCs by our group through use of indentation measurements. 

4.2.6 Deoxygenated Equine Blood 

Measurements were made using the ComfortScan™ system as per section 3.2.3 (described above) on 

the half cylindrical PVA-C phantom when deoxygenated defibrinated equine blood was used to fill a lee 

central cavity. The deoxygenated blood was used to mimic the collapse of a malignant lesion's tortuous 

vasculature causing the deoxygenation of blood during the compression aspect of the scan. 

In order to deoxygenate the equine blood, activated yeast was added. A hot plate was used to boil 

80mL of water; once boiling, 2 grams of yeast (Fleischmann's Instant Yeast, www.breadworldcom) was 

added and stirred. When the yeast was completed dissolved in the water, lOmL of the water/yeast mixture 

was added to 40mL of oxygenated equine blood. Next, lee of the blood/water/yeast solution was added to 

the lee central cavity in the PVA-C phantom using a lee syringe. The phantom was then immediately 

positioned on the LED array, and the ComfortScan TM image sequence was started. Various amounts of 

water, yeast, and blood were used before finding the above mixture which provided the appropriate rate of 
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deoxygenation needed in order to have the equine blood deoxygenate over the length of the 60 second 

ComfortScan ™ imaging sequence. It was found that using the above mixture deoxygenated all 40mL of 

equine blood in the appropriate time; adding any more yeast did not have an effect on the deoxygenation 

process. Previously, Chance et al. have used a mixture of yeast (2-5%) and blood to convert the 

oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoglobin in order to examine change in the absorption of light to simulate 

anoxia in the brain [66]. The absorption coefficient of Bakers' yeast has been previously measured to be 

between 0.001 mm-1 to 0.003 mm-1 for yeast concentrations of 20mg/mL to SOmg/mL, respectively [67]. 

Considering a concentration of only Smg/ mL was used to deoxygenate the equine blood, there should not 

be significant light attenuation from the yeast In this study, previous work by Delpy et al. [59] showed that 

the attenuation of 640nm light by oxygenated hemoglobin should be less than the attenuation of 

deoxygenated hemoglobin. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of deoxyhemoglobin are 0.95 

mm·1 and 1.8 mm·t, respectively [65]. Using the integrating sphere apparatus measurement, the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficients for the PVA-C phantom at 640nm were 0.012 ± 0.002 mm-1 and 1.5 ± 

0.2 mm·t, respectively. Using the steady state spatially resolved reflectance measurement, the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficients for the PVA-C phantom were 0.017 ± 0.005 mm·1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm·l, 

respectively. This suggests the cavity containing deoxygenated blood should show higher attenuation than 

the surrounding PV A-C; this helps in providing support that the second hypothesis is true. 

4.2. 7 Removal of Blood during Compression 

Measurements were made using the ComfortScan™ system as per section 3.2.3 (described above) 

using the half cylindrical PVA-C phantom with lee of oxygenated equine blood added to the central lee 

cavity. In this case, however, the cavity was voided of all blood during the compression part of the scan. 

This was performed by positioning a catheter inside the central lee cavity and filling the cavity with 

oxygenated equine blood, then removing it using a syringe connected to the catheter during the 
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compression aspect of the scan. This was done to simulate the situation of the vasculature of a malignant 

tumour collapsing, voiding the region of blood. This was done to test if the increased attenuation seen by 

the ComfortScan TM system in malignant lesions was a result of the complete removal of blood from the 

tumourous region during the scan. 

4.2.8 Statistics 

Standard deviation was performed for the calculations of absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients. 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Absorption and Reduced Scattering of PVA-C Phantoms 

In Figure 4 the absorption (panel a) and reduced scattering (panel b) coefficients are shown for PVA-

C with SO!JL of ink measured using the double integrating sphere apparatus. 
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A figure showing the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 
PVA-C which had SOf.!L of india ink added to 850mL of distilled water 
using the double integrating sphere apparatus. The measurements were 
taken over a range of wavelengths (450nm- 950nm). 
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Similarly, in Figure 5 the absorption (panel a) and reduced scattering (panel b) coefficients are shown 

for PVA-C with lOO!JL of ink measured using the double integrating sphere apparatus. 
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A figure showing the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 
PVA-C which had 100~ of india ink added to 850mL of distilled water 
using the double integrating sphere apparatus. The measurements were 
taken over a range of wavelengths (450nm- 950nm). 

Figures 4 and 5 are qualitatively very similar. The only difference is that in Figure 4 there was SO).!L of 

India ink added to the PVA-C, whereas, Figure 5 was PVA-C with 100)1L of India ink added. The 

absorption in Figure Sa demonstrates more variation with wavelength as compared to Figure 4a. It is 

possible that the measurement depicted in Figure 4a is at the noise level of the Monte Carlo optical property 

recovery algorithm; for this reason only the lOO)lL India ink samples will be included in this study. 

The absorption of the India ink used in this study has been previous measured [12] to be 5.3 mm-1 /% 

by volume at 630nm. Devi et al. [13] has shown, at a wavelength of 633nm, that 20% 5 FTC PVA-C 

resulted in scattering coefficients and reduced scattering coefficients of 5.1 ± 0.1 mm-1 and 0.457± 0.038 

mm-1, respectively. Similar results have been shown by Kharine et al. [14], 20% 7FTC PVA-C was 

measured at 1062nm to have scattering coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient of 6.9 ± 0.4 mm-1 and 

0.62 ± 0.1 mm-1, respectively. These results suggest that the higher number of FTCs, the higher the 

scattering of light. The results in this study show significantly higher reduced scattering coefficients when 

compared to the previous work discussed above. This is expected considered the previous work did not 

provide a controlled freeze/ thaw process. In this study the freeze/ thaw rate was accurately set to 
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0.1 °C /minute using an air chamber. Our group has shown in the past that the freeze/ thaw rate, specifically 

the thawing process, has dramatic effects on the physical properties of the resultant PVA-C. 

Below, Figure 6 shows the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients measured using steady-state 

spatially resolved diffuse reflectance. The measurement was performed for comparison to the double 

integrating sphere method and to see if the process of freezing and thawing a larger sample affected the 

optical properties compared to the thin slabs. Only the 100f.!L PVA-C sample was used since the 50f.!L 

PVA-C sample was below the sensitivity of the double integrating sphere measurement. By comparing 

Figures 5 and 6, it is seen that the properties of the double integrating sphere are consistent with those of 

the steady-state spatially resolved diffuse reflectance. In Figure 5, the absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients at 640nm were 0.012 ± 0.002 mm-1 and 1.5 ± 0.2 mm-1 respectively. In Figure 6, the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficients at 640nm were 0.017 ± 0.005 mm-1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm·l, respectively. 
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Fig. 6 - Absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 1 OO!JL india 
ink PV A-C using steady state measurement 

A figure showing the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 
PVA-C which had 100!JL of india ink added to 850mL of distilled water. 
The measurements were taken over a range of wavdengths (SOOnm -
700nm). A steady state spatially resolved diffuse reflectance measurement 
was performed to provide the above data. 
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4.3.2 Imaging of PVA-C Samples 

It should be noted that all of the ComfortScan™ NIR images in this study are in fact a representative 

image from the dynamic sequence of images that are outputted from the ComfortScan™ system. The 

images presented in this publication occur at the end of the compression aspect of the imaging sequence. 

"Empty" Cavity 

Figure 7 shows a NIR image of a half cylindrical phantom with the central lee cavity empty; this 

cavity should cause there to be less attenuation. As the compression increases during the ComfortScan ™ 

sequence, the size of the cavity is slighdy reduced due to the low structural integrity of the empty cavity. 

With a partial collapse of the cavity there is a smaller path length for the NIR light to travel, and thus, less 

attenuation and scatter of the NIR light. The white colour represents less light attenuation as compared to 

the rest of the image. Figure 7 is an image representing approximately the lower 60% of the half cylindrical 

phantom, including the cavity. The whole phantom could not always be scanned, since in order to satisfy 

the LED coverage requirement and emulate a true breast, part of the phantom was positioned outside the 

unagmg area. 
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Fig. 7 - ComfortScan TM image of the PV A-C phantom with an empty 
cavity 

This figure shows the PVA-C with an empty lee cavity. Note that the 
cavity is represented by the area in white Oess light attenuation has 
occurred) at the top of the image. 

Saline Filled Cavity 

Figure 8 shows the effect of adding lee of saline to the central cavity of the PVA-C phantom. The 

result is similar to the result obtained with an empty cavity; there is less attenuation of light in the region 

of the cavity filled with saline than the surrounding material. The difference in the amount of coloured 

area in the image is caused by the software reconstruction technique perceives more or less phantom 

material as real breast tissue. 
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Fig. 8 - Cavity filled with saline solution 

This figure shows the effect of adding lee of saline in the central cavity of 
the PV A-C phantom. The central cavity is located at the top of the image 
and is shown as a white circle. The white colour represents an area of less 
light attenuation. 

4.3.3 Oxygenated Equine Blood 

Figure 9 is an image of a half cylindrical phantom with 1 cc of equine blood in the central cavity. This 

image shows less attenuation in the central cavity as compared to the rest of the phantom. The absorption 

and scattering of blood is primarily caused by hemoglobin. Blood consists of both oxyhemoglobin and 

deoxyhemoglobin. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of oxyhemoglobin are 0.1 mrn-1 and 

1.8 mrn-1, respectively [65]. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of deoxyhemoglobin are 

0.95 mm-1 and 1.8 mm-1, respectively [65]. The above results were measure with an HCT of 33.2%. The 

absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of hemoglobin are similar to those previously mentioned in 

section 3.3.1 for PVA-C and India ink. 
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Fig. 9- A half cylinder PVA-C phantom with oxygenated equine blood 
filling the lee cavity 

A figure showing the light attenuation for a PVA-C phantom with lee of 
equine blood in a central cavity. The central region shows less 
attenuation, represented by the colour white, than the surrounding 
reg~ons. 

4.3.4 D eoxygenated E quine Blood 

Figure 10 shows a half cylindrical PVA-C phantom which was filled with a mixture of equine blood 

and activated yeast. The yeast was used to deoxygenate the equine blood over the course of the scan. 

This was done to simulate what might occur if the tumourous vasculature was to partially collapse and 

trap blood in the tumourous region, which would then deoxygenate with time. 
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Fig. 10 - Deoxygenated equine blood 

This figure shows a cavity that was filled with equine blood and 
deoxygenated with time using yeast. The deoxygenation process shows a 
greater attenuation of light (represented by the black/ purple colour). 

4.3.5 Removal of blood during compression 

Figure 11 shows a half cylindrical PVA-C phantom which was filled with oxygenated equine blood 

and then slowly removed over the course of the scan during compression. This was done to simulate 

what might occur if the tumourous vasculature was completely collapsed and voided of all blood during 

the compression. The removal of blood during the compression aspect of the scan did not cause an 

increase in attenuation. Therefore the complete collapse of the vasculature during the compression 

aspect of the image sequence should not be responsible for the increased attenuation seen in malignant 

lesions. This was performed to support the theory that only a partial collapse of the vasculature occurs in 

malignant lesions. 
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Fig. 11 -Cavity with equine blood with removal during compression 

This figure shows the effect of removing the equine blood during the 
compression part of the scan. The white colour represents less 
attenuation in the cavity. This was done to demonstrate that the greater 
light attenuation seen in malignancies is not caused by the removal of 
blood from the malignant tumour. 

The double integrating sphere apparatus was used for the measurements presented in Figures 4 and 

5. Figure 4 was a PVA-C mixture that had 50!J-L of India ink per 850mL and Figure 5 was a PVA-C 

mixture with 1 OO!J-L of India ink per 850mL. In Figure 5, the absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients at 640nm were 0.012 ± 0.002 mm·1 and 1.5 ± 0.2 mm·1 respectively. The higher absorption 

coefficient seen in Figure 5, compared to Figure 4, can be attributed to the larger concentration of India 

ink. The higher the amount of India ink, the less light is reflected and transmitted. Steady-state spatially 

resolved diffuse reflectance measurements were performed on the 1 OO!J-L cylindrical PV A -C sample and 

the data are shown in Figure 6. It was found that the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients at 

640nm were 0.017 ± 0.005 mm·1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm·1, respectively. These measurements correlate well 

with the measurements provided by the double integrating spheres, suggesting that the thin film 
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measurements are a good surrogate for estimating the optical properties of similarly prepared large 

volume samples. Only the 100~ India ink PVA-C cylinder was measured using the spatially resolved 

system since the double integrating sphere apparatus was unable to provide useful absorption data for the 

SO~ India ink PV A-C samples due to poor sensitivity at very low absorption values. The above errors 

are the standard deviations from multiple independent measurements. Both the absorption and reduced 

scattering coefficients do not compare well with the previous studies. It has been shown previously that 

the freeze/ thaw rate is a crucial aspect to the mechanical properties of the resultant PV A -C [2]. Both 

Devi et aL and Kharine et aL placed the samples in a freezer (-20°C) for 12 hours for the freeze process, 

and took the samples out and were left at room temperature for the thaw process. We believe the 

difference in the results is caused by the difference in the freeze/ thaw rate. Our study uses a highly 

controlled freeze/thaw process of 0.1°C/min, whereas, Devi et aL and Kharine et aL have a highly 

uncontrolled freeze/ thaw process. Our group has found that the freeze/ thaw process, specifically the 

thaw rate, has significant effects on the mechanical properties of the resultant PVA-C. 

Figure 7 shows a NIR image of the half cylinder with an empty 1cc cavity located in the middle of 

the phantom. This depiction reinforces our understanding of the optical absorption and the known 

geometry of the phantom. A cavity in the PVA-C phantom would cause there to be less material in that 

region, resulting in a decrease in light attenuation. A decrease in light attenuation is represented by the 

colour white in the image analysis software. Recall that this image is taken at the end of the dynamic 

scan, when the 10mmHg pressure has been applied for the longest time. The 10mmHg pressure applied 

by the soft air bladder of the ComfortScan TM system causes partial collapse of the air filled cavity and a 

decrease in the path length the NIR light travels. With less material to pass through, the NIR light would 

exhibit less attenuation during the dynamic aspect of the imaging sequence. Therefore, a cyst would be 

represented as an area of higher transmission when using the ComfortScan ™ system. 
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Figure 8 shows a ComfortScan ™ image of the half cylindrical PVA-C phantom with lee of saline 

in the central cavity. It was seen that there is a lower attenuation from the saline when compared to the 

surrounding PV A-C material. This would suggest that if the ComfortScan ™ encountered a lesion such 

as a benign cyst it would present as an area of lower attenuation; this theory corresponds to the literature 

given by DOBI Medical. An area filled with fluid would be structurally weak and when under 

compression would partially collapse. This partial collapse would cause a smaller path length for the NIR 

light to travel, resulting in lower light attenuation. 

Figure 9 shows a ComfortScan™ image of the half cylindrical phantom with lee of oxygenated 

equine blood in the central cavity. Once again, the image shows a white region where the cavity is 

situated. The central region with oxygenated blood does not attenuate the light as much of the 

surrounding PVA-C material. The absorption coefficient of the 100f.LL PVA-C phantom at 640nm was 

0.012 ± 0.002 mm-1, absorption coefficient for normal breast tissue cited by Ghosh et al. to be 

0.079±0.008 mm-1 at 640nm wavelength [68]. The reduced scattering coefficient found by Wang et al. 

[52] was approximately 1.2 at a wavelength of 640nm. This compares well to the values of reduced 

scattering coefficients for PVA-C found using a double integrating sphere measurement,1.5 ± 0.2 mm-1, 

and using a steady state spatially diffuse reflectance measurement, 1.3 ± 0.2 mm-1. 

By using the same half cylindrical phantom and filling the cavity with a different fluid, any differences 

seen in the ComfortScan TM image can be attributed to the fluid change. The next part of the experiment 

used deoxygenating blood, by way of activated Bakers' yeast added to oxygenated blood, to investigate 

how deoxygenated blood would present using the ComfortScan ™ system. 

Figure 10 shows a NIR image of the half cylindrical phantom with lee of deoxygenating equine 

blood in the central cavity. Note that the purple colour seen in the cavity region suggests a higher 

attenuation as compared to the PV A-C material. Recall that oxygenated blood is less attenuating than 

deoxygenated blood at a wavelength of 640nm [65]. Based on previous work from Kon et al. [69], it can 
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be inferred that the equine blood would have deoxygenated at a constant oxygen consumption velocity of 

approximately 2.5 f!M/sec over the course of the 60 second scan. This measurement was used to simulate 

a malignancy which, during the compression aspect of the scan, may collapse the tumourous vasculature 

causing blood to be trapped and deoxygenate with time. 

To ensure that the purple colour in the ComfortScan™ image was in fact a result of a higher 

concentration of deoxygenated blood, and not the total collapse of the tumourous vasculature, a scan was 

performed with blood in the cavity during the non-compression aspect and then blood was removed 

during the compression component of the scan. Figure 11 represents an image where the oxygenated 

equine blood was removed from the lee central cavity during the compression part of the scan. It was 

seen that the cavity appeared white, showing that there was less attenuation in the cavity as compared to 

the rest of the phantom. The pink area of the scan was caused by saturated pixels, which was likely due 

to the catheter that was situated in that region. 

The measurements from Figure 10 and 11 were performed in order to determine if the 

ComfortScan ™ system was detecting more attenuation from the presence of deoxygenated blood (as per 

Figure 10) or detecting more attenuation from the total collapse of the vasculature (as per Figure 11). 

The results suggest that the higher attenuation seen by the ComfortScan™ system was caused by the 

presence of trapped deoxygenating blood, rather than the total collapse of the tumourous vasculature. 

A qualitative analysis of the ComfortScan ™ images was performed to determine the relative signal 

attenuation for each scan. A quantitative measure was not performed since a different reconstruction 

algorithm would have been needed and this study was designed to test the current clinically approved 

algorithm. Three measurements were performed for all results to ensure reproducibility. 

Figure 12 shows a sample ComfortScan ™ image of a biopsy confirmed malignant lesion in a 

breast. This image was original published in a previous publication [58]. 
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Fig. 12- Malignant tumour [58] 

This figure shows what a ComfortScan ™ image of a malignant tumour 
looks like. The blue marker is the nipple position; the red marker is the 
suspicious region as identified by the mammogram. The purple region 
represents a region of higher attenuation, which is representative of the 
malignant tumour seen in this patient. This image has been provided by a 
previous publication using the ComfortScan TM system. 

By comparing Figures 10 and 11 to how a malignant lesion is presented on the ComfortScan TM 

system (Figure 12), it can be deduced that although the deoxygenation of trapped blood and total 

collapse of vasculature may occur at the same time, the trapped blood deoxygenating over time would 

dominate to produce the higher attenuation of light that is seen in malignant lesions. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Using the double integrating sphere apparatus, the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 

the 100~L India ink PVA-C sample were 0.012 ± 0.002 mm-1 and 1.5 ± 0.2 mm-1, respectively. All of the 

above optical measurements are quoted for a wavelength of 640 nm, which is the operational wavelength of 
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the ComfortScan™ system. The 100J.!L India ink PVA-C measurement was validated by using a steady

state spatially .resolved diffuse reflectance apparatus. The latter apparatus found the absorption and reduced 

scattering coefficients at 640 nm were 0.017 ± 0.005 mm-1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm-1, respectively. Several 

conclusions were drawn using a PVA-C breast mimicking phantom in the ComfortScan™ system. First, 

using saline solution or oxygenated equine blood results in less attenuation when compared to 5 FTC 15% 

PVA-C material in ComfortScan™ images. Next, the deoxygenation of blood caused higher attenuation of 

NIR light when compared to 5 FTC 15% PVA-C material in ComfortScan TM images. Lastly, the removal of 

blood during the compression part of the NIR scan resulted in less attenuation when compared to the 

surrounding 5 FTC 15% PVA-C material. Therefore the higher attenuation of NIR light seen in 

ComfortScan TM system images is caused by deoxygenated blood rather than the total collapse of the 

vasculature. It is postulated that the partial collapse of the tortuous malignant vasculature causes blood to 

deoxygenate with time and causes the higher attenuation in ComfortScan ™ images. The ComfortScan TM 

system has been shown to be able to detect small changes in oxygenated blood and deoxygenated blood. A 

decrease of oxygenated blood during compression presented on the ComfortScan TM system as less 

attenuating than surrounding PVA-C; however, blood that was deoxygenating during the compression 

presented with greater attenuation. 
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chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 ACHIEVEMENT OF THE OBJECTIVES 

The objectives reported earlier in this thesis were accomplished in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. In this section 

the objectives are examined once again and a summary of the rdevant findings is given. 

[ I ] to investigate whether performing a large clinical trial with the ComfortS can ™ .rystem would be warranted to 

further patient care and diagnostics for breast imaging. 

Based on a preliminary study with 19 patients, Chapter 2 demonstrates that no significant 

difference in diagnostic information (p>0.05) between mammography and ComfortScan ™. Anecdotal 

evidence suggests cases where mammography disagreed with biopsy, whereas ComfortS can ™ agreed, 

though these were not statistically significant. Based on these encouraging results, a large scale clinical 

trial was launched to investigate the potential widespread use of the ComfortScan™. 

[ II ] to determine if the ComfortS can ™ .rystem will achieve better correlation to biop.ry than with mammograpi!J 

alone. 

Mammography agreed with biopsy in 18/33 and the ComfortScan™ system agreed with biopsy in 

25/33 cases. By examining all 33 biopsy results, it was found that the sensitivity and specificity for the 

ComfortScan™ system was 83% and 67%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity of mammography 

was 94% and 13%, respectively. Therefore, it was demonstrated that ComfortScan™ achieved a better 

agreement to biopsy than mammography alone. 
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[ III ] to determine if the ComfortS can ™ .rystem would be benificial as a mainstream method for a radiologist to 

diagnose breast cancer risk. 

The full study, found m Chapter 3, compnsmg 126 NIR images demonstrated a statistically 

significant difference in the diagnostic information from the ComfortScan TM and mammogram 

assessments (p<0.05). While the ComfortScan ™ preliminary viability study performed by DOBI Medical 

International, only included women between 18 and 50 years of age, Chapter 3 has shown that the 

ComfortScan TM can successfully image women aged 50 to 78 and correlate to mammogram and biopsy, 

when available. Furthermore, only BI-RADS 3 and 4 were included in the ComfortScan TM preliminary 

viability study, whereas Chapter 3 has shown that inclusion of women with mammograms rated as BI

RADS 1-5 can also successfully correlate to mammography and biopsy, when available. Chapter 3 

suggests that the ComfortScan™ could be used as a mainstream adjunct to mammography, providing 

information of vascularization, with advantages of increased patient comfort and the use of non-ionizing 

radiation. 

[IV] to evaluate the potential use rifPVA-C as a breast mimicking materiaL 

Chapter 4 demonstrates that the absorption and reduced scattering coefficient of PV A-C matched 

that of breast tissues. The absorption coefficient of the 100~ PV A-C phantom at 640nm was 0.012 ± 

0.002 mm-1, which compares to typical absorption coefficients for tissue reported by Zhang et al. to be 

between 0.07 and 0.3 mm-1 [1]. Considering vascularization affects the optical properties of breast tissue, 

a good breast mimicking material would have the physical rigidity necessary to hold blood in a cavity and 

PVA-C has that capability. Furthermore, a properly constructed PVA-C phantom can be successfully 

recognized by the ComfortScan™ system, as if it were a real breast. 
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[ V ] to validate the suggested mode rif action rif the ComfortS can ™ [)Stem for detection rif malignancies. 

The mode of action suggested by DOBI Medical for the ComfortScan TM system ts that a 

malignant tumour will highly attenuate light due to a partial collapse in the tumourous vasculature 

resulting in an increased deoxygenation over time. Using a PVA-C breast mimicking phantom it was 

shown that saline solution or oxygenated horse blood in a cavity (representative of a tumour) causes less 

attenuation than the surrounding phantom material; indicating that the simple presence of more 

oxygenated blood in a tumour is not causing the ComfortScan ™ to register the region as malignant. 

Furthermore, by deoxygenating horse blood in the same cavity, there was an increase in the attenuation 

of 640 nm light as compared to the surrounding phantom material; which suggests that the colour 

representative of malignancies on the ComfortScan™ is caused by deoxygenating blood. It should be 

noted that by removing oxygenated horse blood during the compression aspect of the scan there was less 

attenuation than the surrounding phantom material, which means that it is not a change in volume of 

blood as a result of the compression that is recognized as a malignancy by the ComfortScan™ system. 

These two pieces of evidence suggest that the ComfortScan ™ system is not recognizing a total collapse 

of the vasculature and subsequent void of blood from the tumour as the trigger for malignant detection. 

The mode of action suggested by DOBI Medical is supported by our findings. 

5.2 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We were able to show the usefulness of the ComfortScan ™ system as a beneficial adjunct to 

mammography during routine breast screening examinations. Currently, there are few ComfortScan™ 

systems clinically available; however, if there was an increase in popularity of the system, patient demand 

may aid in the introduction of the ComfortScan™ system into the clinical setting. More likely, we suggest 

the ComfortScan ™ system may be more suited to a private fee-for-use environment, where additional 

voluntary screenings for peace of mind are commodities worth paying for. 
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More work should be done with randomized, double-blinded, larger scale clinical trials to closer 

approximate the true sensitivity and specificity for a patient population, before Health Canada would ever 

consider implementing this imaging modality into its vast public network of hospitals, and pay for the 

imaging from the public purse. Perhaps once more extensive studies on the ComfortScan™ system 

continue to demonstrate its effectiveness, it may be introduced into the clinical setting. The ComfortScan ™ 

system's information on the vasculature could be used as a helpful tool to the radiologist to compliment the 

information obtained from mammography. 
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ABSTRACT 

When dealing with quality asstrance and sequence development a realistic tissue mimicking MR 

phantom is extremely valuable. Polyvinyl Alcohol Cryogel (PV A-C) is a non-toxic material that has 

been shown to have MR relaxation characteristics similar to soft tissue. Our objective is to validate 

PV A-C as a viable human neonatal phantom material for both white and grey matter. In an attempt 

to vary the PV A-C relaxation times the percent PV A was varied between 3-30% by weight. These 

samples all underwent 1 freeze/thaw cycle (FTC). The T1 and T2 relaxation times were found to 

decrease with increasing percent PVA. At 1.89T and 3T the mnges were 0.68 ± 0.04 s<T1<1.85 ± 

0.02 s and 0.058 ± 0.004 s<T2<0.47 ± 0.02 s. Both the 'I; and T2 relaxation times showed no 

significant difference when canparing measurements at 1.89T and 3T. In phase two of the 

experiment, the concentration of PVA was held at 15% but und:rwent either: 1, 3, or 6 FTCs. It 

was shown that increasing the number of FTCs decreased T1 and T2 values by approximately 40% 

and 55%, respectively. To mimic normal neonatal tissue the range of both 'I; and T2 must be 

further extended. The use of various additives to the PV A will be explored. 

Keywords: PVA, cryogel, MRI, phantom 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PV A) 1s a naterial that has shown promise for many biomedical 

applications. If PV A is combined with water and heated to 90°C and then exposed to a freeze/ thaw 

cycle (FfC) (from 2(fC to -20°C then back to 20'C) a cryogel is produced (PV AC). There is 

evidence in the literature that PV A-C is particularly well suited for use in imaging modalities such as 

ultrasound, electrical impedance tomography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (1-3) because 

of its flexibility in mimicking different parameters. MRI will be the focus in this study. 

In PV A-C, the mechanism responsible br cryogel formation is the hy:lrogen bonding 

induced by the thaw process ( 4). As the number of FfCs increases, the molecular motion in the gel 

is expected to become more res:ricted and the MR relaxation times (i.e. T1 and Tz) should be 

sensitive to these changes. As the concentration of PV A increases, the density of hydrogen atoms 

available for hydrogen bonding during the thaw process increases. This should have two effects: D 

the structure of PV A-C will change as the number of hydrogen bonds between groups change and 

ii) with the increased hydrogen bonding between the polymer and the water, the polymer structure 

will be altered, which should be evidenced by changes in the MR relaxation times (both T1 and Tz). 

The change in the density of lydrogen atoms should be similar to those changes found in tre 

various human tissues, thereby giving similar relaxation times. 

There are large differences when comparing relaxation times of muscle, fat, and adult brain. 

Typical T 1 and T2 values can range from 450 ms to 1950 ms and 40 ms to 275 ms, respectively, at 3 

T (5-6). Williams et al. (7) found that, at 3 T, neonatal brain relaxation times can reach values as 

high as 2900 ms for T1 and 280 ms for T2 which extends the range even further. Thus in order to 

mimic the neonatal brain, a plnntom must be designed and falricated to cover a large range of 

possible relaxation times. 
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The effects of changing the munber of FTC on MR relaxation times have been investigated 

by Chu and Rutt (8) on 15% (by weight) PVAC (molecular weight and tempenture during 

measurements were not given) at 1.5 T. The authors famd that increasing the number of FTCs 

from 1 to 10 caused the relaxation times to decrease from approximately 810 ms to 470 ms (for T 1) 

and 90 ms to 40 ms (for Tz). Further, Mana et al. (9) were able to decrease both T1 and T2 by 

decreasing the percentage water (increasing percentage PV A), with measurements made at 20 MHz 

( ~oSf) with a sample temperature of 31C. The authors prepared sam pes ranging from 70-85 

percent water and observed a direct linear relationship between relaxation time (either T 1 or Tz) and 

percent water. Relaxation t:irres were similar to that of sof tissue (brain, spleen, musce, liver). 

Mana et al. (9) did not provide details such as the molecular weight of the PV A used or how the 

freeze/thaw process was controlled- both of which could potentially affect the relaxation times. 

Agarose is a more commonly used MRI phantom material (10-12). PVA-C is thought not 

only to have potential in mimicking relaxation times, but also in mimicking the electric, ultrasonic, 

and mechanical properties of tissue. Other work in our lab specifically investigates the use of PV A

C in mimicking electrical prorerties of tissue. Some promimg preliminary electrical imredance 

results have been published (13). To our knowledge, agarose has not been shown to be able to 

mimic simultaneously the elastic, MRI, and electrical properties of various tissues. This further 

increases the potential usefulness of PVA-C. Having a phantom, such as PVA-C, which can mimic 

a number of different tissue properties would prove to be extremely beneficial. 

The main objectives of this present study were to investigate the influence of the following 3 

independent variables on relaxation times: (i) changing the number of FTCs from 1-6 for a PV A 

with a known molecular weight, (il) changing the percentage PV A from 3-30%, and (iii) imaging at 

field strengths of 1.89 T and 3 T. The first objective was achieved by preparing 15% PVAC 

samples with varying number of FTCs (1, 3, and 6) at controled freeze-thaw rates and measuring 
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MR relaxation times (T1, T~. The second objective was a:.ldressed by preparing a 1 FTC PVA-C 

with variable percent PVA (3-30%) and measuring MR relaxati>n times. All measurements tn 

objectives 1 and 2 were performed at both 1.89T and 3T in order to meet the third objective. 

6.2 METHODS 

6.2.1 PVA-C Manufacture: 

In this study two sets of samples were prepared. For the first set, polyvinyl alcohol powder 

(molecular weight 146 - 186 kDa, 98-99% hydrolyzed, Sigma Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) 

was mixed with de-ionized water to generate 8 concentrations of varying percent PVA: 3, 6, 10, 15, 

17, 19, 25, and 30% PVA by weight. Two samples were prepared at each percentage PVA, giving a 

total of 16 samples. The mixture was heated to 90°C in 2 hours using a standard reflux column and 

flask combination. A condense: unit was inserted into the bp of the reflux column to hep 

eliminate evaporation but the top of the reflux column had to be removed briefly to stir the mixture 

during heating. The resulting solution was then placed in water-tight, mini-puck shaped molds 

(homebuilt - 24mm diameter x 21mm high cylinders). The PVA samples were exposed to 1 FTC in 

a temperature controlled bath (VWR Scientific Products, Model #1187P). One FTC consists ci 

decreasing the temperature from 20°C to -20°C at 0.1°C/min, held at -20°C for one hour, and then 

returning to 20°C at a rate of 0.1°C/min. The end caps for the molds were securely clamped in 

order to withstand the expansnn resulting from the freezing process. The san:ples were then 

removed from the molds, stored in tap water, and refrigerated. 

The second set of samples was prepared at a concentration of 15% PVA in a similar fashion 

as above using: 1, 3, and 6 FICs. All measurement of MRI properties were made after storage in 

water for 4 weeks since it has been shown that swelling, as water is drawn into the cryogel matrix, 

should have equilibrated by this time (14-15). 
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6.2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Image based measurements of I; and T2 were performed using separate 1.89 T and 3 T 

custom built MRI/MRS (Magnex :Magnet and SMIS console). Imaging parameters were as follows: 

96x96 matrix with 135mm FOV for 1.89T, and 96x96 matrix with a 200mm FOV for 3T. T1 was 

measured using a 2D inversion recovery imaging sequence repeated with 30 different inversion times 

(TI), linearly spaced from SOms to 4500ms (TR=15sec, TE=16ms). T1 maps were created using 

pixel by pixel non-linear least square fit to the equation: 

S(TI) = So [1-2exp(-TI/T1)] [1] 

A region of interest (ROI) was selected from the center of each sample and the average T1 across 

the ROI was calculated. 

T 2 was measured using a spin echo imaging sequence repeated with 20 different echo times 

(TE), which were linearly spaced from 17ms to 400ms (TR = 6 sec). T2 maps were created using 

pixel-by-pixel log-linear least square fit to the equation: 

S(TE) =So exp (-TE/Tz) [2] 

A ROI was selected from the center of each sample and the average T 2 across the ROI was 

calculated. 

In order to investigate the possible relaxation mechanisms in the PV A-C, both the relaxation 

times and rates are plotted. All measurements were made at ambient temperature. 

6.2.3 Statistics: 

Standard deviations were calculated using the ROI's sampled from either T1 or T2 maps. 

Using a linear regression analysis, R1 (1/TJ at 1.89T, R1 at 3T, R2 (1/Tz) at 1.89T, R2 at 3T were all 

compared against percent PV A. 
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A measure of reliability was performed using an intra-class correlation analysis. 'Ibis was to 

facilitate comparisons between R1 values at 1.89 T and 3 T. This means that the R1 values at 1.89 T 

were compared to the R1 values at 3 T. This analysis was repeated for R2 values at 1.89 T and 3 T. 

Similarly, this means that the R2 values at 1.89 T were comptted to the R2 values at 3 T. All 

statistical analysis was perfcrmed using SPSS Release 13.0 ~PSS, SPSS Inc., Chicago USA). 

Significance was assumed when p<O.OS. 

Because no field dependence in R2 and R1 was observed, furtrer analysis was performed. 

First a linear regression analysis was performed on the difference in R1 at 3T and 1.89T (which is 

called ilR1 and shown in equation 2.3) against the percent PV A. This was done in order to examine 

any subtle differences in R1 between the two fields. 

ilR1 = (R1 at 3T) - (R1 at 1.89T) [3] 

A linear regression analysis of the ilR2 against the percent PV A was executed. Again, this was 

performed to examine the existence of any subtle differences in R2. The equation for ilR2 is given 

below. 

ilR2 = (R2 at 3T) - (R2 at 1.89T) [4] 

To investigate differences in T 1 when comparing field strength or number of FTCs a two-way 

ANOVA was performed. A two-way ANOVA was also performed to investigate differences in T2 

when comparing field strength and number of FTCs. 

6.3 RESULTS 

The physical characteristics were noticeably different between various percent PV A samples. 

At 3% PV A, the PVA-C was very soft (although did hold shape) and nearly transparent, with a jelly

like texture. In contrast, the 30% PV A-C was opaque, bearing a texture similar to rubber. 
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6.3.1 Relaxation Measurements: 

R1 is shown in Figure 1 and R2 in figure 2 at 1.89T and 3T nr the various percent PV A 

samples. There was an increase in both R1 and R2 with increasing percent PVA with significance of 

p<0.001 and p<0.01, respectively, at both 1.89T and 3T. The;e p values were obtained us~ a 

correlation analysis between R1 or R2 and percent PV A (first 4 points only). Following this point, 

there is a discontinuity in tre linear approach which may be due to the volume of bound water 

approaching the free water volume (see discussion), shown in Figures 1 and 2. It was found that the 

two field strengths (all of the data points) were highly correlated for both R1 and R2 with intraclass 

correlation values of0.99 and 0.976, respectively. 
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The changes in relaxation times for all PV A samples are shown in Figures 3 and 4. This is the 

same data as before but repre~nted as relaxation times rat:h!r than relaxation rates. There is a 

decrease in both relaxation times with increasing percent PVA as expected from the relaxation rate 

data. Note that there is a chmge in the linear relationshp between 15% and 20% PV A. (~e 

Discussion) 
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Figures 5 and 6 show how the relaxation times change with increasing number of FI'Cs. The 

relaxation times decrease as the number of FI'Cs increases at both 1.89 T and 3 T. 
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Table 1 shows that there were significant linear relationships between the relaxation rates (R1 

and R2) and the percent PV A at both field strengths. It also shows that the differences in R1 or R2 

were also significantly related to percent PV A. 

Talie l 

Res.llts of the linear regress on analyses of fust 4 data points 

Slope Intercept r square Significance 

mean±SD mean±SD 

R1 vs %PVA at 1.89T 0.04 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01 0.97 p<0.001 

R1 vs %PVAat3T 0.03 ±0.03 0.48 ± 0.01 0.98 p<0.001 

R2vs %PVA at2T 0.43 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.07 0.79 p<0.01 

R2 vs %PVA at 3T 0.49 ± 0.05 1.00 ± 0.06 0.84 p<0.01 

deltaR1 vs %PVA -0.01 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.72 p<0.01 

deltaR1 vs %PVA 0.57 ±0.04 0.29 ± o.o-:- 0.8 ~<0.01 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

This is the first study to con;ider the effects of PV A concmtration from 3 - 30% on MR 

relaxation times. A significant linear relationship was found between percent PV A and both R1 and 

R2 at 1.89 T and 3 T. Mana et al. (9) showed a similar trend between percent PVA (15-30%) and 

T1 and T 2 at 20 MHz (~OST). Our values ofT1 and T2 differ from Mana et al. (9), likely due to one 

or more of the following factors; FfC rate, Molecular Weight, temperature (Mana et al. (9) used 37 

0C) and the Larmor frequency of the MR measurement. With our experimental parameters a 

plateau was observed in T2 above 15% PVA. It appeared that a plateau was beginning to form for 

T 1 above 25% PV A. Two reasons can be proposed for these plateaus. Perhaps there is a limit to 
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the degree of entanglement that can occur or perhaps there i; a limit to the amount of water that 

can be trapped within the gel. An experiment with gels of varying percentage water could be used 

to test the latter, being careful to weigh the samples before and after the freeze/thaw process. This 

would indicate whether at high percentage PV A the water is not able to be incorporated in the gel 

matrix and is being lost. Mana et aL (9) did not report any plateaus. All T 1 and T2 data was fit well 

using equations 1 and 2, respectively. In order to examine the significance of this plateau in the 

relaxation rates/times it is useful to consider other work studying relaxation times in gels. 

The present work indicated a decrease in relaxation times with increasing percent PV A. One 

possible mechanism for this decrease is that there is a decrase in bulk water and an increase in 

surface area for bound water with higher PVA content. In a gel (similar to PVA-C) Derbyshire and 

Duff (16) found that relaxation times for bound water protons are considerably shorter than those 

observed for bulk water. For PV A-C, the extent of hydrogen bonding between the carbon and 

hydrogen chains in the cryogel increases with the percentage PV A content and this likely creates 

longer chains that afford hydrogen bonding to the nearby water. A second possibility proposes that 

the structure of water beside a surface is dominated by that surface and the relaxation rates of this 

surface are modified (17). If there is rapid exchange between the surface layer and the bulk water, 

an average relaxation rate will result. Since we observe od.y a mono exponential decay it is likely 

that fast exchange between the bound and bulk water does occur and the shorter relaxation times of 

the bound water will gready influence the measured relaxation time. 

To further understand it is rueful to look at the work of Thrbyshire and Duff (16), who 

proposed a two compartment modd, illustrated by equation [5], to explain the bulk and bourrl 

phases in gels. It is important to note that this model applies to situations where the amount of free 

water is much larger than the amount of bound water as shown by Woessner and Zimmerman (18). 
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1 1 he 1 
-=-+--.---
T ~ 1- he ~ + -rb 

[5] 

where T is the observed relaxation time, T. is the relaxation of the bulk water, Tb is the relaxation 

time of the bound water, h is the amount of water hydrated by unit mass of macromolecule, c is the 

mass of solute per mass of solvent, and Tb is the lifetime of the water molecule in the bound phase. 

In the fast exchange limit, Tn <<Tb, and in the regime where the cmcentration of PVA-C is 

small i.e. he< <1 the equation reduces to: 

Rmeasured = R free + h ' e ' Rbound (6) 

Where the rate (R) is simply the inverse of the relaxation time (T), i.e. (R=1/T). In both R1 (1/T1) 

and R2 (1 /T z), a linear region as indicated by Equation 6 is observed below 15% PV A -C. The linear 

fit was performed on the sampb only up to 15% PV A. Cleary by looking at Figure 2 it can be 

seen that there is a discontinuity in the linear fit of the data following 15% PV A. This may be the 

point where the amount of free water is no longer greater than the bound (required condition of the 

Derbyshire model) and therefore the data was only analyzed up to 15% PV A for both R1 and R2 to 

be conservative. 

Considering the R1 measurements: the y-intercepts for the linear regression (on the 0-15% 

PVA samples) in Figure 1 for 189T and 3 T are 0.42 ± 0.01 §} (T1 =2.39 s) and 0.48 ± 0.01 s 

1(T1=2.09 s), respectively. The y-intercept corresponds to the relaxation rate of the bulk or free 

water. These values are sliglrly larger than literature values which place the R1 of pure water at 

approximately 0.37 s-1 (T1= 2.7 s) (19). There is a strong frequency dependence of water reported 

by Bryant et al. (20) which could account for the differences in relaxation times. Our values might 

also be slightly higher becau~ the PV A-C samples were stored in tap 'WI.ter, not distilled or de-

ionized water. Minute contaminants in tap water might artificially increase (decrease) the relaxation 

rate (time). 
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When examining the R2 data there is a significant linear relationship at 1.89 T and 3 T at low 

percent PVA (3-15%). They-intercepts (from Figure 2) for the low percent PVA data are 0.67 ± 

0.07 s 1 (f1=1.49 s) and 1.00 ± 0.06 s-1 (T1=1.00 s) at 1.89 T and 3 T, respectively. Again, these y

intercepts correspond to the relaxation rate of the free or bulk water. In pure water R1 and R2 

would be equal (19) but it is evident that other processes are influencing R2 in the PVA-C as the 

rates are 50% higher than the R1 values. 

The chemical structure of PVA has extensive hydrogen and hydroX)i entanglements that 

facilitate hydrogen bonding during the freeze/thaw process. An increase in the extent of hydrogen 

bonding with percent PVA could explain increases in R1 and R2 (decreases in T1 and Tz). This 

mechanism has been proposed in a previous work showing a decrease in T1 and T2 with increasing 

number ofFfCs (8, 21). 

The trend observed in both T1 and T2 were similar to the changes seen by Chu et al (8), but 

there were differences in the absolute values of the relaxation times. Using the same concentration 

PVA (15%), we report a range for T 1 and T 2 (602ms<T1<1049ms; 60ms<T2<143ms) (at 1.89T) and 

(546ms<T1<1049ms; 66<T2<126ms) (at 3T), produced by varying the number of FfCs between 1 

and 6 with measurements taken at room temperature (18 °C- 24 °C). Whereas, Chu and Rutt (8) 

found a range for T1 and T2 of (470ms<T1<810ms; 40ms<T2<90ms) at l.ST. Chu and Rutt (8) 

used freezing and thawing rates of O.SOC/min and 0.2'tC/min, respectively whilst a nte of 

0.1°C/min (for both freezing and thawing) was used here. Lukas et al. (22) compared 10% PVA, 1 

FfC samples with different thawing rates. Lukas et al. (22) found that as the thawing rate increased 

the relaxation times (T1 and T z) decreased. This would explain why Chu and Rutt (8) found lower 

relaxation times. Lastly, the molecular weight of the PV A md the sample temperature dumg 

measurement were not reported by Chu and Rutt (8). 
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A significant increase in T1 with increasing magnetic field was not observed in our study 

Previous work (23) has shown that there is a fidd dependence in T1 for various types of tissue by 

comparing measurements at 1.5T and 3T. Stanisz et al. ~3) also showed that the percenttge 

increase was different depending on the tissue in question. The percentage increase in T1 could be 

as high as 73% (for kidney) or as low as 10% (for cartilage). The quantitative magnetization transfer 

(MT) data was fitted to a "2 pool" model (24-25) which investigatro exchange between an 

unrestricted liquid pool and a restricted semisolid macromolecular pool. In this model, M08 is the 

fraction of magnetization resiling in the semisolid pool undergoing MT exchange. The Mas for 

cartilage was the highest (171 ± 2.4%) and for kidney was one of the smallest (7.1 ± 1.0%). 

Therefore the larger the semisolid pool the smaller the T1 field dependence. Just as cartilage 

demonstrated a smaller T 1 dependence (23) perhaps PVA-C has a larger semisolid pool (a large Mas) 

and therefore would be expected to behave similarly. It was not done, however it woold be very 

interesting to perform a magnetization transfer (MT) experiment for comparison. 

6.5 CONCLUSIONS 

At both 1.89T and 3T, it was shown that increasing percentage PV A will result in decreases to 

both T 1 and T 2 which have been also previously reported. There was evidence for a threshold over 

which further increases in pen:ent PV A no longer resulted in decreased relaxati:m times. This 

plateau began at concentrations in excess of 15% PVA (for PVA-C prepared with 1 FTC and a FTR 

of 0.1°C/minute). Both the R1 and R2 were found to show no signifiant difference when 

comparing measurements at 1.89T and 3T. As the number of FI'Cs increased from 1 to 6 there was 

a significant decrease in both T 1 and T2 values at 1.89T and 3T. It was concluded that there is fast 

exchange and therefore a mono-exponential for both the 'I; and T2 relaxation curves. ~n 

comparing relaxation times (T1 and Tz) at 1.89T and 3T, no signifiGUlt difference was found. By 
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varying the percent PVA and the number of FfCs, there was a larger range of possible T1 and T 2 

relaxation times. More work i; required to increase the ~ times which would be particularly 

important when attempting to mimic neonatal brain where relaxation times are quite large. Future 

work will involve further manipulation of relaxation times, including investigating various additives 

to the gel matrix, in crder to increase the versatility of potential phantoms. It was seen that by 

changing the percent PVA (from 3- 30%) and the number of FfCs (1- 6) it is possible to mimic 

typical soft body tissues. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a unique polymer: an aqueous solution (hydrogel) ofPVA 

can be stiffened by repeated freeze-thaw cycles (FfCs). The goal of this study was to 

investigate the effects of repeated FfCs on the MRI and electrical properties of PV A cryogel 

(PVA-C). The electrical properties of PVA-C were investigated using different molarities of 

NaCl in order to produce a material that models human tissue electrically. 

Methods: 

In this study 15% (by weight) of polyvinyl alcohol (molecular weight 146-186 kDa) powder 

was mixed with de-ionized water. Samples were prepared with either: 0 M, 0.1 M, or 1 M 

NaCl. The PV A samples then underwent either 3 or 6 freeze thaw cycles (FfC) in a 

temperature controlled bath. Measurements ofT1 and T2 were performed using a 1.89T and 

3T custom built MR systems. An Agilent 4294A Impedance analyzer was used to measure 

the complex impedance (resistance R, and reactance X), the complex admittance (G and B), 

and the capacitance were measured between 40Hz and 1MHz. Measurements of 

conductivity, permittivity and relaxation times were performed on each of the 3 samples to 

have better confidence in the results. Statistical tests, such as two way ANOV As and t-tests, 

were used to determine significance in the results. 

Results: 

There was a significant decrease in T 1 with increasing FfCs. The T1 and T2 

relaxation times were found to range from 602 ms- 827 ms and 64 ms- 86 ms, respectively, 

when looking all data (both 3 and 6 FfCs). The conductivity of 6 FfC PVA-C was 

significandy lower than 3 FfC PVA-C (p<0.01). The range of relative permittivities was 
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84.5- 2.32*107 (unitless). The addition of salt (NaCl) caused significant increases in 

conductivity and decreases in relative permittivity (p<0.01). 

Conclusions: 

Previous work has shown similar values for the relaxation times. Using PVA-C, the 

possible range of conductivities was 0.026 S/m to 1.07 S/m which compare well with the 

range in normal breast (0.22 S/m to 0.8 S/m). Similarly, the range of relative permittivities 

compare well to the range found in normal breast 2*104
- 1 *105

• 
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7.1 BACKGROUND 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PV A) is a polymer that can be formulated as a hydrogel with 

desirable properties for biomedical applications (1, 2). Although it can be cross-linked by 

chemical methods using glutaraldehyde or boric acid, PV A can be similarly hardened 

through a process of mesh entanglement by freezing (to -20 DC) and thawing (termed PVA

cryogel or PVA-C) (3). This process of entanglement is distinctly different from traditional 

cross-linking and is directly related to the hydrogen bonding of the PV A hydrogel ( 4). 

Tissue mimicking phantoms made from PVA-C have been demonstrated to be suitable for: 

(a) MRI to simulate normal tissue (5), (b) temperature dosimetry in MRI (6, 7), and (c) 

simulations of ultrasound guided breast biopsy (8). Different methods of preparation must 

be attempted in order to improve the versatility of PVA-C. The most obvious are varying 

the: (a) number of"freeze/thaw cycles" (FTCs), (b) percentage ofPVA, (c) freeze/thaw rate 

(FTR), and (d) molecular weight ofPV A. Campbell et al. have further demonstrated that the 

electrical conductivity of PV A -C can be increased by adding water soluble salts (9). 

Additionally, PVA-C polymer offers the opportunity to meet the phantom requirements 

defined by Wtorek et al. (10), suitable for impedance imaging techniques, such as Electrical 

Impedance Tomography (EI1). 

The long term goal of this research is to fabricate PVA-C for use in both medical 

devices and tissue mimicking phantoms for imaging research. A requirement for the 

imaging studies is that the phantom constructions mimic the biophysical properties of tissues 

for MRI and/ or electrical impedance imaging modalities. The purpose of the present work 

is to explore the electrical and the magnetic properties of the PV A cryogel. In particular, we 

wish to determine how these properties will change as a result of multiple "freeze-thaw 

cycles" (FTCs). 
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Nambu (11) and Watase et al. (12) published the first reports ofPVA cryogel 

formation. PVA-C was first proposed as a near-ideal material for MRI phantoms by Mano 

et al. (13) who examined the T 1 and T 2 relaxation times in relation to mouse soft tissues. It is 

known (14, 15) that the number of freeze-thaw cycles affects the elastic modulus of PV A -C, 

making the PVA-C stiffer with increased freeze-thaw cycles. It has been postulated (14) that 

this increase in elastic modulus is due to an increase in the extent of hydrogen bonding in the 

cryogel. During the first freeze-thaw cycle, a small proportion of the chain segments 

crystallize organizing themselves into 3-8 nm primary crystallite junctions with an irregular 

average spacing of about 30 nm. Increasing the number of freeze-thaw cycles increases the 

crystalinity and transforms the microstructure into a fibrillar network. 

Surry et al. (16) measured Tt> T 2, and the elastic properties (speed of sound) of 10% 

PVA-C that had undergone one to four freeze-thaw cycles. Although 15% PVA-C will be 

expected to differ, the relaxation times are predicted to be of the same order of magnitude. 

In their MRI estimates, Surry and coworkers used inversion times (TI) that ranged from 50-

3200ms to measure T 1, and echo times (TE) that ranged from 15-195ms to measure T 2 (16). 

In this study, both the electrical and MR properties ofPVA-C were investigated. 

The properties ofPVA-C that had undergone 3 and 6 FfCs with various molarities of salt 

(NaCl) were examined. The hypothesis was that the introduction of different concentrations 

of salt (NaCl) into the PVA-C matrix will increase its conductivity and decrease its 

permittivity while the MRI properties will remain unchanged. For this feasibility study, we 

elected to use two molarities (0.1 M, 1 M) of NaCl that are an order of magnitude apart and 

bracket the osmolality of normal saline (0.16 M). These measurements are important in 

order to design a phantom to mimic the electrical properties of tissue, for example to 

simulate a cancerous tumour surrounded by healthy breast tissue. Given that conductivity is 
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the ability of a material to conduct electric current and pennittivity is a measure of the ability 

of a material to resist the formation of an electric field within it, both of these properties will 

be important considerations when constructing an l\1RI tissue phantom. 

In the present work 15%PVA samples subjected to either 3 or 6 FfCs and doped 

with either: 0 M, 0.1 M, or 1M NaCl were evaluated in terms of their MR relaxation times, 

conductivity, and pennittivity. 

7.2 METHODS 

PV A-C Manrifacture: 

In this study 15% (by weight) of polyvinyl alcohol (molecular weight 146- 186 kDa) 

powder was mixed with de-ionized water. Samples were prepared with either: 0 M, 0.1 M, or 

1M NaCl. The mixture was heated to 90°C in 2 hours with the use of a standard reflux 

column and flask combination. Contact with air was restricted to less than 3 minutes after 

removal from the enclosed flask in order to minimize evaporation, which would lead to 

inaccurate PV A concentration calculations. The resulting solution was then placed in water

tight, puck shaped molds (24mm diameter x 21mm thick cylinder). In the molds, the PVA 

samples then underwent either 3 or 6 freeze thaw cycles (FfC) in a temperature controlled 

bath. One FfC consists of decreasing the temperature from 20°C to -20°C and then 

returning to 20°C at a rate of 0.1 °C/min. All molds were securely clamped in order to 

withstand the expansion that would otherwise result from the freezing process. The samples 

were then removed, stored in an air tight container, and refrigerated. It has been observed 

previously that PVA-C samples swell when stored in water, as water will be drawn into the 

cryogel matrix. This is an important factor to consider, especially since these samples have 

NaCl in them. For this reason, it was important to test whether the media in which the 

samples were stored modified the materials electrical properties. Samples of 3 and 6 FfC 
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PVA-C were manufactured containing either OM or 0.1M salt. These samples were then 

stored in either distilled water or a saline solution (1 M) and the conductivity and permittivity 

were measured daily for 6 days, and then again at day 30. 

MRI: 

Measurements ofT1 and T 2 were performed using a 1.89T and 3T custom built MR 

systems. T 1 was measured using a 2D inversion recovery imaging sequence repeated with 9 

inversion times (TI), which ranged from 20 ms to 1000 ms (TR=5.5 sec, TE=20 ms). 

Regions of interest (ROI) were drawn in the center of each sample and the average signal 

intensity at each TI was fitted to the equation: 

S(TI) =So [1-2exp(-TI/TJ] (1) 

T 2 was measured using a spin-echo imaging sequence repeated with 6 echo times (TE), 

which ranged from 25 ms to 500 ms (TR=5.5 sec). ROis were sdected from the center of 

each sample and T 2 measurements were made by sampling the signal intensities at the 

various echo peaks and fitting to the following equation: 

S(TE) =So exp (-TE/T:>) (2) 

Impedance Anafysis: 

An Agilent 4294A Impedance analyzer (Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON) was 

first calibrated using a short fixture compensation as directed in the Agilent 16452A liquid 

test fixture manual. The liquid test fixture was assembled using a home-built 10mm spacer 

designed to accommodate the PV A-C samples. The PVA-C samples were washed in 

distilled water, then placed between the electrodes in the fixture, and the fixture sealed. 
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The impedance analyzer operates in the frequency range of 40Hz to 110MHz, 

however the liquid test fixture only operates accurately up to 30MHz. These initial tests 

were performed only between 40Hz and 1MHz to match the frequency range of interest in 

EIT experiments (1kHz to 1MHz). 

Using the impedance analyzer, the complex impedance (resistance R, and reactance 

X), the complex admittance (G and B), and the capacitance were measured between 40Hz 

and 1MHz. The interface to the computer was via a LAN connection of the 4294A and the 

computer's Ethernet card using a home built L\N cross-over cable. Software was written in 

Excel 2002 (Service Pack 3) using a VisualBasic (version 6.3) script (Microsoft, Redmond, 

W A) to handle the calls to the impedance analyzer using Windows sockets. 

The conductivity, a, was calculated using: 

a= t I (A~) [3] 

where tis the spacing between the electrodes, A is the electrode area (radius= 38.0mm), and 

~ is the (parallel) resistance measured. 

The permittivity, E (the real part of the complex relative dielectric constant), was 

calculated using: 

[4] 

where CP is the parallel capacitance measured in the liquid fixture, and E
0 

is the permittivity 

of free space. 

Both the conductivity and the permittivity were measured four times in each of three 

identical samples (15). The data presented represents an average of these measurements. 

Statistics: 

Measurements of conductivity, permittivity and relaxation times were performed on 

each of the 3 samples to have better confidence in the results. Unless otherwise specified 
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the errors represent standard deviations. Standard deviations were calculated from averaging 

the 3 samples from each distinct PV A preparation. The specific measurements of the 

conductivity, permittivity and relaxation times were performed as described previously. Two 

3 way ANOVAs were performed to investigate differences in relaxation times (T1 and Tz) 

when examining effects of: salt concentration, number of FTCs, and field strength. For the 

storage media data, conductivities were calculated using equation 3, three or more times, and 

the standard deviation calculated. T-tests were then performed to evaluate significant 

difference. A two way ANOVA was performed to investigate the differences in permittivity, 

examining the effect of freeze thaw cycle and the addition of salt. The statistics were 

performed using MINITAB Release 13.32 (Minitab, Minitab Inc., Pennsylvania USA) and 

Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Microsoft Canada Co., Ontario, Canada). 

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The PV A-C samples that had undergone 6 FTCs were observed to be stiffer and 

more opaque than those that had undergone 3 FTCs. The MRI relaxation time 

measurements are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1: Tl Relaxation time shownfor 3FTC (Freeze Thaw Cycles) and 6FTCfor OM, 
O.JM, and JM salt concentrations, and both 1.89T and 3T. 
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Figure 2: T2 Relaxation time shown for 3FTC (Freeze Thaw Cycles) and 6FTC for OM, 
0.1 M, and 1M salt concentrations, and both 1. 89T and 3T. 

The T2 relaxation time does not change within the error of the measurement with 

increased freeze-thaw cycles; however, overall T 1 significandy decreased (p<0.05) from 3 

FTCs to 6 FTCs (values shown in Figures 1 and 2). 

An AN OVA showed that salt concentration had a significant effect on T 1 value 

when comparing the OM, O.lM, and 1M3 FTC samples (p<O.Ol). The effects of both the 

number ofFTCs and the field strength on T 1 were significant (p<O.Ol for each). The T 1 

values at 1.89T ranged from 732 ± 29ms to 827 ± 13ms for 3 FTCs and 602 ± 18ms to 782 

± 16ms for 6 FTCs. The T 1 values at 3T ranged from 650 ± 8ms to 694 ±llms for 3 FTCs 

and 478 ± 70ms to 653 ± 17ms for 6 FTCs. 
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An AN OVA showed that salt concentration also had a significant effect on T 2 values. 

There was significant difference in T2 value when comparing the salt concentrations 

(p<O.Ol). Yet unlike T 1, neither field strength nor the number ofFTCs had a significant 

effect on T 2• The T 2 values at 1.89T ranged from 64 ± 9ms to 86 ± 8ms for 3 FTCs and 60 

± 10ms to 83 ± 7ms for 6 FTCs. The T 2 values at 3T ranged from 69 ± lms to 84 ± 6ms 

for 3 FTCs and 66 ± 2ms to 82 ± 7ms for 6 FTCs. 

The conductivity measurements of the samples before storage in any media are 

summarized in Figures 3 and 5. It can be seen from this plot that there is clearly a significant 

decrease in the conductivity with an increase in freeze thaw cycles from 3C to 6C (p<O.OS). 

The conductivities of the 1M samples were significantly greater than either the 0 M or 0.1 M 

samples (p<O.Ol). The conductivities ranged from 0.026 ± 0.003 S/m to 1.07 ± 0.03 S/m 

for the 3 FTC samples. The conductivity does change less with frequency within the range 

from 40 kHz to 1 MHz however. 
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3 Cycle Samples: Conductivity vs. Frequency 
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Fi!!ure 3: Conductivity of 3FTC samples versus frequency. Shown here is a comparison 
of the 3 salt concentrations (OM, 0.1M, and 1M). Data shown is the mean of at least 3 
different PVA samples. The standard deviation is within the size of the data marker. 
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Figure 4: Permittivity of 3FTC samples versus frequency. Shown here is a comparison 
of the 3 salt concentrations (OM, 0.1 M, and 1M). Data shown is the mean of at least 3 
different PVA samples. The standard deviation is within the size of the data marker. 
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Fil!ure 5: Conductivity of 6FTC samples versus frequency. Shown here is a comparison 
of the 3 salt concentrations (OM, 0.1 M, and 1M). Data shown is the mean of at least 3 
different PVA samples. The standard deviation is within the size of the data marker. 
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Figure 6: Permittivity of 6FTC samples versus frequency. Shown here is a comparison 
of the 3 salt concentrations (OM, 0.1 M, and 1M). Data shown is the mean of at least 3 
different PVA samples. The standard deviation is within the size of the data marker. 
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In Figures 4 and 6, the relative permittivity (unitless) for these same samples is 

plotted versus frequency. Note that in these figures, the permittivity spans several orders of 

magnitude. There appears to be a small decrease in the relative permittivity with increasing 

number of FfCs, but it is not significant. There was a significant increase in the permittivity 

with the addition of salt (p<0.01). At 1kHz, a two-way AN OVA indicates that there is not a 

significant change with freeze-thaw cycle, but that the change in permittivity is significant 

(p<0.01). For all samples the permittivity approached zero at high frequency (>2kHz for 0 

M and 0.1 M or >10kHz for 1M,). The permittivities ranged from 95.1 ± 0.1 to (2.32 ± 

0.03)*107 for the 3 FTC samples. 

In Figures 7 and 8, the electrical data resulting from the storage of the samples in the 

two different media (water and saline) is presented. 
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Figure 7: "Storage Media Test A." In this set of figures, PVA manufactured without salt 
(OM 3FTC and 6FTC) are placed in either distilled water (top 2 subplots) or in I M saline 
solution (bottom 2 subplots). Curves represent measurements taken before being placed 

in the medium, and day 2, day 6, and day 30 following. Note that the conductivity 
decreases slightly, probably by the uptake of water (top plots), however when placed in 

saline (bottom) the conductivity drastically increases. 
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Fii!ure 8: "Storage Media Test B." In this set of figures, PVA manufactured with salt 
(0. 1M 3FTC and 6FTC) are placed in either distilled water (top 2 subplots) or in 1M 

saline solution (bottom 2 subplots). Curves represent measurements taken before being 
placed in the medium, and day 2, day 6, and day 30 following. Note that the larger initial 

conductivity (as compared to Figure 7) decreases when placed in distilled water (top 2 
subplots). However when placed in the saline solution (bottom subplots), these samples 

demonstrate an increase in conductivity approaching that of day 30 in figure 7. 

Figure 7 shows the OM NaCl, 3 and 6 FTC PVA-C samples that are either stored in 

distilled water or saline solution. To enhance the readability of these plots, only the data 

from days 0,2,6 and 30 are presented. For both the 3 and 6 FTC samples that are stored in 

distilled water there is a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in conductivity from Day 1 to Day 30. 

This may indicate that water is diffusing into the cryogel making the sample less conductive, 

or that salt is diffusing out of the gel. For both the 3 and 6 FTC samples that are stored in 

saline solution there is a significant increase (p < 0.05) in conductivity from Day 1 to Day 
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30. This seems to indicate that in these samples, salt is diffusing into the cryogel to increase 

its conductivity. 

Figure 8 shows the 0.1M NaCl, 3 and 6 FTC PV A-C samples that are either stored in 

distilled water or saline solution. For both the 3 and 6 FTC that are stored in distilled water 

there was a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in conductivity from Day 1 to Day 30. For both 

the 3 and 6 FTC samples that were stored in saline solution there is a significant increase (p 

< 0.05) in conductivity from Day 1 to Day 30. 

Clearly the results indicate a change in the MRI and the electrical properties ofPVA

C between 3 and 6 freeze thaw cycles (shown in Figures 1-6). The gel was found to be less 

conductive following 6 FTCs, relative to 3 FTCs. Figure 1 demonstrates that 

increasing the number ofFTCs decreases the T 1 value, which is consistent with what has 

been demonstrated previously (17). There was a significant (p<0.05) decrease in T 1 value 

when comparing the 3 FTC and 6 FTC samples. This was true for samples of any salt 

concentration. These results also show that by adding salt to the PVA-C there are significant 

increases in the T 1 values for the 6FTC samples. 

The standard deviation of the T 1 for the 6 FTC, 0.1M samples was quite large 

compared to the other measurements in Figure 1. This indicates a larger variability in the T1 

of these samples. This may be due to non-uniformity of relaxation times throughout the 

samples or a non-uniform sample preparation. An increase/ decrease in relaxation time 

could have been caused by random air bubbles within the sample. 

The decrease in T 2 as the number ofFTCs increased was not significant (p>0.01) for 

all NaCl concentrations. It has been observed that larger variation in the PVA-C properties 

occurs during the initial few FTCs (17). Increasing the number of FTCs beyond 3 is 
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expected to cause less variation in the T 2 value. A plateau in relaxation times as a function of 

FTC was observed by Chu and Rutt (17). 

It may not be intuitive why the simple addition of salt should affect the relaxation 

times. When salt is added to the water there is a change in the molecular structure which 

changes the mobility of the protons and thus a change in relaxation time. W ark for example 

by Park & Fayer (18) showed that the structure of a water-ion network in a NaBr solution is 

very different than a hydrogen bond network in pure water. 

Previous work has shown similar values for the relaxation times (5, 16, 17). The 

numbers are similar, not identical, since there are various factors affecting the final PVA-C 

product that were different from earlier studies. The number ofFrCs, rate of freeze/thaw, 

%PV A, MRI field strength, temperature of measurement, and molecular weight of PV A are 

all important factors to be considered when trying to compare relaxation times to previous 

work. 

Part of our motivation for conducting this work is to use PV A-C as a tissue 

mimicking phantom. One model system of interest for example is the human breast In the 

human breast, estimates for healthy tissue yield a T 1 of900-1000ms (19), and typical T 2s are 

in the order of 50-lOOms. It has been demonstrated that these values are achievable using 

PVA-C (16) for the purpose of an anthropomorphic breast phantom. 

Merchant et al. (20), used a multiecho spin echo interleaved with a multiecho 

inversion recovery sequence at l.ST to estimate T 1 and T 2 in the healthy and the diseased 

breast. They found T 1 and T 2 values in normal breast tissue (n = 23) of795.64 ± 21.12 and 

62.82 ± 4.06 ms, respectively. In benign breast tissue (n = 17), the respective values were 

1049.02 ± 40.31 and 89.15 ± 8.33 ms, while in malignant breastlesions (n = 11), they were 

876.09 ± 27.83 and 74.76 ± 3.90 ms. 
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Clearly PVA-C has MRI relaxation times comparable to those observed in normal 

and diseased breast tissue. Here we have shown T 1 values ranging from 602 ± 18 ms to 827 

± 13 ms and T 2 values from 64 ± 9 ms to 86 ± 8 ms. It would be beneficial to obtain a 

larger range for both T 1 and T 2 values in order to encompass the entire range of normal 

values described above. Relaxation times for PV A -C can be changed by altering the 

percentage PV A and therefore this provides an easy way to obtain NaCl doped samples with 

the required T 1 and T2• Changing the percentage PV A has been previously performed and 

shown to have the correct range of relaxation times to mimic most normal tissue (5). 

One possible interpretation of these changes induced by additional freeze-thaw 

cycles is that indeed the PVA-C becomes more hydrogen bonded with an increased number 

of freeze-thaw cycles. This idea of increased hydrogen bonding with increasing number of 

FrCs is supported by Kobayashi et al. (21). Water present within the gel, or possibly 

channels of water, become more restricted and hence display a reduced conductivity. If this 

is indeed the case, then water in the cryogel behaves more like "bound water" than "free 

water." In general, there exists a relationship between MRI relaxation time, and mobility of 

water. For example, assuming that water in the cryogel with 1 freeze thaw cycle is relatively 

mobile since the sample has limited crystallinity, then the MRI relaxation times define a 

position on the molecular mobility axis as indicated perhaps by the arrow in Figure 9. A 

pure substance, water for example, would have such a characteristic plot and would have a 

T1 minimum at the Larmor frequency. As the number of freeze thaw cycles increases, then 

the mobility of water decreases (moving to left on x-axis) suggesting a decrease in T 1 and T 2• 

This is not an exact analogy as the plot in Figure 9 is intended to describe a pure substance, 

not a complex material such as a cryogel. However it does illustrate the expected behaviour 

of the MRI relaxation times as the mobility changes. 
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Figure 9: MR Relaxation Times (F1 and T2) as a function of frequency for a pure 
substance, demonstrating the expected trend for the relaxation times as a function of 
water mobility. Water at room temperature would be relatively mobile, and may be 

closer to the position indicated by the a"ow. In consideration of a cryogel with reduced 
water mobility, this plot would suggest a decrease in T1 and T2. 

In summary, it was shown here that increasing from 3 to 6 FTCs significandy 

decreased the T 1 relaxation time but T 2 was left relatively unchanged. It was also shown that 

the addition of salt significandy increased the relaxation times. 

As expected with increasing salt concentration there is an increase in the 

conductivity. The salt ions allow for better conductivity. As the frequency increases so does 

the conductivity. At higher frequencies the increase in conductivity begins to slow. The 

peak conductivity for the 0.1M samples is approximately one tenth that of the 1M samples. 

The conductivity increased by approximately ten-fold with a commensurate increase in salt 
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concentration. This linear relationship between molarity and conductivity is expected since a 

linear relationship has been previously reported (22). Also note that there were sharp 

increases in the conductivity values between 100 and 1000Hz for all samples. This reflects a 

limitation of the measurement method. Often when using fixtures in combination with 

network analyzers, an open-short compensation (23) is required. This procedure requires a 

measurement of the fixture in the open and short circuit geometries. For some frequencies, 

this generated a divergence in the compensated equations that was not completely removed, 

because the capacitance being measured in the parallel geometry becomes very small at these 

frequencies. This is partially exaggerated because of the large space in the parallel plate 

fixture required to fit the large PV A-C pucks. 

In Figure 4 the permittivity measurements of the 3 FTC samples is shown. The 

permittivity is a measure of how well a material is able to resist the formation of an electric 

field within it. All permittivities decreased with increasing frequency. At larger frequencies 

the permittivities all approached zero. The 0 M and the 0.1 M samples approached zero at a 

frequency of approximately 2 kHz whereas the 1 M samples approached zero at 

approximately 10kHz. 

Conversely, the conductivity of the 6 FTC PV A-C samples increased with salt 

concentration. The peak value of the 0.1M samples was approximately 25% of the 1M 

measurements. This suggests a different relationship than that which was observed for the 3 

FTC samples. Here there was not a tenfold increase in conductivity, as seen previously with 

the 3 FTC samples. Therefore the number of FTCs must be taken into account as well as 

the concentration of salt in order to obtain a desired conductivity. 
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Permittivity is observed to increase with increasing salt concentration. Once again, 

at higher frequencies the permittivity approached zero for all samples. The 0 M, 0.1 M, and 

1 M samples approached zero at approximately 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 9 kHz, respectively. 

The conductivities ranged from 0.026 to 1.07 S/m for the 3 FTC samples. The 

conductivities ranged from 0.068 to 0.581 S/m for the 6 FTC samples. Ka.to et al. (24) 

found that values for conductivity ranged from 0.0295 S/m to 0.744 S/m depending on the 

tissue type. Therefore it is possible to mimic most tissue types by changing the number of 

FTCs and the concentration ofNaCl (from 0 M -1M). 

The permittivities ranged from 95.1 to 2.32*107 for the 3 FTC samples. The 

permittivities ranged from 84.5 to 1.85*107 for the 6 FTC samples. Past studies (25-29) have 

shown that various human tissues have permittivities in the range of 40- 40*107
• Therefore 

it is seen that the permittivity measured using PVA-C does not encompass the entire desired 

range. Further work employing other additives is being performed to be able to mimic the 

entire range. 

The common application of this impedance technology is to measure the dielectric 

spectrum of a sample to examine the various relaxation processes in a liquid or a polymer. 

There are two main effects which are "nuisances" in this regard. One is the DC part of the 

conductivity which we are trying to exploit here. The DC conductivity manifests at the 

lower frequencies and can overwhelm the signal below 1kHz. The other effect is the 

electrode polarization (23, 30), which also manifests at the lower frequencies. It is 

instructive to consider the conductivity at a frequency, say 10kHz-1MHz, where the signal is 

much less affected by the electrode polarization effect. Clearly at 10kHz the conductivity 

decreases with an increase in the number of FTC's from 3C to 6C, so this change is 

independent of any electrode polarization effects. 
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The electrode polarization is a problem in salt solutions (23). For conducting 

polymers and materials like ethanol it is not a large contribution and the conductivity can still 

be extracted from the signal. We have begun to examine samples doped with NaCl 

solutions. Hence there exist both DC conductivity and electrode polarization effects. It is 

interesting to note however that clear evidence of the electrode polarization effect appears to 

be lacking in the PV A-C measurements. Perhaps there is some effect of the PV A-C matrix 

which inhibits the formation of a polarization layer on the electrode surface. Regardless, 

further research is being performed to investigate this phenomenon. 

The conductivity measurements of the 3C and 6C in this study are about 100 times 

higher than the AC (frequency range from 10-1 to 109 Hz) conductivity reported by Pissis et 

al (31) for poly(hydroxyethyl acrylate) (PHEA) hydrogel with lower water contents 

(maximum of 32%). Pissis et al. (31) also report permittivity only for higher temperatures 

(30 °C to 90 °C). At 30 °C compared to Pissis et al. (31), the PVA-C permittivity is reduced 

from 6 times down to only 2 times that ofPHEA in the frequency range of 102 to 106 Hz. 

Therefore the electrical impedance properties of PV A cryogel are different from the PHEA 

hydrogel. 

In Figures 7 and 8 there is an obvious change in the conductivity by simply adding 

0.1M NaCl to the PVA-C. Also it can be seen that if the desired storage media is either 

distilled water or saline there will be a transfer of N aCl to or from the PV A -C as an 

equilibrium of the NaCl and water takes place. Therefore NaCl is not a suitable solute for 

changing the conductivity when storing samples in a liquid. This diffusion would also make 

it unsuitable for use in complex phantom structures. Other techniques need to be 

investigated, such as conducting polymer or MICA or graphite, to manufacture stable 3D 

conductivity distribution in the PV A-C phantoms. 
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7.4 CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that increasing the number of FTCs from 3 to 6 significandy 

shortens the T 1 values for 15% PVA-C. There was no significant decrease in the T 2 values 

when comparing 3 and 6 FfCs. The addition ofNaCl caused significant differences in both 

relaxation times (T1 or Tz). The conductivity of the 3 and 6 FTC PVA-C was found to 

increase proportionally with increasing salt concentration. There was a significant difference 

in the conductivity when comparing the 0 M or 0.1M with the 1M samples for both 3 and 6 

FTCs. A plateau in the conductivity was reached with increasing frequency, such that 

further increases in frequency no longer appeared to affect the conductivity. The 

permittivities for the 3 and 6 FTC PV A-C samples were found to decrease with increasing 

frequency. The permittivity for all samples approached zero as the frequency increased. It 

was shown that the conductivities and permittivities of most human tissue can be mimicked 

by using PVA-C in a frequency range of 40 Hz- 1 MHz. 

These results indicate that with an increase in the number of FTC's, the hydrogen 

bonding restricts the water in the gel. This therefore implies a reduction in the mobility of 

the water in the gel. 

For the construction of complex phantoms the idea ofleaching should be 

considered. It was shown that the molarity of both the PVA-C sample and the storage 

solution will tend to equilibrate over time. 

In the future, impedance measurements at higher (MRl) frequencies will be used to 

assess the dielectric effect from loading the MRI coil. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

ANOVA analysis of variance 

EIT electrical impedance tomography 

FfC freeze thaw cycle 

FfCs freeze thaw cycles 

MRI magnetic resonance imaging 

NaCl sodium chloride 

PHEA poly(hydroxyethyl acrylate) 

PVA polyvinyl alcohol 

PV A-C polyvinyl alcohol cryogel 

TE echo time 

TI inversion time 
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